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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE / MESSAGE DU PRÉSIDENT

I am writing these editorial comments on the back of a very 
successful Acoustic Week in Canada (AWC) conference in 
Niagara-on-the-Lake this past October. The conference at
tracted some 125 contributed technical papers in all areas of 
acoustics and vibration, and featured four captivating plenary 
presentations on architectural acoustics by John Bradley, 
soundscaping and acoustical ecology by R. Murry Schafer, 
ecological psychoacoustics by John Neuhoff, and biomedical 
ultrasound imaging by Michael Kolios. We will also remem
ber for a long time to come the full-packed multi-sensorial 
annual banquet, featuring the audio-tactile EmotiChair and 
Jazz concert.

I noted with excitement the exceptionally large contingent 
of about 50 student presenters or so at AWC 2009. We can 
conclude that AWC remains an event of choice for first-time 
student presenters and those wishing to put to test their latest 
thesis results. Above all, several students told me they par
ticularly enjoyed meeting some of the most prominent ac
ousticians in the country and discovering the large number of 
university and government institutions, consulting firms and 
manufacturers carrying out acoustical work in the country. 
It is the essence of our annual meeting of bringing all these 
people together. Many thanks to Ramani Ramakrishnan, the 
Conference Chair, and all members of the local Organizing 
Committee for such a great event.

AWC 2010 will be held in another beautiful setting in Victo
ria BC, October 13-15. The local Organizing Committee is 
led by our Past President, Stan Dosso, and two CAA Direc
tors, Clair Wakefield and Roberto Racca. The last conference 
in Victoria, back in 1999, was a memorable event and we 
can look forward to a strong technical meeting with carefully 
selected social events again next year. Please mark it down 
immediately in your calendar and consult the current and fu
ture issues of Canadian Acoustics or the website for more 
information.

Many thanks to Vijay Parsa (UWO), who just completed his 
term as a CAA Director. I would like to welcome our newly 
elected Director, Hugues Nelisse, from “l’Institut de recher
che Robert-Sauvé en santé et en sécurité du travail” (IRSST). 
Another Director, Sean Pecknold (DRDC Atlantic), has been 
assuming the role of CAA Webmaster since last Spring. We 
also have a new Executive Secretary in Brad Gover from the 
NRC Institute for Research in Construction, replacing David 
Quirt who served diligently for 7 years. Sadly, one of our 
most distinguished Canadian acoustician and CAA emeritus 
member, Edgar Shaw, passed away this October. We will for
ever remember him and his wife through the Edgar and Mil- 
licent Shaw Postdoctoral Prize in Acoustics.

Finally, as ever, the CAA constantly requires a fresh supply 
of members to volunteer on the various tasks and functions

J’écris ces quelques commentaires suite au franc succès de 
la Semaine canadienne d’acoustique à Niagara-sur-le-Lac 
en octobre dernier. Le congrès a attiré plus de 125 commu
nications orales dans tous les champs de l ’acoustique et des 
vibrations en plus de quatre présentations plénières des plus 
intéressantes en acoustique architecturale par John Bradley, 
en écologie du paysage sonore par R. Murry Schafer, en psy
choacoustique écologique par John Neuhoff et en imagerie 
biomédicale par ultrasons par Michael Kolios. Nous allons 
longuement garder en mémoire le banquet annuel multi-sen- 
soriel mettant en vedette le fauteuil audio-tactile EmotiChair 
et concert Jazz.

Pour ma part, j ’ai constaté avec grand plaisir le nombre im
pressionnant de 50 étudiants et plus au congrès 2009. On 
peut en conclure que la Semaine canadienne d’acoustique 
demeure une occasion unique pour casser la glace et présent
er ses tous premiers travaux lors d’un congrès scientifique 
ou mettre à l ’épreuve ses tous derniers résultats de thèse. 
Avant tout, nombre d’étudiants m ’ont indiqué qu’ils ont 
tout particulièrement apprécié dialoguer avec plusieurs ac- 
ousticiens des plus connus au pays et découvrir l’éventail 
d’institutions universitaires et gouvernementales, de cabi
nets de consultants et de fabricants œuvrant dans le domaine 
de l ’acoustique au pays. C’est l ’essence même de la Semaine 
canadienne d’acoustique que de rassembler tous ces interve
nants. Maints remerciements à Ramani Ramakrishnan, prési
dent du congrès 2009, et à toute son équipe pour un congrès 
des plus remarquables.

La Semaine canadienne d’acoustique 2010 se tiendra dans 
un endroit tout aussi charmant à Victoria en Colombie-Bri- 
tannique du 13 au 15 octobre prochain. Le congrès sera di
rigé par Stan Dosso, président sortant de l ’ACA, et de deux 
directeurs de notre association, Clair Wakefield et Roberto 
Racca. Le dernier congrès tenu à Victoria en 1999 fut un 
franc succès et nous pouvons anticiper un congrès scienti
fique des plus stimulants encore l ’an prochain et des activi
tés sociales bien choisies. Veuillez inscrire cet événement 
dans votre agenda dès maintenant et consulter la présente et 
futures parutions de l’Acoustique canadienne pour plus de 
renseignements.

Je tiens à remercier Vijay Parsa (U. Western Ontario) qui 
vient de terminer son mandat de directeur au sein de l ’ACA 
et j ’en profite pour souhaiter la bienvenue à notre nouveau 
directeur élu, Hugues Nelisse de l ’Institut de recherche 
Robert-Sauvé en santé et en sécurité du travail (IRSST). Un 
autre de nos directeurs, Sean Pecknold (RDDC Atlantique), 
assume le rôle de Webmestre depuis le printemps dernier. 
Nous avons aussi un nouveau Secrétaire exécutif, Brad 
Gover de l’Institut de recherche en construction du CNRC, 
remplaçant David Quirt qui a occupé ce poste durant les sept 
dernières années. C’est avec grands regrets que l ’un de nos
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within the Association. Do not hesitate to contact members 
of the Executive or Board of Directors if you want to contrib
ute more actively to the CAA, in any capacity.

Christian Giguère 
CAA President

acousticiens canadiens les plus distingués et membre émérite 
de l ’ACA, Edgar Shaw, est décédé en octobre dernier. Nous 
nous souviendrons tous de lui et de son épouse par le biais du 
Prix postdoctoral Edgar et Millicent Shaw en acoustique.

Enfin, comme toujours, l ’ACA a besoin de sang neuf et de 
bénévoles pour accomplir diverses tâches et projets au sein 
de l’association. Alors, n’hésitez pas à communiquer avec un 
membre du comité exécutif ou du conseil d’administration si 
vous souhaitez contribuer plus activement à l ’ACA, quelque 
soit la tâche.

Christian Giguère 
Président de l ’ACA
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Research article/Article de recherche

A c o u s t ic  Im p a c t  o f  t h e  G r e e n  C o r r id o r  A c t io n  G r o u p ’s U r b a n  D e s ig n  u s in g  

A c o u s t ic  M a p p in g

Colin Novak, Trevor Copeland, Nathaniel Elder, Neil Thomas, and Helen Ule
University of Windsor, 401 Sunset Ave. N9B 3P4

a b s t r a c t

The Green Corridor is a not-for-profit organization which has proposed a green landscape concept along 
the roadway leading to the Ambassador Bridge, the major international crossing between Canada and the 
USA. In addition to improving the aesthetics of this mostly concrete and industrialized transportation route, 
the Green Corridor group had the added goal of wanting to improve the soundscape of the nearby 
neighbourhoods with innovated landscape designs. The high levels of traffic noise within the area are the 
result from this roadway being one of the busiest land trade corridors in the world. This study analyzed the 
changes proposed by the Green Corridor action group from an acoustic engineering perspective. The study 
first measured and modeled existing environmental noise conditions which included the implementation of 
a reverse engineering exercise to ensure an accurate acoustic map. This was followed by a second model to 
predict the expected noise levels with the implementation of the Green Corridor design proposals. As a 
result, this study was able to identify some areas where the proposed Green Corridor changes, if 
implemented, would be effective in reducing the local environmental noise levels. Other areas were 
identified where the proposed designs would have no positive acoustic benefit and would require additional 
abatement if the affected residential area were to meet provincial noise guidelines. A discussion of the 
benefits of good acoustic design, as well as improved noise legislation is also included. Finally, this study 
explored the possible physical and psychological health effects to residents living in those areas exposed to 
severe noise levels.

r e s u m e

“Green Corridof’ est une association à but non lucratif qui propose un concept d’espace vert le long de la 
route qui mène au pond Ambassador, le principal pond international rejoignant le Canada et les Etats-Unis. 
En plus de vouloir améliorer l ’esthétisme de cette route industrielle principalement faite de béton, le groupe 
« green corridor » souhaite améliorer le paysage sonore du voisinage avec leurs innovants aménagements 
paysagés. Le haut niveau sonore du trafic routier du quartier vient du fait que cette route est l’un des plus 
importants couloirs terrestres du commerce dans le monde. Cette étude analyse d’un point de vue 
acoustique les changements proposés par les actions du groupe « green corridor ». Dans un premier temps 
l ’étude quantifie et modélise les conditions sonores existantes, incluant la mise en œuvre d'un exercice de 
retro-ingénierie pour assurer une carte acoustique précise. Dans un second temps l’étude est une prédiction 
des niveaux sonores suite à la mise place du projet de Green Corridor. L ’analyse des résultats montrent 
qu’à certains endroits, le projet de Green Corridor serait efficace pour réduire le niveau sonore mais qu’à 
d’autres l’impact serait inexistant. Il faudrait alors mettre en œuvre d’autres mesures pour pouvoir arriver à 
atteindre les objectifs fixés par la province. Une discussion est jointe sur les bénéfices d’une bonne 
conception acoustique et sur l’amélioration de la législation. Pour finir, l’étude parle des possibles effets 
sur la santé physique et mentale des résidents des quartiers exposés à de hauts niveaux sonores.

1. i n t r o d u c t i o n

The issue of urban design is a complex one given that the 
tranquility and appeal of an area is determined by a 
subjective audience and that many factors come into play in 
whether or not an urban design will succeed. It has been 
shown that the quality of an urban area is a function of noise 
levels and visible natural features [1]. This study explored a 
proposed urban design for improvement from an acoustic

perspective. While the overall success of a project is 
determined by many and sometimes very complex factors, 
noise is one that can be predicted and explored.

The work presented here was undertaken as an 
undergraduate studnet engineering design project given the 
name, “Windsor Environmental Noise Mapping Initiative 
(WENMI)”. The group’s goal was to create an 
environmental noise map of the present conditions of an 
area one kilometre in width and five kilometres in length.
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This area is centered on Huron Church Road which is a 
major roadway accessing the Ambassador Bridge crossing 
between Windsor Canada, and Detroit, USA. Included in the 
study area are; the EC Row expressway, a railway line as 
well as well defined residential, commercial, and industrial 
areas.

The results obtained by the WENMI project were used to 
evaluate and compare the present acoustical conditions of 
the study area to a predicted model which includes the 
proposed environmental concept design developed by the 
Green Corridor Group (GC). The GC is a not-for-profit 
organization which has a focus on an environmentally 
favourable redevelopment of the area considered to be the 
gateway to Canada. This area is also the northern portion of 
the WENMI study area. Additional mandates of the GC 
group are aesthetics, artistic interpretation and education, 
and awareness of environmental issues. Their design 
concepts include the construction of berms and addition of 
vegetation with the purpose to improve air quality, mitigate 
noise and increase the beautification of the area. An 
additional goal of the concepts was also to specifically 
engage the public in considering the quality of the 
environment around them.

Further, the Green Corridors’s design was not made with 
engineering acoustic principles in mind. As such, a 
fundamental goal of the WENMI study was to emphasize 
the importance of an engineering approach to noise 
abatement in consideration of an urban design. In doing so, 
it was also thought these outcomes would provide valuable 
information to the GC group and allow them to improve on 
the present artistic focused design.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

Two acoustic propagation models were developed for the 
study; the first representing the present acoustic conditions 
and a second to predict the impact that the GC urban design 
would have on the area. Both were created using a 
commercial environmental noise calculation and mapping 
software package by Brüel & Kjær called Lima 7812. This 
software is primarily used throughout the European Union 
(EU) and was developed to fulfill the EU’s directives and 
guidelines applicable to environmental noise computation. 
While the software is capable of predicting noise traffic 
noise using many standards, the traffic noise levels for this 
study were calculated using the British ministry of transport 
standard, “Calculation o f  Road Traffic Noise” (CRTN). 
This standard was selected since it meets all requirements of 
the EU Environmental Noise Directive and is somewhat 
similar to the Ontario Ministry of Environment calculation 
standard, “Ontario Road Noise Analysis Method for  
Environment and Transportation’’ (ORNAMENT). The 
Dutch RMR/SRM II and the ISO9613-2 standards were 
used for the rail and industrial noise calculations 
respectively. These standards are the generally

representative approaches used in the EU for railway and 
industrial environmental noise modeling.

2.1 Noise Model of Present Conditions

The noise model representing the current conditions was 
created by first importing Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) data into the noise mapping software. This data 
included most topographical details including roadways, 
however, the quality of the building footprint details was 
found to be out of date and lacking in sufficient detail. As 
such, a more laborious task was used to input each building 
into the model manually. To do this, a satellite image was 
first imported and calibrated to correlate to the size and 
orientation of the GIS roadway data. Major building heights 
were determined using field surveying techniques for each 
individual structure. For the many residential dwellings 
within the area, the heights were all assumed to have heights 
of 4.5 meters. From this, each building footprint was then 
digitized manually into the model.

Upon completion of the model topography and geographical 
details, the noise emission levels of the roadways were 
calculated using average annual daily traffic (AADT) count 
data provided by the City of Windsor. Such a prediction is 
only as good as the quality of traffic data inputted into the 
model. Given that the traffic data used was averaged over a 
24 hour period, assumptions were required for the day and 
night time splits. To correct for this, actual noise 
measurements were made along the study area and used to 
calibrate, or reverse engineer the model, using the field 
measurement data. For this, 24 hour measurements of 20 
minute equivalent noise levels (Leq) measurements were 
conducted at several representative locations. The locations, 
shown in Figure 1, were selected based on their proximity to 
the more significant noise sources which also have the most 
impact on the sensitive receptor areas. Once complete, the 
noise data was inputted into the software which has a 
reverse engineering algorithm used to calibrate the 
theoretical prediction. This process was iterated several 
times in order to improve the agreement between the CRTN 
results and the actual noise data. However, once complete, 
very little of the original noise model was altered in the final 
noise map, thus confirming the accuracy of the initial CRTN 
based model

Figure 1: Field Measurement Locations used for Reverse 
Engineering Calibration o f the Noise Mapping Model

Canadian Acoustics / Acoustique canadienne Vol. 37 No. 4 (2009) - 4



2.2 Noise Model of Green Corridor Concept

An acoustic map representing the Green Corridor urban 
concept was based initially on the model created for the 
current conditions but with modifications representing the 
specific details for the GC vision. These details included the 
creation of earthen berms along the Huron Church Road as 
well as the removal of some residential homes in order to 
create a buffer zone between the remaining houses and the 
transportation route. Other features included low density 
plantings of deciduous trees and the addition of low profile 
landscaped hills and swales. All of which were included in 
the updated noise prediction model. Some of these features 
are shown in Figure 2.

Green Corridor Features

3. PRESENTATION OF NOISE MAPS

A detailed look at the predicted impact of the proposed 
Green Corridor plan is discussed through presentation of the 
resulting acoustic maps. The noise contour maps provide an 
excellent visual representation of the noise impact that each 
of the respective scenarios would create on the study area. 
Presented first is an overview of the entire study area 
followed by a more detailed look at specific geographic 
sections which incorporate the most significant proposed 
changes by the Green Corridor plan.

3.1 Overall Model

Shown in Figures 3 and 4 are the noise contour models for 
the daytime conditions without and with the details of the 
GC plan respectively. It is shown that for the day time 
predictions, the noise levels in the near vicinity of the major 
roadways is reduce by at least 5 dB as a result of the earthen 
berms along the west side of Huron Church Road leading to 
the Ambassador Bridge. Given that these figures show the 
“big picture” of the predicted comparisons, a more detailed 
analysis which focuses on specific target areas on abatement 
concepts will be discussed further in this section.

The downside associated with visual noise mapping is that 
while informative, analysis of results is also somewhat 
subjective. For a more objective approach, a statistical 
analysis comparing the overall geographical area affected, 
for deviations of 5 dB, of the two scenarios without and 
with the GC plan is given in Tables 1 and 2. From these, it

is evident that the implementation of the GC concept does 
improve the noise levels within the study area. For both the 
day and night time, implementation of the GC concept 
results in the most significant decrease in percent area 
affected by high noise levels within the 60 to 65dBA range. 
At the same time, the sound level range where the GC plan 
has a positive increase in percent affected area is in the more 
desirable 45 to 50dBA range. This statistically reinforces the 
fact that the proposed GC improvements caused the greatest 
area increase with lower sound levels at the bottom end of 
the noise level spectrum.

Figure 3: Noise Contour Map o f the Study Area showing 
Present Daytime Noise (dBA) Conditions

Figure 4: Noise Contour Map o f the study area showing 
Predicted Green Corridor Daytime Noise (dBA) Conditions
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Table 1 Daytime Percent Area Affected by Propsed Green

dBA Range Current
Percent
Area

GC Percent 
Area

Percent
Area
Change

40.1-45 2.01 2.71 0.7
45.1-50 13.95 14.37 0.42
50.1-55 22.75 22.73 -0.02
55.1-60 20.36 19.99 -0.37
60.1-65 14.66 14.2 -0.46
65.1-70 13.84 13.72 -0.12
70.1-75 8.53 8.43 -0.1
75.1-80 2.48 2.47 -0.01
80.1-85 1.31 1.25 -0.06

Table 2 Night time Percent Area Affected by Propsed Green

dBA Range Current
Percent
Area

GC Percent 
Area

Percent
Area
Change

40.1-45 1.26 1.35 0.09
45.1-50 14.65 15.57 0.92
50.1-55 28.21 28.03 -0.18
55.1-60 21.06 21.08 -0.02
60.1-65 15.47 14.99 -0.48
65.1-70 11.71 11.62 -0.09
70.1-75 4.8 4.65 -0.15
75.1-80 2.48 2.36 -0.12
80.1-85 0.28 0.25 -0.03

by the Green Corridor action plan. These changes show a 
drop in both daytime and night time levels on the sports 
field from 55-65 dBA to the 55-60dBA range. Given that 
the new berms are not along the entire length between 
Huron Church Road and the high school, the realized noise 
attenuation here is less w ith a 5dBA drop on the north side 
of the school while the rest of the building remains 
unchanged.

40 II 4 S I  50 55 60
3.2 South East Sector (Area 1)

The south section of the study area on the east side of Huron 
Church Road is non residential but still of importance due to 
its usage. This area is the location of both a large high 
school and the University of Windsor’s Human Kinetics and 
sports facilities. For this area, the green corridor plan is to 
make significant changes to the existing berms by breaking 
them up into several interlocking rolling hills with natural 
tall grasses as opposed to a single berm. A new berm is also 
proposed along the north end of the high school. The idea is 
to provide a more pleasing and natural looking landscape as 
opposed to a manicured grass covered noise earth berm.

For the noise map representing the current conditions, 
shown in Figure 5, much of the stadium playing field shows 
a noise level ranging between 55-65dBA for the daytime 
period. Similarly, the high school just south of the stadium 
has noise levels within the range of 55-70dBA during day. 
For the night time (not presented), the noise levels were 
similar to the day time levels, due mostly to the high night 
time truck traffic volumes which can be as high as 1000 
heavy trucks per hour.

Figure 6 illustrates a realized drop in sound levels for this 
region with implementation of the modifications around the 
stadium and added barriers near the high school as specified

Figure 5: Daytime Present Condition Noise Map (dBA) for 
South East Sector around U  o f W  Stadium and High School

Figure 6: Daytime Green Corridor Noise Map (dBA) for South 
East Sector around U o f W  Stadium and High School
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3.3 North West Sector (Area 2)

For the north west sector of the study area, a dense 
concentration of residential houses are located on the west 
side of the Ambassador Bridge and the roadway leading up 
to the bridge and Canadian Customs inspection booths. 
Immediately to the east side of the bridge are student 
residential housing buildings which are part of the 
University of Windsor campus. Along this area, the 
Ambassador Bridge is essentially an elevated roadway 
approximately five stories tall over top of the residential 
backyards and approximately 45 meters from the student 
housing building windows. The bridge has an average daily 
traffic count of 32,000 vehicles but can see peak volumes as 
high as 52,000 vehicles per day. This traffic accounts for 
40% of the daily trade between the U.S.A and Canada for 
which a very large percentage is comprised of heavy trucks 
[5]. To make matters worse, depending on the direction of 
travel these trucks are either accelerating up or braking 
down the steep slope of the suspended bridge. Both of these 
actions produce excessive noise, particularly when the 
trucks use their engine brakes as they approach the Customs 
booths.

The Green Corridor action plan proposes the removal of the 
houses along the west side of the bridge and thus creating a 
buffer zone to separate the remaining residential dwellings 
west of the bridge. This proposed buffer zone is comprised 
of one row of residential lots approximately 30 meters deep 
which runs the length of the land based portion of the 
bridge. Within this buffer zone the Green Corridor group 
proposes to beautify the area by establishing trees, berms, 
and settling ponds in an attempt to improve the aesthetics 
and area quality of life. The resulting noise prediction maps 
for the present and proposed GC plan are illustrated in 
Figures 6 and 7 respectively for the day time conditions.

While aesthetically appealing, inspection of Figures 7 and 8 
demonstrates that the green Corridor concept plan does not 
result in an improvement from an acoustical perspective. 
According to the guidelines of the plan, the trees are not 
planted with sufficient density to yield significant 
attenuation and the settling ponds do not contribute at all to 
the areas acoustics. The recommended berms also have no 
appreciable effect given that they are far below the height of 
the deck of the bridge resulting in an unchanged path length 
difference between the residential homes and the noise 
source.

3.4 South West Sector (Area 3)

For this sector, the main receptors include the University of 
Windsor’s Lebel Arts Building as well as a number of 
residential homes. The residential receptors are orientated 
with the backyard areas facing Huron Church Road. These 
homes were built long before the establishment of the 
present day Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 
guidelines for traffic noise were in place. This was also a 
time when Huron Church Road was only four lanes wide 
with much fewer vehicles than the divided eight lane 
roadway it is now. At some locations the houses are 
approximately 15 meters from the edge of this busy 
transportation route with no noise abatement.

Inspection of the noise contour map of the present daytime 
noise conditions given in Figure 9 shows that the noise 
levels in outdoor living areas of these receptors are in the 
65-70 dBA range. This is far in excess of the MOE 
guidelines for a new residential development. Similarly, it is 
shown that the University of Windsor’s Lebel building is 
exposed to noise levels within the range of 65-75 dBA 
during the daytime.

Figure 7: Daytime Present Condition Noise Map (dBA) for 
North West Sector along the Ambassador Bridge

Figure 8: Daytime Green Corridor Noise Map (dBA) for North 
West Sector along the Ambassador Bridge
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The predicted noise results of the Green Corridor concept 
are given in Figure 10. For here, the GC plan is to abate the 
traffic noise with low density vegetative plantings between 
the residential houses and Huron Church Road along with 
limited placement of berms. While the plantings have 
resulted in no improvement for the outdoor living areas of 
the nearest houses, the berms have resulted in minimal 
effect on the penetration of noise further into the 
neighbourhood with a 1 to 2 dB decrease in some very small 
areas resulting in contours dropping to the next lower range. 
For the Lebel Building, the GC plan is to erect a glass 
display wall along the length of the building. The predicted 
result is good protection on the east side of the building 
creating an area in the 50-60 dBA range along most of this 
facility which adequately protects it from the effects of the 
Huron Church traffic noise.

4. DISCUSSION

Ontario’s Ministry of the Environment’s (MOE) guidelines 
for acceptable noise levels for a new development are 
55dBA during the daytime and 50 dBA during the night. If 
these noise guidelines are exceeded, then mitigation is 
required. This may include a warning clause within a 
purchase agreement of the home, the installation of air 
conditioning and upgraded windows or the design and 
installation of a noise barrier, depending on the degree of 
exceedance. The only circumstance in which a home may be 
built having outdoor sound levels over 60dBA with no 
mitigation is if abatement solutions are not feasible or in 
conflict with local bylaws. In such a case the house must be 
sold with a more stringent warning clause.

Figure 9: Daytime Present Condition Noise Map (dBA) for 
South W est Sector along Huron Church Road

Figure 10: Daytime Green Corridor Noise Map (dBA) for 
South W est Sector along the Huron church Road

From the presentation of the noise contours for the present 
day conditions, it has been illustrated that many of the 
homes nearest to Huron Church Road and the Ambassador 
Bridge are exposed to noise level which far exceed the 
MOE guidelines. Unfortunately, despite the best intentions 
of the Green Corridor Urban Action plan the same is true of 
the predicted noise levels if the plan were to come to 
fruition. However, the current MOE guidelines for retrofit 
of noise mitigation for existing residential areas have a 
number of exclusions, and as such, the residences within 
this study area are excluded from these guidelines [6]. The 
following sections are a more in depth look at how the 
proposed Green Corridor ideas failed to meet their noise 
attenuation goals as well as suggestions for improvement 
where possible.

4.1 Buffer Zone Next to Bridge

The proposed buffer zone along the west side of the bridge 
has resulted in very little effect for noise abatement except 
at the most southerly and lowest section of the bridge. At 
this location, any traffic noise propagation from the bridge 
is low enough in elevation such that the proposed berms will 
have some positive effect. Another aspect of the creation of 
the buffer zone is the removal of an arterial road which will 
result in a reduction of localized traffic noise.

Despite the above positive effects of the proposed buffer 
zone at the south end of the bridge, the same cannot be said 
along the remaining and majority of the bridge length. Here, 
the proposed installation of the berms, low density 
coniferous trees and the green space created through the 
removal of derelict residential buildings has little effect on
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the predicted noise levels. Given that the bridge is an 
elevated noise source, traffic noise will carry over the buffer 
zone and above the barrier berms resulting in no positive 
abatement. However, the removal of houses immediately 
adjacent to the bridge does remove residents out of the 
region of highest noise levels within the entire study area. It 
is also purported that the additional green space will have 
the effect of improved air and water quality.

Unfortunately, very little can be done to improve the 
environmental noise levels in this part of the study area. 
Given the technical and economical difficulties associated 
with abating a 90 year old suspension bridge with a highly 
elevated noise source, very little could be done to improve 
the GC's model.

4.2 Role of Trees in the Green Corridor Model

The stated intention of the Green Corridor’s concept to use 
tree plantings extensively is to improve the aesthetics of the 
area, to improve the air quality and to abate noise emissions 
from the nearby Huron church Road and Ambassador 
Bridge. However, the proposed plantings are mostly low 
density deciduous trees which offer almost no noise 
attenuation characteristics. It is normally expected that 30 
meters of dense bush will provide approximately 5 dB of 
noise attenuation. The available green space between source 
and receiver within the corridor area is 10 meters at the 
widest. Assuming a linear relationship between attenuation 
and thickness of planting, the GC's trees could provide no 
more than 1-1.5 dB attenuation. This may be counteracted 
by the effect that screening of a noise source often has on 
the perception of the noise. The work of G. Watts et al. [4] 
postulates a statistical relationship between the perceived 
noise level, the actual noise level and the amount of 
screening of the noise source. The relationship showed that 
the sensitivity to a noise increased with an increase in the 
screening of the source, meaning that for the same measured 
noise level, an observer perceived a higher level when the 
source was blocked from view. This suggests that the 
addition of vegetation in the fashion proposed by the GC 
plan may result in a rise in the perceived noise levels at the 
residents’ homes. On the other hand, some suggest that the 
addition of trees as a natural feature will generally improve 
the subjective perception of an urban area.

While most standards completely disregard the attenuation 
of noise by vegetation belts of insignificant densities, proper 
plant selection can provide some attenuation. If vegetation is 
to be included for simple aesthetics, some advantage could 
be gained by designing the plantings in a dual role. Studies 
have shown that properly planted, a 6-10 meter wide strip 
can provide between 2 and 3 dB of attenuation [2, 3]. The 
most ideal design being a row of high density evergreen 
shrub plants followed immediately by a row of evergreen 
trees. This design maximizes density close to the ground 
while still providing height. If planted with the proper

spacing to allow the plants to reach full maturity and density 
it has been suggested that it is possible to realize 
attenuations as high as 6 dB [2]. This small change to the 
GC concept would provide some residents in the immediate 
area an effective privacy screen and aesthetic improvement 
combined with a modest acoustic improvement.

4.3 Noise Attenuation Berms

The implementation of earthen berms to block roadway 
noise is a viable and cost effective solution in order to 
attenuate noise. Within the Green Corridor plan, berms are 
proposed along the west side of Huron Church Road from 
the Ambassador Bridge entrance to the southerly extent of 
the study area about 1.5 km away. Berm are also proposed 
within the suggested buffer zone adjacent to the 
Ambassador Bridge. The placement and heights of the 
berms were designed with aesthetics in mind and without 
considering acoustic engineering principles. Because of this 
the full degree of their effectiveness is unknown. This 
investigation offered the opportunity to analyze the current 
berm proposal and determine how effective the berms are in 
reducing the present noise levels.

The exact slope of the proposed barriers was not specified in 
the GC plan but a ratio of no more than 3:1 would be the 
most practical approach. It has been demonstrated that a 
slope of 1.5:1 or 2:1 can provide an additional 0.5 to 1 dB 
attenuation [7]. This is though often impractical as a steeper 
slope is more difficult to maintain and has the potential for 
soil erosion. To be effective, the berm height must be 
sufficient to break line between the road and receptor with 
each additional meter of height providing an additional 
noise reduction of 1.5 dB [7]. Unfortunately there are 
sections along Huron Church Road where there is not 
enough distance between the road and residence to install a 
berm. Also much of the proposed berm is located on the east 
side of the road which will protect the university stadium 
and high school whereas it may have been more appropriate 
had the model included berms on the other side of Huron 
church Road so as to protect the housing development. This 
would most likely provide a measurable improvement in the 
quality of life for those residing in the houses along this 
busy roadway.

The Green Corridor’s implementation of berms within its 
plan do provide minimal noise attenuation, but with 
additional acoustic practices a more refined model could be 
achieved while maintaining the artistic integrity of the 
concept. With these concerns addressed an attractive and 
highly functional design can be coalesced.

4.4 Possible Concerns and Health Effects

The study area chosen was considered important to the 
community given the number of residential homes and 
major learning institutions located within the area. As part
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of this, it is important to consider the impact that noise has 
on the lives of those living and working in the study area. 
The EU adopted the Directive on Environmental Noise in 
2002 (2002/49/EC) which in part requires that strategic 
noise contour maps be produced to identify regions which 
have ambient levels above 55 dBA so as to minimize 
annoyance and loss to quality of life. Such an exercise is 
very similar to the efforts and motivation taken in this study. 
While this investigation of the propose Green Corridor 
concept did not demonstrate a realized attenuation to levels 
below 55 dBA, it did show the merit of noise mapping in 
order to gain a better understanding of how communities are 
affected by major transportation routes such as Huron 
Church Road and the Ambassador Bridge.

One of the difficult components of studying noise related 
health effects is quantifying the resulting perception. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as “a 
state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and 
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” [8]. 
Unfortunately, most people associate the research of noise 
exposure with the physical effects of hearing loss without 
consideration of the other real non-auditory physiological 
effects which can include a possible increase in 
cardiovascular disease from elevated blood pressure [9]. 
“There is some evidence that suggests an increased risk of 
hypertension and ischaemic heart disease for people living 
in areas with road or air traffic noise at outdoor equivalent 
sound levels above 70 dB(A) based on exposure between 
6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.” [10]. With respect to this study, 
the reality is that there are areas of residences in near 
proximity to Huron Church Road where the noise does 
reach levels in excess of 70 dBA.

Perhaps the most common health affect which can result 
from excessive community noise is that of annoyance. A 
study which looked at noise annoyance in Canada revealed 
that nearly 8% of Canadians surveyed were either very or 
extremely bothered, disturbed or annoyed by noise in 
general for which traffic noise was identified as being the 
most annoying source [11]. Given the health concerns 
identified above this is a large percentage of the Canadian 
population, including a potentially much larger percentage 
within the study area considered here, which have not only 
self identified mental effects from community noise 
exposure but may also eventually suffer from other 
physiological diseases.

Another type of annoyance considered harmful to a persons 
well being is sleep disturbance. Sleep is essential to good 
health and noise has been reported to lessen both the quality 
and duration of sleep, and thus, quality of life [10]. The 
World Health Organisation suggests that for good sleeping 
conditions noise levels should not exceed 30 dBA in the 
sleeping area or 45 dBA for a single event [12]. As 
developed countries continue to grow in population, they are 
becoming more congested and noise levels are continuing to

increase, leading to increased sleep disturbance. In a study 
of how traffic noise can effect sleep of young adults it was 
found that, “sleep disturbances are clearly related to noise 
levels, to the number of stimuli, to frequency spectra etc and 
people are less disturbed by continuous than by intermittent 
noises” [13]. As a result of these findings it is clear that the 
health of individuals exposed to excessive environmental 
noise is significantly reduced in all senses of the definition. 
This study demonstrated that the majority of the population 
within the study area are exposed to night-time levels well 
above this, with and without the proposed GC concepts.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this study was to measure, model and compare 
the current noise conditions along the Huron Church Road 
and the Ambassador Bridge to the predicted soundscape 
given the theoretical implementation of the Green 
Corridor’s concept of a better and healthier urban model. 
While it is not possible to predict the subjective visual 
effects of the design, this study has used the prediction of 
acoustic performance metrics to evaluate the outcome of 
this urban design.

While noise levels were shown to be reduced by the Green 
Corridor concept at some areas, it was not enough to bring 
the noise below the target 55 dBA at most receptors. 
However, it was also shown that the models could be 
improved with a number of simple changes. Better 
implementation of vegetative plantings and berm 
placements would reduce noise levels further along with the 
aesthetic effect of more greenery in the city. This study’s 
presentation of the possible negative health effects of 
excessive noise to the general public living in this area 
suggests that implementation of these suggestions would 
help to improve the quality of life for those living, working, 
and going to school within the study area.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, a complete analytical model framework able to accurately predict the flow-induced noise in 
the interior of a transport vehicle cabin is presented. The mathematical model framework presented 
represents a coupled structural-acoustic system, consisted by a plate subjected to a random excitation or to 
flow-induced noise, and an acoustic enclosure representing the transport vehicle cabin. The coupled 
analytical model is developed using the contribution of both structural and acoustic natural modes. It is 
shown that the analytical framework can be used for the prediction of flow-induced noise for different 
types of transport vehicles, by changing some of the parameters, as shown by the good agreement between 
the analytical results and several experimental studies. The results indicate that the analytical model is 
sensitive to the measurement location, with the change in position significantly affecting the predicted 
interior noise levels, as should be expected. Different sizes for the acoustic enclosure, as well as different 
types of panels were investigated. This study demonstrates the importance of including the acoustic 
receiving room (i.e., the vehicle cabin) contribution in the analytical formulation, in order to accurately 
predict the noise transmission and interior noise levels.

RESUME

Dans cette étude, un modèle analytique complet, capable de prédire avec précision le bruit à l'intérieur 
d'une cabine d'un véhicule de transport induite par l'écoulement externe, est présenté. Le modèle 
mathématique représente un système structurel-acoustique accouplé, qui consiste en une plaque avec une 
excitation aléatoire ou à l'excitation du écoulement turbulent, et une chambre acoustique qui représente la 
cabine du véhicule de transport. Le modèle analytique accouplé a été développé en considérant la 
contribution combinée des modes naturels de ces deux systèmes, structurel et acoustique. Il est démontré 
que le modèle analytique peut être utilisé pour prédire le bruit induit par l'écoulement externe dans 
différents types de véhicules de transport, en variant certains paramètres, tel que vérifié par la bonne 
concordance entre les resultants analytiques et les résultats des multiples études expérimentales. Les 
résultats indiquent que le modèle analytique est sensible à la variation du point de mesure, et que le 
changement de la position de mesure affecte significativement les niveaux de bruit intérieur prédit, comme 
cela était prévu. Différentes dimensions de chambres acoustiques, ainsi que différents types de panneaux 
ont été étudiés. Cette étude démontre l'importance d'inclure la contribution de la salle acoustique de 
reception (i.e., l'habitacle du véhicule) dans la formulation analytique, afin de prédire avec précision la 
transmission du bruit et les niveaux de bruit à l'intérieur.

INTRODUCTION

The interior noise and vibration in the cabin of an aircraft is 
mostly generated by the external flow excitation and engine 
noise. In opposition of what happens during takeoff, where 
the engine noise is the dominant cabin noise source, during 
cruise flight the airflow sources are the major contribution 
for the interior noise. Early measurements performed in jet

transport aircraft by [1], have shown how the relative 
importance of engine and flow noise changes drastically 
during the course of a flight. This study concluded that, 
during takeoff and initial climb, the engine was the main 
source of cabin noise. However, during the climb to cruise 
flight altitude, the turbulent boundary layer (TBL) noise 
gradually increases and the engine noise decreases. Finally, 
when the cruise flight is reached, the TBL becomes the
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dominant source of interior noise, resulting from the 
increase of flight speed, and there is a reduction of engine 
noise, as the engine thrust is reduced to cruise setting. 
Furthermore, as referred in [2], turbulent boundary layer 
excitation is regarded as the most important noise source for 
jet powered aircraft at cruise speed, particularly, as new 
quieter jet engines are being developed. Similarly, 
automotive industry is progressively more concerned with 
passengers comfort. Since major advances have been made 
to the reduction of sound transmitted to the interior from the 
engine, transmission, and tires, the reduction of flow- 
induced noise is becoming more important. Additionally, as 
concluded by several studies for subsonic flight, e.g. [3-5], 
turbulent boundary layer pressure levels on the exterior of 
the fuselage increases with the flight Mach number.

Nowadays, reduced cabin interior noise is an important 
factor when considering the design of aircraft and transport 
vehicles in general, and it will even become a more 
important issue in the future transport vehicles. Reduced 
levels of interior cabin noise are desirable for both comfort 
and health-related reasons, and they are balanced with the 
cost, complexity, and physical constraints of noise control 
systems. Passive noise control (PNC) techniques are not 
effective in the low-frequency noise (LFN) range, where the 
active noise control techniques (ANC and ASAC) have 
demonstrated better results, showing the ability to decrease 
sound levels without a big penalty in terms of weight, 
compared with the PNC solutions [6-9]. However, the 
successful implementation of noise control techniques is a 
challenging problem, and is far from being a straightforward 
task. The complexity of the physics of the structural- 
acoustic coupled system itself, consisting of the fuselage 
structure together with the cabin interior, is already a major 
difficulty for solving the problem. To efficiently design a 
noise control system, a clear understanding of the 
mechanisms of sound radiation and transmission of the 
coupled structural-acoustic system is crucial. Furthermore, 
when considering the TBL excitation, the noise reduction 
problem turns into even more complicated, since the 
turbulent boundary layer induced pressure has a random and 
broadband nature.

Early experimental tests have been conducted as an effort to 
characterize the radiation of sound from single panels 
excited by turbulent boundary layers [4, 10-15]. The results 
illustrate that the TBL is a major source of exterior pressure 
fluctuations and provide knowledge about the shape of the 
spectrum, convection velocity and space-time correlation of 
the turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations on aircraft 
panels, as well as displacement and acceleration spectra of 
the vibrating aircraft panels. In addition, theoretical studies 
have been performed for the vibration and sound radiated by 
isolated panels (i.e., not coupled with an acoustic enclosure) 
excited by turbulent flows [16-20], and for random vibration 
of a plate coupled with acoustic enclosures [2, 21, 22]. In 
these studies, when the TBL excitation is object of study, it 
is usually described in terms of the statistical properties of 
the wall pressure fluctuations based on the Corcos
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formulation [23, 24]. A number of new models were 
developed after Corcos model for the TBL statistical 
description [25-29]. The main limitation of the Corcos 
formulation is the assumption that spanwise and streamwise 
correlations lengths do not depend on the boundary layer 
thickness parameter, unlike other methods. Despite not 
being the most accurate, the Corcos model is widely used to 
describe the induced TBL pressure field, since it captures 
the fundamental pressure tendency along the frequency and 
requires significantly reduced computational effort to 
employ. In the other hand, the Corcos-like formulation 
provides a good estimation for the TBL wall-pressure 
fluctuations levels at and near the convective peak, which is 
of fundamental importance for aircraft boundary layers (for 
high subsonic Mach numbers) [30]. Finally, with the Corcos 
model it is possible to obtain analytical expressions for the 
response of simply supported panel, which is fundamental 
in the present study. For all these reasons, the Corcos 
formulation is still being used in recent studies to describe 
the TBL wall-pressure fluctuations, e.g., [2, 30-36].

As a physical problem, the TBL-induced noise into a cabin 
can be simply explained as follows: (1) the turbulent 
boundary layer pressure fluctuations induce vibrations on 
the cabin structure, and (2) the vibrating structure radiates 
noise into the cabin. Mathematically, this physical problem 
can be simulated by the interaction of three different 
models: (1) an aerodynamic model, representing the TBL 
pressure fluctuations on the cabin structure; (2) a structural 
model, which characterize the vibration of the cabin 
structure; and (3) an acoustic model that represents the cabin 
interior sound pressure level.

The mains goal of the current investigation is the 
development of an accurate analytical framework for the 
prediction TBL-induced noise into transport vehicles cabins, 
and its validation. The knowledge of the characteristics of 
the turbulent boundary layer excitation, its induced vibration 
on the structure, and the noise radiated into the cabin space 
is essential for the accurate prediction of the interior noise 
levels. The effect of the receiving room space, i.e. the cabin 
space, is an important factor for the accurate interior noise 
prediction, as shown by the results shown in this study.

For the validation of the analytical framework, four studies 
were considered for comparison, more specifically the 
investigations by [2, 8, 22, 37]. The acoustic enclosure is of 
rectangular shape, filled with air, with five rigid walls and 
one wall completely or partially flexible. The flexible part 
of the enclosure wall is backed by the turbulent boundary 
layer or by normally impinging random noise. The 
analytical expressions obtained in this study, shown in the 
Appendices section, are able to predict overall values of 
interior SPL, overall values of plate vibration levels, as well 
as the SPL at a chosen point in the interior of the enclosure, 
and the level of structural vibration at a given point of the 
structure. The spectral quantities were obtained for 
frequencies up to 1000 Hz. The analytical framework here
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validated can be used to predict cabin noise for more 
complex cases, as the case shown [38].

The present article is organized as follows. First, the 
concepts and models used in the study are formally 
described. Section 2 presents the turbulent boundary layer 
wall pressure fluctuations model, Section 3 the structural 
model, Section 4 the acoustic model, and Section 5 the 
coupled structural-acoustic model. The method of solution 
for the prediction the spectral quantities is discussed in 
Section 6. Section 7 provides a discussion of the results 
obtained using the developed analytical framework, and 
their validation with the results from the literature. Finally, a 
summary of the results and concluding remarks are 
presented.

2. TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
WALL PRESSURE FIELD MODEL

The prediction of the vibration and sound of a flow-excited 
structure is dependent on a good description of the wall 
pressure field. Since numerical predictions are limited to 
low Reynolds number simple flow, one has to rely on semi- 
empirical models fitted to experimental data. Modeling the 
turbulent boundary layer wall pressure has been a subject of 
study for many years. As previously referred in this report, a 
large number of empirical models have been developed to 
describe the wall pressure fluctuations on a flat plate wall 
due to the TBL. The turbulent boundary layer wall pressure, 
p(x, y, t), is usually statistically described in terms of the 
pressure power spectral density, S(sb s2, ro), where si is the 
current position along the plate, and s2 the separation vector 
between two measurement points.

In general, for a fully developed TBL, and for zero mean 
pressure gradient, the turbulent flow can be regarded as 
stationary and homogeneous in space, so that the si 
dependence disappears in the S(si, s2, ra) function. This 
way, for turbulent flow in the x-direction, the cross power 
spectral density (PSD) of the wall pressure over the (x, y) 
plane, can be defined as

S(Çx,Çy,œ) = < p*(x, y, œ), p(x - ^ , y - Çy, œ) > , (i)

in which x̂= x - x' and ŷ= y - y' are the spatial separations 
in the streamwise and spanwise directions of the plate, 
respectively. Also, the cross PSD of a stationary random 
process can be expressed as the product of a reference PSD 
function, Sref(ro), and a spatial correlation function, 
S as

S ( ^ , œ )  = Sref ( œ ) S ( ^ ,œ ) .  (2)

Corcos [23, 24], proposed a model which considers the 
cross power spectral density of the stationary and 
homogeneous TBL wall pressure field in a separate form in 
the streamwise, x-, and spanwise, y-direction, as

/œ £ \  /œ L \  - 1 m ̂
S ( ^ , œ )  = Sref(œ) fi ( -U M  f2 ( -U M  e U  , (3)

where U c is the TBL convective speed. Corcos found that 
measurements of particular forms of the cross PSD 
S(^x,0,œ) and S(0,^y,œ) could be well represented as 
functions of the variables (œ^/Uc) and (œ^y/Uc), 
respectively. In practice, the functions f i(œ^x/Uc) and 
f2(œ^y/Uc) are frequently approximated by exponential 
decay functions, i.e.

<*x m ig aY m l̂ yl i m ^
S (^ ,^ ,œ ) = Sref(œ) e- U  e- U  e- U  , (4)

where ax and ay are empirical parameters, chosen to yield 
the best agreement with the reality, which denote the loss of 
coherence in the longitudinal and transverse directions. 
Usually, ax e [0.1; 0.12] and ay e [0.7; 1.2]. Recommended 
empirical values for aircraft boundary layers are ax = 0.1 
and ay = 0.77 [39]. For the reference power spectrum, 
Sref(œ), all the chosen studies for the validation of our model 
provide information about its value. However, in case of the 
absence of an adequate reference power spectrum function 
or value, the authors anticipate that the model proposed by 
Efimtsov [25] provides a good agreement with experimental 
data for the case of an aircraft in cruise flight [39, 40].

3. STRUCTURAL MODEL

Generally, an aircraft fuselage is a conventional 
skin-stringer-frame structure, with several panels connected 
between adjacent stringers and frames. Each individual 
panel can be assumed to vibrate independently of each 
other. As concluded in [13, 14], while jet noise induced 
vibration in aircraft is highly correlated over several aircraft 
panels, in both longitudinal and circumferential directions, 
the TBL induced vibration (in which the vibration 
correlation decays rapidly especially in the circumferential 
direction) is confined to one or two adjacent panels in the 
longitudinal direction.

The panels are considered to be flat and simply supported in 
all four boundaries. With these conditions, the vibration of 
an individual panel can be defined as [41, 42]

Mx My

w(x,y,t) = I I  amX(x) Pmy(y) qmxmy(t) , (5)
mx=1 my=1

in which amx(x) and Pm (y) are the spatial functions,

defining the variation of w(x,y,t) with the variables x and y 
respectively, qm m (t) functions define the variation of

w(x,y,t) with time, and M = Mx x My is the total number of 
plate modes (mx, my) considered for the analysis. For simply 
supported plates, the spatial functions can be defined as:
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«mx(x) =
N

Pmy(y) =

2 ^mx % x^ 
-  sin 
a

-  sin 
b

^Il'x x x  ̂

) .

(6a)

(6b)

where a and b are the length and width of the plate, 
respectively. The natural frequencies of the simply 
supported panel are given by

where Lx, Ly and Lz are the dimensions of the acoustic 
enclosure in the x-, y- and z- direction, respectively, and 
constants An were chosen in order to satisfy normalization. 
It can be shown that:

An={ 1 :
for n^0 
for n=0. (11)

The natural frequencies of a rectangular cavity can be 
determined using the following equation [45]

2

œ,p _ Dp

P hp p p )2+ ) (7) unxnynz
\ (¥)%(£) +

2
(12)

in which pp is the density of the panel, hp is its thickness, 

is the panel stiffness constant, with Epand d = —Ee^e
p 12(1- vp)

being the panel Elasticity modulus and vp the Poisson ratio. 
The plate governing equation, for a given applied external 
pressure, is defined as

in which c0 is the speed of sound inside the acoustic 
enclosure. The governing equation of this subsystem is the 
wave equation, defined by

v2p - 3  p - Cac p = 0 :
(13)

D'pv4w + pp hP w + Cp w = pext(x,y ,t) : (8)

in which the term Çp was added to account for the damping 
of the plate.

where the damping term Çac was added to account for the 
acoustic damping in the enclosure.

5. STRUCTURAL-ACOUSTIC MODEL

4. ACOUSTIC MODEL

The acoustical physical system consists o f a three
dimensional rectangular enclosure, with five fixed walls, 
and one totally or partially flexible wall. Similarly to the 
description of plate vibration in the structural model, the 
pressure field inside the acoustic enclosure can be defined 
through the acoustic modes, as following [43, 44]

Nx Ny

p(x,y,z,t) = m  Vnx(x) $ny(y) Tnz(z) rnxnynz(t) : (9)
nx=1 nv=1 nz=1

in which y  (x), 4>n (y) and Tn (z) are the spatial functions,nx y z
defining the variation of p(x,y,z,t) with the variables x, y 
and z respectively, rnxnynz(t) functions define the variation of

p(x,y,z,t) with time, and N = Nx x Ny x Nz is the total 
number of plate modes (nx, ny, nz) considered. The spatial 
functions are assumed to be orthogonal between each other, 
and are given by the rigid body enclosure modes [45, 46], 
i.e.:

Anx / nx^ x\

x(x) = l j = cos l l T J

x
I— cos I —

Any (  VyK y
^ny(y) = - ; = cos ( —= - ;= c o s I  -

V Z  V

r -z(z) = L(^zL:5 ) ,

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

The governing equations for the coupled structural 
acoustic system are obtained from the combination of the 
previously described governing equations for the individual 
uncoupled systems. To perform that combination, some 
mathematical manipulation is needed.

First, considering the plate governing equation, the right- 
hand side of Eq.(8) may be divided in two different 
contributions: (1) the external TBL excitation, ptbl(x, y, t), 
applied in the upper part of the panel, and (2) the pressure 
field, p(x,y,z=Lz,t), applied in the panel due to the acoustic 
enclosure contribution. Considering this, Eq.(8) can be re
written as

DpV4w + pp hp w + Cp w = p(x,y ,z=Lz,t) -ptbl(x,y ,t) .tblv (14)

Substituting w(x,y,t) in Eq.(14) by the expression defined in 
Eq.(5), expressing p(x,y,z=Lz,t) in terms of Eqs.(9) and (10), 
making use of the orthogonality of the plate modes, and 
integrating the entire equation over the plate area, Eq.(14) 
becomes

^php {qm(t) + 2 “ m p̂ qm(t) + qm(t)} =
Jpf

n=1
y

/Omx(x) (x)dx I (y) ^ny(y)dy rn(t)

pf pf

-  I I
ypi xpi

«mx(x) Pm.(y) ptbl(x,y ,z=Lz,t) dx dy , (15)

2

x y

x y
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where Çp= 2 œm is the structural modal damping; xp and 

xpf are, respectively, the initial and last x-coordinates of the

plate (corresponding to the plate length); yp and yp are,
pi pf

respectively, the initial and last y-coordinates of the plate 
(plate width); and a>mxmv, qmxmy(t), and rnxnynz(t) were

substituted, respectively, by œm , qm(t) and rn(t), for notation 
simplicity.

Second, considering the rectangular acoustic enclosure 
governing equation, Eq.(13), the boundary conditions may 
be defined as follows: (1) normal component of the air 
particle velocity equal to zero at the enclosure rigid walls, 
and (2) equal to normal velocity of the panel, at the flexible 
wall, i.e.,

5p= r-p0 w  

du I 0,

at z = Lz

at rigid boundaries
(16)

in which u represents the direction normal to the boundary, 
and p0 is the air density into the acoustic enclosure.

Substituting Eqs.(10) and (11) into Eq.(9), and then into 
Eq.(13), making use of the orthogonality condition of the 
acoustic modes, integrating over the volume of the 
rectangular enclosure, and, finally, applying the boundary 
conditions given by Eq.(16), the rectangular enclosure 
governing equation Eq.(13) becomes

1
— {rn(t) + 2 œn ^ac rn(t) + œ;; rn(t)} =

-P,
(-1)nzAn:

VLz m=1

M pf pf

z X/ “mx(x)v nx(x)dx | Pm,(y)^nv(y)dy qm(t)

pi

x my y m
Vp

(17)

where Çac= 2 ^ c is the acoustic modal damping, and 
oCnvnz, rnxnynz(t), and qmxmy(t) were substituted,

respectively, by œn , rn(t) and qm(t), for notation simplicity. 
Note that the term on the right-hand side of Eq.(17) and the 
first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(15) represent the 
coupling between the structural vibration and the enclosure 
acoustic pressure.

Third, it is convenient to write the couple system governing 
equations, Eqs.(15) and (17), together into the following 
matrix form:

i o !
in which:

m p p =  diag [pp hp] and Mcc= diag

(18)

(19a)

Mcp Po
(-1)nzAn7

v l z
/
pi

pf pf 

amx(x)v nx(x)dx J Pmv(y)^nv(y)dy

Dpp= diag [2Pphpa>m^] and Dcc= diag

Kpp = diag [®m Pp hp] and Kcc = diag

xpf yPf
(-1)nzAn

1
2

c0

œ
1

'n 72

(19b)

(19c)

(19d)

KpC=
v l z

/ J«mx(x)Vn,(x)dx I Pm (y)^nv(y)dV

(19e)

Ptbl(t)= ■

pf pf 

U Omx(x) Pm (y) Ptbi (x,y,z=Lz,t) dx dv

(19f)

In these equations, M corresponds to mass matrices, D to 
damping matrices, K  to stiffness matrices, and subscripts p  
and c represent respectively plate and cavity, with: Mpp, Dpp,
and Kpp e ^ MxM ; M^, Dcc and K* e ^ NxN ; Mcp e ^ NxM ;
K

MxN ._pc ^ ^  , q(t) and ptbi(t) e ^  x ; and r(t) e ^  x . All 
matrices and vectors expressions were obtained analytically. 
Appendix A contains final analytical expressions derived for 
Mcp and Kpc matrices.

Since the TBL wall pressure field model, described in 
section 2 of this article, is expressed in the frequency 
domain, it is opportune to transform Eq.(18) from the time 
domain to the frequency domain. For this purpose, one may 
assume the components of the time functions defined as qm 
= Qm e1Mt and rn = Rn e1Mt. Using this form of the time 
function, Eq.(18) can be written in frequency domain as

Y(œ) = H(œ) X(œ) , (19)

in which the Y(ra) is the response of the system to the 
excitation X(ra), and H(ra) is the frequency response matrix 
of the system, and are defined, respectively, by:

Y fo)-  E }  a"d X« -

'Mpp 0 ■
(q (t)l +

Dpp o fqft)! + Kpp Kpc' (q (t)| H(œ)
.Mcp Mcc lr(t)J o Dcc lr(t)J o Kcc lr(t)J

^P(œ)

-œ2 Mpp+iœDpp +Kpp Kpc
-œ2MCp -œ2Mcc+iœDcc+Kcc

(20a)

. (20b)

In these equations, vectors W(ra), P(ra) and Ptbl(ro) 
correspond to the frequency domain vectors of the 
previously defined time domain vectors w(t), p(t) and ptbl(t), 
respectively.

y

x y

ypi xpi

1

c
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6. METHOD FOR SOLUTION

One last step, needed to obtain a solution for the problem, is 
to transform the coupled system equations to PSD domain, 
as the TBL wall pressure model available is written in terms 
of the power spectral density of the wall pressure. This way, 
considering the TBL random excitation as a stationary and 
homogeneous function, the spectral density of the system 
response, SYY(ra), is defined by [47, 48]

SYY(œ) = H*(œ) Sxx(œ) HT(œ) (21)

where SXX(œ) is the PSD matrix of the random excitation, 
X(ra), SYY(œ) is the PSD matrix of the random response, 
Y(ra), and superscripts * and T denote Hermitian conjugate 
and matrix transpose, respectively. It is convenient to write 
the system response matrix, H(ra), defined by Eq.(20b), in 
the following form

Stbl(®) =
f-I

IIII  amx(x)amx(x')Pmy(y)Pmy(y')S(̂ x,̂ y,œ)dxdx'dydy'
.ypi xp.

(28)

in which S(^x,^y,œ) is defined by Eq.(4). The analytically 
expression obtained for the matrix Stbl(ra) can be seen in 
Appendix B. Finally, the PSD functions of the plate 
displacement and acoustic enclosure pressure can be defined 
using the previously defined PSD matrices, respectively as:

Sww(xb y P ^  yr  =
m2 My

I I «mxi (xl)«mx2(x2)Pmyi (yi)Pm̂ (y2)SWw(®)mi,m2
mx1, mx2=1 my1,my2=1

(29)

h o  - [ A  D]
with:

(22)

and

Mpp + i œ Dpp + Kpp ,A -  - œ 
B -  Kp 
C -
D -  - œ2 Mcc + i œ Dœ + Kcc

œ2 Mc

(23a)
(23b)
(23c)
(23d)

Also, for mathematical calculations, it is opportune to divide 
the matrix SYY(ra) into two matrices: (1) the PSD matrix of 
the coupled plate displacement, SWW(ra), and (2) the PSD 
matrix of the coupled acoustic pressure, SPP(ra). Similarly, 
the matrix SXX(ra) may be divided in two: (1) the PSD 
matrix of the TBL pressure, and (2) a null matrix. With this 
manipulation, Eq.(21) can be written in a separate form, 
defining matrices SWW(ra) and SPP(ra), independently, as 
functions of the PSD matrix of the TBL excitation, Stblœ, 
respectively, as follows:

SWW(tt>) -  h w (w) Stbl(W) h w (w) :

and

Spp(ra) -  Hp (œ) Stbl(œ) HpT(œ) ;

(24)

(25)

in which matrices the HW(ra) and HP(ra) are defined, 
respectively, by:

Hw(w) -  (A -  B D-1 C)-1,
(26)

and

Hp(œ) -  -  D-1 C Hw(b ) . (27)

The generalized PSD matrix of the TBL excitation, Stbl(œ) 
e ^ mXm, is defined as follows

nx2-1 ny1, ny2-1 nz1, nz2-1

(x1)v n̂ (x2)^ny, (y1)^ny2(y2)r„z1(z1)r nz,(z2) SPP(œ)nx2 n1,n2
(30)

Eqs.(29) and (30) can be used, respectively, to calculate the 
displacement PSD at a certain point in the plate, and the 
pressure PSD at any given location of the acoustic 
enclosure. If one desires to predict the auto-spectral density 
solutions, for instance, at the location 1, it can be calculated 
by replacing x2  by x1 , y 2  by y 1 , and z2  by z1 in Eqs.(29) and
(30). The overall PSD functions are calculated by 
integrating the individual PSD functions over the plate area 
and the cavity volume, respectively, as following:

Sww(œ) -  f f f f  Sww (x1 , y1, x2 , y2, œ) dx1 dx2 dy1dy2 , (31)

ypi xpi
and

Spp(®) -
zcf y cf xcf

Spp(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,œ) dx1dx2dy1dy2dz1dz2. (32)

in which xci and xcf are, respectively, the initial and last x- 
coordinates of the acoustic enclosure (corresponding to the
enclosure length); y and y are, respectively, the initial andci cf
last y-coordinates of the enclosure (enclosure width); and zci 
and zcf are, respectively, the initial and last z-coordinates of 
the enclosure (enclosure height). The final analytical

zc y
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expressions derived for Sww(ra) and Spp(ra) are shown in 
Appendix C.

7. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

7.1 Validation Case 1

The study documented in [22] performed by NASA, 
presents an experimental and theoretical study with different 
panels in order to determine the noise transmission in a 
coupled panel-cavity system. The analytical model 
presented is a simple, one-dimensional model, providing a 
good fitting with the experimental results trend line. The 
noise sources considered were normally impinging sine 
waves (with an amplitude of 110 dB) and normally incident 
random noise (a white noise source providing 120 dB sound 
pressure level).

Noise

Figure 1. Details of the physical system o f validation case 1.

Table 1. Parameters o f the physical system for 
validation case 1.

Plate Properties (PVC)
Variable Description Value

Pp Density 1562.5 Kg m-3

Ep Elasticity Modulus 3.2x109 Pa2
V Poisson’s ratio 0.41

Ip Damping ratio 0.02

hp Thickness 0.0016 m
a Length 0.305 m
b Width 0.381 m
Acoustic Enclosure Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value
c0 Speed of sound 348 m s -1

lac Damping ratio 0.001
Lx Length 0.305 m
Ly Width 0.381 m
Lz Height 0.454 m

This study was considered as the validation case 1, and the 
system is composed by a PVC (Lead impregnated 
polyvinylchloride) panel coupled with a hard walled

19 - Vol. 37 No. 4 (2009)

acoustic cavity, as shown in Fig. 1. The main properties of 
the system are displayed in Table 1. Two measurement 
microphones were located inside the cavity, directly behind 
the flexible panel, as shown in Fig. 1, in order to provide 
measurements of the interior sound pressure level. The noise 
reduction, NR, was obtained as following

NR = -10 log10 , (33)
^Sexr

in which, Spp is the pressure PSD at the location of the 
interior microphone and Sext is the external pressure PSD. 
Using our analytical framework, Spp can be calculated from 
Eq.(30), while Sext corresponds to Sref expressed in Eqs. (2) 
to (4).

Figs. 2 and 3 show the noise reduction results obtained with 
our analytical model (part (a)), and the measured and 
theoretical results from [22] (part (b)), respectively, for the 
interior microphone locations 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Comparing these two figures, it is clear that changing the 
location of measurement also changes the noise reduction 
results, as should be expected. To obtain our analytical 
results, a total number of Mx = 10 and My = 12 plate modes, 
and Nx = 3, Ny = 4 and Nz = 4 acoustic modes, was 
necessary to achieve convergence of the results, for the 
maximum frequency of interest, i.e., 1000 Hz. It was found 
that, for the frequency range of interest, [0; 1000] Hz, it is 
necessary to include some non-resonant modes. A detailed 
explanation of criterion followed to determine the number 
of structural modes and acoustic modes required for 
convergence can be found in [38].

By comparison of parts (a) and (b) of Figs. 2 and 3, it can be 
concluded that our analytical model provides a good 
approximation to the experimental data from [22]. 
Comparing the analytical results in parts (a) and (b), it is 
clear that results from our framework confirm the existence 
of a more complex trend line, compared with the analytical 
results in [22]. This is explained by the fact that, in the 
present study, a much larger number of plate and acoustic 
modes were considered, compared with the number of 
modes used in [22]. An important conclusion from these 
results is that the number of modes, considered to obtain the 
analytical results, plays a crucial role in achieving an 
accurate prediction of the interior noise. However, some 
differences exist between our analytical results and the 
experimental results from [22]. As explained in [22], some 
acoustic leakage through the enclosure sides was observed 
during experiments, and those differences may be explained 
due to this factor.

7.2 Validation Case 2

The second case chosen for validation of our analytical 
model is based on the study described in [8]. It consists of a 
rectangular simply supported aluminum panel, which was 
flush mounted in the floor of a wind tunnel test section. An 
acoustically treated enclosure was mounted below the panel.
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The sound pressure level, due to the noise radiated from the 
panel, was measured at various microphone locations inside 
the acoustic enclosure. Additionally, an accelerometer was 
located in the centre of the plate to evaluate the vibration 
levels. A schematic of the physical system is shown in Fig. 
4.

The reference power spectral density of the external 
pressure field is approximately constant, as follows:

Sref = 7.5 x 10-5 X2p2 U M3 5*, (34)

F r eq u e n c y *  ÜZ

Figure 2. Noise reduction results for validation case 1, obtained 
for microphone location 1. (a) Obtained using our analytical 

model. (b) From [22]: , analytical results; , 
experimental data.

in which X = 3, p is the external air density, and S* is the 
boundary layer displacement thickness. As explained in [8], 
a displacement thickness of 12.8 cm gives a correct value 
for the pressure power spectra, and was used for the 
calculation of the turbulent excitation. The dimensions and 
characteristics of the panel and acoustic enclosure, and the 
properties of the external fluid are displayed in Table 2.

Frequency [Hz]

F r eq u en cy »  Hz

Figure 4. Noise reduction results for validation case 1, obtained 
for microphone location 2. (a) Obtained using our analytical 

model. (b) From [22]: , analytical results; , 
experimental data.

The analytical results obtained using our framework are 
compared with the results from [8], as shown in Figs. 5 and 
6. In Fig. 5, the response at higher frequencies is not 
accurately predicted by calculations in [8]. Both analytical 
results in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 5 overpredict the 
acceleration level in the region from 900 Hz to 1000 Hz. 
However, our model is able to accurately predict the 
acceleration magnitude across the 700-900 Hz region. As
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stated in the validation case 1 section, this may be related 
with the number of structural and acoustic modes 
considered in the analysis. To accomplish convergence of 
the spectral quantities, a total number of Mx = 5 and My = 4 
plate modes, and Nx = 8, Ny = 6 and Nz = 5 acoustic modes 
were used in our model. Again, not only resonant modes 
were considered in the analyses - a considerable number of 
non-resonant modes were necessary to achieve convergence 
of the results. The predicted SPL from our model is shown 
in Fig. 6 (a). The model accurately predicts the sound 
pressure levels obtained experimentally in [8], with the main 
differences observed for low frequencies.

Table 2. Parameters of the physical system
____________________ for validation case 2.________________

External Flow Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value

P Density 1..225 Kg m-3
U c Free stream velocity 35.8 m s-1
Uc Convective velocity 0.65 U n
a x / a y Empirical parameters 0.115/0.7
Plate Properties (Aluminum)
Variable

Pp Density 2800 Kg m-3

Ep Elasticity Modulus 6.5x1010 Pa2
V Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Ip Damping ratio 0.01

hp Thickness 0.0048 m
a / b Length / Width 0.46 m/0.33 m
Acoustic Enclosure Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value
c0 Speed of sound 340 m s -1

lac Damping ratio 0.03

Lx Length 1.05 m
Ly Width 0.857 m
Lz Height 0.635 m

7.3 Validation Case 3

The study chosen as the validation case 3, [2], investigates 
the modeling of an elastic panel coupled with an acoustic 
enclosure, with the plate occupying a portion of the cavity 
and subjected to a convected flow, as shown in Fig. 7. The 
system parameters can be seen in Table 3.

In this study, the model consists of four parts: (1) the 
external aerodynamic model, (2) the TBL model, (3) the 
plate model, and (4) the acoustic cavity model. Their model 
is based on the power balance equation, written in the 
frequency domain, with the transfer functions of the system 
of equations computed using MATLAB, and using 4 plate 
modes and 17 cavity modes (i.e., resonant modes for 
frequencies up to 1000 Hz). For this frequency range, the 
TBL point pressure power spectrum was taken to be 
constant, as follows

Figure 5. Validation case 2: acceleration power spectral 
density. (a) Analytical results obtained using our model. 

(b) From [8]: , calculated; , measured.

in which ramax is the maximum frequency of interest. 
Assuming 4 plate modes and 17 cavity modes, the results 
for the cavity power spectrum are shown in Fig. 8. The 
cavity power spectrum was calculated through the acoustic 
pressure PSD, Spp (ra), defined in Eq.(30), as following

Epp(œ) =
Lx Ly Lz

4 PQ c0
œ Spp(œ) : (36)

f m a x )  = 3.84 x 10-
(P U*) 
4 œ

(35)

Comparing results in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 8, one can 
conclude that they in very good agreement, taking into 
account the entire frequency spectrum. One might now 
consider a more accurate result as a larger number of plate 
and cavity modes should be needed in the model. Again, 
aiming for convergence of calculated spectral quantities, 
one must consider a total number of Mx = 5 and My = 5 
plate modes, and Nx = 21, Ny = 3 and Nz = 3 acoustic modes 
in the series expansion. With this number of system natural 
modes, the results become different, as shown in Fig. 9. As 
can be concluded by comparison of Figs. 8 and 9, a larger 
number of modes results in higher cavity power spectrum 
amplitudes, mainly for frequencies above 300 Hz. The
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bigger amount of spectral peaks above 300 Hz displayed in 
the more accurate results, shown in Fig. 9, is associated with 
the additional resonant modes considered. Results for lower 
frequencies remain essentially unaltered from Fig. 8 to Fig. 
9.

Frequency [Hz]

Frequency. Hz

Figure 6. Validation case 2: Sound pressure level: (a) obtained 
using our analytical model; (b) experimental data from [8].

i

Table 3. Properties o f the system for the validation case 3.

External Flow Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value

c0 Speed of sound 310 m s -1

P Density 0.42 Kg m-3

U <x>1 Free stream velocity 1 0.1 c0

U œ2 Free stream velocity 2 0.5 c0

U œ3 Free stream velocity 3 0.8 c0

Uc Convective velocity 0.6 UK
ax Empirical parameter 0.1

ay Empirical parameter 0.5
Plate Properties (Aluminum)
Variable

Pp Density 2800 Kg m-3

Ep Elasticity Modulus 7.0x1010 Pa2
V Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Spl Damping ratio 1 0.01

Sp2 Damping ratio 2 0.02

Ip3 Damping ratio 3 0.03

hp Thickness 0.0018 m
a Length 0.3 m
b Width 0.3 m
Acoustic Enclosure Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value
c0 Speed of sound 310 m s -1

P0 Density 0.42 Kg m-3

lac Damping ratio 0.05
Lx Length 3.0 m
Ly Width 0.3 m
Lz Height 0.3 m

Frequency. Hz

Figure 8. Validation case 3: cavity power spectrum results 
(using 4 plate modes and 17 cavity modes): , M=0.1;

--------, M=0.5; , M=0.8.
(a) From our analytical framework. (b) From [2].
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Figure 9. Validation case 3: cavity power spectrum results 
from our analytical framework (using a larger number o f plate 

and cavity modes): , M=0.1; , M=0.5;
-------, M=0.8.

7.4 Validation Case 4

The validation case 4 is the study by [37]. As in the 
previous validation case, this study investigates the model 
of a convected fluid loaded plate coupled with an acoustic 
enclosure. However, the dimensions are different from the 
previous case, and were chosen to reproduce a small 
commercial aircraft. The physical system schematic is 
shown in Fig. 10 and the main parameters of the system are 
displayed in Table 4.

_______ Table 4. System parameter o f validation case 4.

External Flow Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value
c0 Speed of sound 310 m s -1

P Density 0.42 Kg m-3

UK Free stream velocity 0.1 c0

Uc Convective velocity 0.6 UK
a x Empirical parameter 0.1
ay Empirical parameter 0.5
Plate Properties (Aluminum)
Variable

Pp Density 2700 Kg m-3

E p Elasticity Modulus 7.1x1010 Pa2
V Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Ip Damping ratio 0.01

hp Thickness 0.0022 m
a Length 0.6 m
b Width 0.525 m
xp Plate x-coordinate 0.6 m
yp Plate y-coordinate 0.6 m
Acoustic Enclosure Properties (Air)
Variable Description Value
c0 Speed of sound 310 m s -1

P0 Density 0.42 Kg m-3

lac Damping ratio 0.05
Lx Length 6.0 m
Ly Width 1.8 m
Lz Height 1.8 m

In [37], a total number of 50 acoustic modes and 20 plate 
modes were used to obtain the numerical results. For this 
number of natural modes, the results for the cavity acoustic
potential energy are shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the

z

J--------------- .— ..................................... .................... .— ..................................

101 102 103 
Frequency  [ H i ]

Optn-loop system 
Nonopwrel cteed-loop position 
Optimal cteed-loop position

io1 w1 10*
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 11. Validation case 4: acoustic potential energy results 
(using 20 plate modes and 50 cavity modes): (a) obtained using 

our analytical framework; (b) from [37].
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F requency [Hz]

Figure 12. Validation case 4: acoustic potential energy results 
from our analytical framework (using a larger number o f plate 

and acoustic modes).

results obtained with analytical results, but using a total 
number of Mx = 9 and My = 7 plate modes, and Nx = 40, Ny 
= 7 and Nz = 7 acoustic modes, in order to obtain accurate 
results in the bandwidth of interest. To calculate the cavity 
potential energy, in Figs. 11 and 12, the following equation 
was used

Lx Ly Lz
Epp(œ) = 4 y 2 œ2 Spp(œ) , (37)

4 P0 c0

in which Spp (ra) is defined by Eq.(30). Comparing parts (a) 
and open-loop plot in part (b) of Fig. 11, one can conclude 
that results are in good agreement. However, when 
considering a larger number of natural modes, the results are 
very different, mainly for higher frequencies, as shown in 
Fig. 12. The consideration of the larger number of system 
modes results in an increase of acoustic energy for 
frequencies above 200 Hz.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The model validation is an essential part of the model 
development process in order to the models to be accepted 
and used as a predictive tool. Several independent 
experimental and numerical studies, with different physical 
properties and environment, were used for conducting the 
validation of our model. The analytical results from our 
model show an overall match with the data from the 
validation cases. This indicates that our model can be used 
for the prediction of noise levels, and applicable for 
different practical cases.

The analytical model has applied for the prediction of noise 
levels to 4 different cases. The analytical predictions of the 
plate vibration PSD and the enclosure pressure PSD were 
calculated in order to perform the comparative analysis with 
the experimental and numerical data from the validation 
cases. In all 4 analyses, the predicted values are in good 
agreement with the data from the validation chosen studies. 
Additionally, it was found that the number of plate and 
acoustic natural modes used in the analysis play an 
important role in the model accurate prediction. In fact, 
there is a minimum number of natural modes which needs to 
be used in the analysis, in order to accurately predict the 
noise and vibration levels up to a maximum frequency.

The analytical framework developed and here validated can 
be used for the noise and vibration levels prediction for 
physical systems with a rectangular shaped enclosure with 
one flexible wall. This framework presents a solid basis for 
further analyses, opening the doors for its use in the design 
and implementation of noise reduction techniques. As 
demonstrated, accurate analytical models can be used to 
solve the problem of cabin TBL-induced interior noise 
prediction. Moreover, being the cabin an acoustic enclosure, 
it is important to consider not only the structural natural 
modes associated with the structural panels, but also the 
cabin acoustic modes, as well. Even though the structural- 
acoustic coupling turns the analytical framework more 
complex, it can be a first alternative to the much more time 
consuming numerical solutions. Future work of the present 
research will aim for the prediction of TBL-induced noise 
into an acoustic enclosure with several flexible panels, and 
also the development of additional analytical frameworks 
for cylindrical and spherical acoustic enclosures.
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APPENDICES

A. A nalytical expressions fo r M cp and  K pc m atrices

Matrices Mcp and Kpc are defined, respectively, by 
Eqs.(19b) and (19e). To derive the final analytical 
expressions for these matrices, the integrals over xp and yp 
on the equations need to be analytically obtained.
Starting by the derivation of the mass matrix, Mcp, by 
substituting Eqs. (6) and (10) into Eq.(19b), it becomes

M Cp=
2 p0

pf

^ a b Lx Ly Lz
[(-1)nzAnxAnyA„z |  sin (■

/mxïï (x-xPi)

Bnm(x)=

and

Bnm(y) =

f(xpf)-f(xpi) ( f  * L X ?  even)

f(xPf)-f(xPi), + L ^ )a  (_;pi odd) A(mx even) 

f(xPi)-f(xPf), *  L ^ )A (ip 1 odd) A(mx odd)

mx nx

0- ( t = lx)
(A.4a)

g(ypf)-g(ypi),

g(ypf)-g(ypi),

g(ypi)-g(ypf),

b

1 7  *  r ) A ( y ?  odd ) A(m  even)„  x b

m * L ) A ( y pi odd ) A(lny ° dd)

in which:

cos H cos H
f(x) =

and
'x'

b Ly
(A.4b)

(A.5a)

a

my ny

a
x
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cos

g(y) =
(£+H - cos

/my nyN

I  b 'L y)
%y

(A.5b)

Similarly to mass matrix, the stiffness matrix, Kpc, may be 
written in the following form

Kcp= ■
2

with functions Bmn(x) and Bmn(y) defined by Eqs.(A.4a) and 
(A.4b), respectively.

[Cyj(œ, m) Cy5(m, m') + Cy3(œ, m) Cy?(œ, m') + Cy4(œ, m)

Cy8(œ, m')] , (B.3)

in which functions C ’s are defined by the following 
analytical expressions:

[(-1)nzA„xAnyAnzBmn(x)Bmn(y)], (A.6) C* (œ,m)=
2axœ

~ U ~
(U c)2 (“2 + D + m

[ ( U ÿ  + h  (Uic)

(B.4)

B. A nalytical expression derived fo r Stbl(ra) m atrix

Substituting Eqs.(4) and (6) into Eq.(28), Stbl(ra) 
matrix becomes defined as follows

Stbl(œ) =
4 Sref(œ)

a b S  si" ( " F )  si”  H n )

'x^ x'N ax œ | x - x'
e Uc

i œ (x - x')
e Uc dxdx'' / /  s i-  ( " f )  s -  ( = ^ )

'yr y'\ ay m 1 y 'y'1
e Uc dydy'

(B.1)

in which terms inside [ ] are developed to obtain a matrix, 
according with the m and m ’ indexes, and x and y 
correspond to plate (local) coordinate system. After some 
mathematical manipulation, Eq. (B.1) can be written as

Stbl(œ) =
4 Sref(œ)

a b

f  . f m 'x % x \ x'(-U:+i)m f . ^"x^
J sin(~ ~ a r ~ J)e Uc J sinK— )  fî v x p i (

x (ax- i) œ x' (ax+ i) œ
e Uc dx + e Uc

Apf
f  . / " x ^  x\

J sin (— )

mx^ x \ x (-ax- i) m
e Uc dx y dx'

a

Cx,(œ,m)=

( 5 ^ )mx^  14axœ2 \ .

U2

Cx3(œ,m)=

[(Urc)2 C 2 -D + (“ ) 2] + h  (Uc)

xpi fax- i) œ
e Uc

[(£)2 <*-«+m l  + h  (U)

(B.5)
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— cos ( - T - n
(B.6)
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U
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— — sin I -------- 1

Uc a

(B.7)

C /m y'^ y \  - y' ay m C /my rc y \ y ay m 
I sin y— b— J j  e u; I sin ^—b— ) e Uc dy +

y' ay 
e Uc

pfr  y s  - ̂

J sin (— r  U
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Developing Eq.(B.2) analytically, one obtains the final 
analytical expression for the Stbl(ra) matrix components, 
which become defined as follows:

4 S,ef(œ) c r ,
Stbl(œ)m, m'= — “ b—  { [Cx,(œ, " )  Cx5(m, m ) + Cx2(œ, m)

Cx6(m, m') + CX3(œ, m) CX7(œ, m') + Cx,(œ, m) CX8(œ, m')l
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^   ̂ n ~ , for mx = m'x
Cx5 (m, m ) = J 2 ’ x x

(Const.x5, for mx 4  " ' x
(B.8a)

with:

Const.x5=
sin [(m'x+ " x ) £  (xpi+ a)] + sin [(m'x+ " x ) £  xpi]

2(m'x+"x) a

sin [(m'x- " x ) ̂  (xpi+ a)] - sin [(m'x- " x ) a  xpi]

Cx, (m, m ) = |

2(" 'x - " x) “

0, for mx = m'

Const.x6, for mx 4  " '
x x
x + m'x

(B.8b)

(B.9a)
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with:

Const.X6=
-cos [(m'x+ mx) ̂  (Xpi+ a)] + cos [(m'x+ mx) ̂  Xpi]

2(m'x+mx)a
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(B.9b)
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and
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For random incident white noise, the external PSD 
excitation may be defined as
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which analytically developed results in the following 
expression
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where Sref is the constant PSD amplitude of the normally 
impinging noise on the plate.

C. A nalytical expressions fo r Sw (ra) and Spp(ra) functions

The plate overall displacement PSD function, 
Sww(ra), was previously defined by Eq. (31). In order to 
obtain the final analytical expression for this function, one 
must substitute Eqs. (6) into Eq. (29), and then integrate 
over the plate area, as shown in Eq. (31). Doing this, the 
final expression for Sw (ra) is

My
Sww(œ)mj,m2

mxj,mx2=l my1,my2=1
mx1mx2my1my2

cos

/ mx2kxpA f myi%  i r  , , ^
{— — ) cos [ — —  ) cos \ — r ~  ) Lcos (mx1K) -1b b

[cos(mx2k) -1] [cos(my1 k) -1] [cos(my2k) -1] . (C.1)

with each matrix component SWW(œ)mi ^corresponding to 

the respective element of the matrix previously defined in 
Eq. (24).

Similarly, the analytical expression for the enclosure overall 
pressure PSD function, Spp(ra), may be obtained by 
replacing Eqs. (10) into Eq. (30), and then integrating over 
the enclosure volume, as shown in Eq. (32). It can be shown 
that the final analytical expression for Spp(ra) is

Spp(ro)=
LxLyLz II I spp<“>,,,

!1,nx1=1 ny1’ny1=1 nz1.nz1=1
(C.2>

with each matrix component SPP(œ)ni corresponding to

the respective element of the matrix previously defined in 
Eq. (25).

Sww
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GOAL ACHIEVED.
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quality acoustical materials.
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strengths in technology, innovation and 
rigorous process.
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reduced product noise levels an average 
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while improving your bottom line.
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Information article /Article d’information

A c o u st ic s  S t a n d a r d s  A c t iv it y  in  C a n a d a  - 2 0 0 9

Tim Kelsall
Hatch, 2800 Speakman Drive 

Mississauga, Ontario L5K 2R7, tkelsall@hatch.ca

a b s t r a c t

2009/2010 will be a critical year for Acoustical Standards activity in Canada. Traditionally organised under 
the auspices of the CSA Z107 Technical Committee, these activities may have to find a new home due to 
budget constraints, either within an expanded Z94.2 committee devoted to hearing conservation or within 
a reformed Canadian Committee on Standards within the CAA. The final form of this change will become 
clear in the first few months of 2010.

1. i n t r o d u c t i o n

For over 30 years the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) 
Technical Committee Z107 -  Acoustics and Noise Control 
and its subcommittees have looked after all but one of the 10 
Canadian Acoustics Standards (the exception is Z94.2 Hear
ing Protection Devices, which has its own technical com
mittee) and coordinated other acoustical standards activi
ties. This year, due to budget constraints, the Environment 
group of CSA has informed the Z107 committee that they 
can no longer support its activities. Since there is no “White 
Knight” available to fund its activities, we are looking with 
CSA at what can be done to find new homes to those activi
ties which can be preserved and decide what standards must 
be dropped.

At present, CSA is looking at the possibility that Z94.2, the 
hearing protection committee, can be expanded to encompass 
Hearing Conservation standards under its Strategic Steering 
Committee for Occupational Health and Safety Standards. 
This would expand this group to include three Canadian stan
dards:

Z94.2 -  Hearing Protection Devices -  Performance, Selec
tion Care and Use, the best selling CSA acoustics standard, 
referred to in many provincial health and safety regulations, 
this standard sets out the unique A, B, C designations for 
hearing protectors.

Z107.56 -  Guidelines for Measurement of Occupational 
Noise Exposure, Z107’s top selling standard, again re
ferred to in Federal and Provincial regulations and the 
first standard of its kind we know of in the world. Its 
basic approach is now found in many different occupa
tional noise measurement standards around the world, 
including ANSI and ISO.

Z107.58 - Noise Emission Declarations for Machinery, the 
newest Canadian acoustics standard, helps customers to 
buy and manufacturers to certify quiet equipment for in
dustry. Health Canada is expected to shortly come out

with a technical guideline promoting its voluntary use. 
In the European Union, the ISO standards which it sum
marises are law.

CAN3-Z107.4-M86 - Pure Tone Air Conduction Audiometers 
for Hearing Conservation and for Screening and CAN/ 
CSA-Z107.6-M90 Pure Tone Air Conduction Threshold 
Audiometry for Hearing Conservation, are not widely 
used and while they fit within a Hearing Conservation 
committee, they might be replaced with similar interna
tional or US standards.

This combination of standards would cover measuring noise 
exposure, buying quiet equipment, hearing protection and 
measurement of hearing loss, basically the activities required 
for hearing conservation in industry. As such, they would 
make a sensible package of acoustical standards to be looked 
after within the auspices of the CSA Strategic Steering Com
mittee for Occupational Health and Safety Standards.

A final standard, Z107.52-M1983 (R1994) Recommend
ed Practice for the Prediction of Sound Pressure Levels in 
Large Rooms Containing Sound Sources would fit within this 
group, but it is quite out of date and as Z107 could not iden
tify any group willing to take it on, it is unlikely it would be 
transferred to Z94.2.

There is also an Acoustics chapter within the CSA Office Er
gonomics standard, written by a working group from Z107. 
It is likely this group would now be appointed by Z94.2.

The other Z107 standards consist mostly of standards relating 
to environmental noise, an area outside the purview of Health 
and Safety. They include:

• CAN3-Z107.54-M85 (R1993) Procedure for Measure
ment of Sound and Vibration Due to Blasting Opera
tions. This standard requires revision but is referred to 
by Ontario noise guidelines. It may be withdrawn.

• CAN/CSA-Z107.9-00: Standard for Certification of 
Noise Barriers. This standard provides municipalities,
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developers, road and highway departments, railways and 
industry with a standard specification which can be used 
to define the construction of barriers intended to be du
rable enough for long term use in Canadian conditions. 
It has been widely cited in both Canada and the US. 
Specifically it is quoted verbatim in Ottawa regulations 
and forms the basis for the US Highway Barrier Design 
Manual. This standard might be suitable for the CSA 
Built Environment committee.

• Wind Turbines -  A group chaired by Brian Howe assist
ed the CSA wind turbine committee with the acoustical 
aspects of their standards, specifically with adopting the 
ISO measurement procedures in ISO 61400.

• ISO 1996 Description, Measurement and Assessment of 
Environmental Noise has been endorsed by CSA. This 
endorsation may now be withdrawn. If it is, it will be 
recommended within Standard Z107.10, discussed be
low.

In addition, Z107 has traditionally been a venue for reviewing 
other Canadian standards activities. As such it has subcom
mittees providing liaison with Canadian Advisory Commit
tees to related ASTM, ISO and IEC committees specifically 
in Building Acoustics, Instrumentation, Acoustics and Noise. 
These advisory committees are run by the Standards Council 
of Canada and are harmonised with the Z107 committee to 
which they have reported regularly on progress and upcom
ing issues. Draft international standards are provided on a 
private website to which members have access in order to 
review them and recommend Canada’s position. It would 
be useful if these groups could find a home within Z94.2, 
but they are somewhat broader in scope than just Health and 
Safety.

The Canadian Acoustical Association (CAA) has agreed in 
principle to provide a home for those acoustical standards ac
tivities not picked up by CSA and to continue the coordinat
ing role carried out by Z107. CAA was originally founded as 
the Canadian Committee on Standards until it transferred this 
role to Z107 and since then the two groups have had close 
ties, with the Z107 meeting being held each year as part of 
the CAA Acoustics Week in Canada conference.

One standard which would clearly fall within CAA’s scope 
would be Z107.10, Guide for the Use of Acoustical Standards 
in Canada. This standard is intended to be a review of Ca
nadian and International acoustical standards judged suitable 
for use in Canada and includes references on the scope of 
each standard and notes on their use in a Canadian context. 
The intent was to make this an online standard, upgraded 
each year and with references to the standards writing or
ganisations where each standard could be purchased. So far, 
it has been limited to a static paper or pdf version which is 
slow to update, especially when CSA has no funds for such 
work. Given the ease of online publication, this is a natural 
standard for CAA to take over. It can be updated just as origi

nally planned, and published on the CAA website. Available 
at little or no cost to acousticians and the general public, both 
in Canada and around the world, this standard’s wider avail
ability would promote the use of acoustical standards and 
also provide a useful service to CAA members, especially the 
consulting community.

The CSA is one of only four standards writing organisations 
accredited by the Standards Council of Canada and as such 
is entitled to write standards which can become National 
Standards of Canada. While the CAA can prepare standards 
useful to its members and others willing to use them, its stan
dards will not become National Standards of Canada. This 
makes it less likely such standards will be recognised in leg
islation. However it can continue to coordinate the various 
groups representing Canada on Canadian, US and Interna
tional standards committees.

This summary outlines the present situation as of December 
3, 2009 following a meeting with CSA. Until CSA decides 
what they wish to do in terms of expanding Z94.2, which will 
likely happen before March 2010, there is the possibility of 
further change. However, within CSA or within CAA the 
acoustical standards activities and coordination will contin
ue. The next full meeting is expected to be in October during 
the Victoria conference.
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News Item /  Rubriquenouvelles

C anada  W ide S cience Fair 

From File Reports

Roland Troke Barriault is the winner of this year’s 
Special Award from the Canadian Acoustics Association for 
his project on sound and plant growth, called “Happiness of 
noise: Frequencies for growth”.

Roland Troke Barriault is a grade twelve student from 
Kingston, Nova Scotia. He participated at the Ecole Rose- 
des-Vents science fairs since 4th grade and participated 
at the Canada Wide Science Fairs in Vancouver in 2005, 
Saguenay in 2006, and Winnipeg in 2009. Finalist of three 
NS Concours d’art Oratoire (Public speaking competitions) 
organized by the Canadian Parents for French. Actor in 
the John Arnalukjuak High School Theatrical Group and a 
finalist in the Skills Canada Competition in Nunavut in 2008. 
Student Representative on the Comité d’École Consultatif 
(school advisory committee) and Student Council Treasurer. 
Active participant with the Conseil Jeunesse Provincial and 
represented Nova Scotia at the 2007 Parliament Jeunesse. 
Enjoys the written works of Dante, Machiavelli, Philip Jose 
Farmer, Isaac Asimov and Roger Zelazny. Plays guitar, bass

and violin and active in several musical bands. Participates in 
downhill skiing, Aikido, badminton and is a former assistant 
coach for the ERdV junior male volleyball team. Classroom 
assistant for the ERdV kindergarten and reading tutor for 
third graders. Received the Queen Elizabeth the II medal and 
is a Millennium Excellence Laureate. Awarded the UOttawa 
Dean’s Merit and Renewable Admissions Scholarships, 
Conseil scolaire acadien provincial Bursary for excellence 
in French, Kingston Lion’s Club Bursary and ÉRdV Parents 
Committee Bursary for community volunteer work and 
sustained academic achievement. Active in the UOttawa 
Debating Society. Completely bilingual and interested in 
pursuing a career in the sciences, as well as in politics..

Roland’s full article will appear in French in the June 
2010 issue of Canadian Acoustics.

His winning project’s abtarct is: To observe the effect of 
different types of “coloured” noises, I examined four types 
of plants (peas, beans, radishes and shamrocks) exposed to 
three varieties of “coloured” noise (white noise, violet noise 
and Brownian noise). I discovered that most plants grew 
better when exposed to white noise, but that violet noise was 
more efficient at stimulating radish growth.

Roland Troke-Barriault

Le bonheur du bruit: Quelles fréquences pour la croissance

Division: Life Sciences / None 

Category: Senior

Region: Conseil scolaire acadien provincial (CSAP)
City: Kingston, NS 

School: Â Â cole Rose-des-Vents
Abstract: Pour voir l'effet des différents types de « bruits colorés », j'ai examiné 

quatre types de plantes (les pois, les haricots, les radis et les trèfles) 
exposés à trois différents bruits colorés (le Bruit Blanc, Violet et Brownien). 
J'ai découvert que la plupart de plantes poussent mieux sous l'influence du 
Bruit Blanc, mais que le Bruit Violet était plus efficace pour faire pousser les 
radis.

Biography
Participé à la foire de sciences de l'École 
Rose-des-Vents depuis la 4e année et 
l'Expo-sciences pancanadienne à Vancouver 
en 2005 et en Saguenay en 2006. Finaliste à 
trois concours d'art oratoire provincial 
Canadian Parents for French. Joue de la 
guitare, la guitare de basse et le violon.
Acteur dans une pièce de théâtre à l'école 
John Arnalukjuak High School à Arviat, 
Nunavut en 2008. Fait partie de nombreux 
groupes de musique. J'aime lire les ?uvres de 
Dante, Machiavel, Philip José Farmer, Isaac 
Asimov et Roger Zelazny. Aime faire le ski 
alpin, l'aïkido, badminton et j'étais entraineur 
adjoint de l'équipe de volleyball de l'école. 
Assistant bénévole de la classe de maternelle 
et tuteur de lecture pour la troisième année. 
Participant actif avec le Conseil Jeunesse 
Provincial. Complètement bilingue. Intéressé 
à poursuivre une carrière dans les sciences et 
les politiques publiques gouvernementales.

Awards Value
Canadian Acoustical Association Award 
Sponsor: Canadian Acoustical Association

$1 000

Dalhousie University Faculty of Science Entrance Scholarship 
Senior Silver Medallist - $2000 Entrance Scholarship 
Sponsor: Dalhousie University

$2 000

UBC Science (Vancouver) Entrance Award
Senior Silver Medallist - $2000 Entrance Scholarship
Sponsor: The University of British Columbia (Vancouver)

$2 000

University of Ottawa Entrance Scholarship 
Senior Silver Medallist - $3000 Entrance Scholarship 
Sponsor: University of Ottawa

$3 000

The University of Western Ontario Scholarship 
Silver Medallist - $1500 Entrance Scholarship 
Sponsor: University of Western Ontario

$1 500

Silver Medal - Life Sciences - Senior 
Sponsor: Pfizer Canada

$700

Total $10 200
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OBITUARY / OBITUAIRE - EDGAR SHAW

SHAW, Edgar Albert George, BSc, PhD, FRSC;
July 10 1921 - October 18 2009.

Beloved husband of the late Millicent (Chandler) Shaw, Edgar 
Shaw died peacefully in hospital on the evening of October 
18th, 2009 with the love of his family by his side. Dr. Shaw 
was born in Teddington, Middlesex, England. He began his 
formal education as a scholarship student at Harrow School 
and finished it by completing a doctorate at Imperial College, 
London. Edgar’s informal learning continued throughout 
his life. He was deeply interested in a variety of subjects 
including; mycology, carpentry and the interplay of science 
and religion. His interest in the visual arts ran from Inuit art

to Diane Arbus to Rembrandt. On the musical side, he was 
a long time supporter of the Ottawa Symphony Orchestra, 
and the National Arts Centre Orchestra. During World War II, 
Edgar served with the British Ministry of Aircraft Production. 
His work on the development of radar in London, Washington 
DC and New York City, was vital to the war effort. Dr. 
Shaw had a long and successful career in acoustics during 
his employment at the National Research Council (NRC) in 
Ottawa.

Prepared by:

Edgar Shaw’s family

Dr. Edgar Shaw was a remarkable scientist, a supportive co
worker, a gentle teacher, and a good friend. He is commonly 
referred to as a “gentleman” by colleagues from around the 
world.

Edgar was highly-regarded internationally for his careful 
and definitive research. In recognition, he was elected Fellow 
of the Royal Society of Canada in 1975 and received the 
Rayleigh medal from the Institute of Acoustics (UK) in 
1979.

His work was often ahead of his time. For example, his 
research on the directional listening properties of the ear was 
always recognized as being of the highest quality but only 
in recent years has this work been exploited. Now, every 
product on the market that creates realistic, three-dimensional 
sound and every paper on the subject of head-related transfer 
functions can be traced back to Edgar’s pioneering studies.

He was an inventor. The probe microphone that he 
developed to measure sound around the ear was innovative. 
His approach was subsequently taken up by Brüel and Kjær 
and their probe microphone is now marketed worldwide.

His research spanned many areas of acoustics. He has 
studied hearing protectors and earphones, the measurement of 
hearing (audiometry), the vibrational behaviour of the violin, 
occupational noise exposure, the effect of noise on birds, 
noise exposure in the community, and more. A prevailing 
theme can be recognized: it is his concern for the human

condition. Edgar was a humanitarian and he wanted his work 
to benefit his fellow humans.
Edgar had a long and successful career in acoustics at the 
National Research Council (NRC). He began in 1951 after 
emigrating from the United Kingdom. From 1975 to 1986 
he was Head of the Acoustics Section in what was then the 
Division of Physics. Many of us were fortunate to work with 
Edgar. He collaborated and published with other members of 
the lab, including George Thiessen, Joe Piercy, Nils Olson, 
and Mike Stinson. But his influence was felt beyond these 
formal interactions. He was available to everyone at all times, 
to provide practical and knowledgeable advice and guidance. 
After his retirement in 1986, Edgar continued to come in to 
the lab, as a Researcher Emeritus.

Edgar Shaw gave service to the field of acoustics at 
the highest level. He served as President of the Acoustical 
Society of America and as President of the International 
Commission for Acoustics. The Canadian Acoustical 
Association established the annual Edgar and Millicent Shaw 
Postgraduate Prize in Acoustics in his honour.

Most important of all, we will keep a fond memory of 
Edgar Shaw in our hearts.

Prepared by:

Mike Stinson, National Research Council of Canada, and 

Gilles Daigle, National Research Council of Canada
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OBITUARY / OBITUAIRE - ELZABIETA SLAWINSKI

Elzbieta Slawinski:
September 14, 1938 - November 9, 2009.

Elzbieta passed away peacefully in Calgary on Monday, 
November 9, 2009. She is survived by her husband Andrzej, 
her two sons Michael and Raphael and their spouses Elena 
and Vera, and family members in Canada and Poland. She 
was born in Warsaw, Poland, in 1938, and it was there that 
she completed her university studies, earning a doctorate in 
Natural Sciences in 1978. In 1982, with her husband and sons, 
she immigrated to Canada and settled in Calgary. In 2005 she 
retired from the University of Calgary as a Professor Emeritus

of Psychology. She was a dedicated teacher and researcher, 
and mentored a number of graduate students. Elzbieta was a 
woman of many interests and talents. She gave shelter to and 
cared for many abandoned animals; she actively supported the 
Humane Society and wildlife conservation. An outstanding 
climber and skier during her youth, she never lost her passion 
for the outdoors, and indulged it in Europe, North Africa, 
Oceania, and South and North America.

Prepared by:

Elzbieta’s family

V  -j =7 Jill
Th e  17 th In te r n a tio n a l  Co n g r e s s  o n  S o u n d  & V ibration

C a i r o  1 a - 2 2  J u l y ,  2 Q 1 D

Call for Abstracts
All potential attendees are invited to submit an abstract (300 words maximum) related to the congress 
topics before the extended abstract deadline of 31 January, 2010. The 27 regular session topics and 35 
special structured session topics can be found on the ICSV17 website at 
www.icsv17.org/index.php/ICSV17/ICSV17 Authors of accepted abstracts will be asked to submit their 
full papers to the ICSV17 website later.

Invitation:
We are pleased to welcome you to the 17th International Congress on Sound and Vibration (ICSV17) to be 
held in Cairo, Egypt, from 18 to 22 July 2010. ICSV17 is one of the largest congresses in the world in the 
fields of acoustics, noise and vibration, and therefore is a major opportunity for you to present your latest 
results and learn about the most advanced theories, technologies and applications. It is the annual premier 
world event organized by the International Institute of Acoustics and Vibration (IIAV).

U nder the A uspices of:
• International Institute of Acoustic and Vibration (IIAV); The Acoustical Society of Egypt
• Ain Shams University and Nile University

In Cooperation with:
International Union of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (IUTAM); American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers International (ASME International); and Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE)
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Revue des publications /B ook Review

The Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and the Tuning
of the World
By R. Murray Schafer
Destiny Books, 1994. xii + 301 pp. Price: US$16.95 

ISBN: 089281455-1

It was with caution that I walked, with the aid of my silent guide, 
blindfolded around Niagara-On-The-Lake accompanying 
composer and author Murray Schafer on an acoustic walk 
organized as part of this year’s Acoustics Week In Canada. 
Along the way, in which I predicted on the basis of my own 
acoustic input I was on the edge of a great lake (later revealed 
to be a disused factory), he asked “Which of the sounds you 
heard was the further away?” Questions such as these reveal 
a commitment in Murray’s work towards Clairaudience (or 
clean hearing), in which the listener learns to become acutely 
sensitive to their acoustic environment, with the ultimate aim 
of improving (rather than simply eradicating) the sonic world 
through better design.

In the first half of The Soundscape, Murray begins by 
reviving in us an appreciation of the breadth and depth of 
acoustic stimulation in nature using evocative historical 
and literary examples and then slowly reveals how man has 
influenced the sonic environment, first as a result of rural 
living and then via industrial and electrical revolutions as a 
result of urban living. Along the way, important perceptual 
and affective distinctions are made in the soundscape field, 
between both signals and keynotes: echoing the common 
visual distinction between figure and ground, and, between 
centripetal and centrifugal sounds: the church bell for 
example cited as both a call for community gathering but also 
as a repellant for evil and unwanted spirits.

The second half of the book is concerned with sound 
analysis and design. As a Psychologist interested in multi
modal perception, I benefitted particularly from reminders 
regarding the physical properties of stimulation that 
underscore the interaction between sound and the other 
senses. For example, very low frequency sounds share 
an integral relationship with tactile reception such that we 
feel them rather than hear them, something that Murray 
encapsulates in the phrase “touching at a distance” (p. 11). I 
was also intrigued in the description of certain communities 
(such as the Mabaan tribe in the Sudan) who do not express 
presbycusis, and the idea that towns can resonate certain 
acoustic frequencies and rhythms thereby continuing to 
underscore the relationship between sensory environment 
and individual perceptual systems. Other researchers in other 
domains will no doubt find other morsels of interest.

Not only is Murray responsible for coining the phrase 
Soundscape but he also established the World Soundscape 
Project at Simon Fraser University in the late 1960s (audio 
examples of which can be found at http://www.sfu.ca/~truax/ 
wsp.html). One issue raised by this community was the 
lingering concern that sound recording should not only be a 
way to analyze, understand and predict our acoustic world, but 
it should also serve a way to preserve it. Murray lists a number 
of sound events saved from extinction as a result of the Project

including “The ringing of old cash registers...Razors being 
stropped...The quiet explosion of old cameras” (p. 209). In 
addition to sound preservation, Murray also a secondary aim 
of the Project with respect to sound classification (Chapter 
Nine) in which tensions between (psycho)acoustic, semantic 
and aesthetic levels of analysis are identified.

For a book containing observations on the sonic 
environment as it was at least 15 years ago (after its initial 
publication in 1977 copyright on the book was reasserted in 
1994), one may be initially skeptical regarding its current 
utility, yet there is much to recommend here. In fact, it is often 
this very quality that highlights the pervasive nature of many 
of the issues raised in the book. For example, on the design 
of the ubiquitous telephone signal Murray prophesizes: “If 
we must be distracted ten or twenty times each day, why not 
by pleasant sounds? Why could not everyone choose his or 
her own telephone signal? In a day when cassettes and tape 
loops are cheap to manufacture this is entirely feasible” (p. 
242). While it has been sound digitization that has led to 
this eventuality, the affective outcome of this kind of sonic 
selection may not have been as positive as initially imagined: 
as willing selectors of our own ring tones we may question 
the extent of pleasure derived as a function of repeated 
exposure, as unwilling listeners of other people’s sound we 
must consider the impact of varied tastes in a shared acoustic 
environment. Other seemingly dated concerns regarding 
the use of compression and the rate of vocal delivery on the 
radio foreshadow current debates regarding the so-called 
‘loudness war’ in which the dynamic range is compromised 
in the pursuit of increased intensity at the later stages of 
music production (Metallica’s Death Magnetic being a recent 
example), and also concerns regarding the upper limit of 
own our speech comprehension in an increasingly frenetic 
soundfield. His commentary on the use of headphones is 
ambivalent and remains of contemporary relevance, at once 
drawing attention to the liberating but isolating experience 
of localizing sound events within the head “ . h e  (sic) is no 
longer regarding events on the acoustic horizon .H e is the 
sphere. He is the universe .B ut only when he releases the 
experience by pronouncing. or s in g in g . does he take his 
place again with humanity” (p. 119).

In the absence of attending one of Murray’s acoustic 
walks and the active listening that ensues, The Soundscape 
will remind the reader of the variety of semantic and affective 
information that sound can provide, in addition to connecting 
seemingly disparate acoustic events (I was particularly taken 
with the analogy between the combustion engine and the 
fart; p. 84). As Murray states, “all research into sound must 
conclude with silence” (p. 12), as must all books and, indeed, 
all book reviews. However, consideration of the soundscape 
raises a lingering set of issues for the acoustic community; 
issues that may not be easily addressed by a multi-disciplinary 
field but would nonetheless benefit from additional reflections 
against the current auditory environment.

Prepared by Dr. Ben Dyson

Ryerson University, Toronto.
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What is new in Acoustics in Canada
Jérémie Voix -  voix@caa-aca.ca

Hands off: Cellphone driving ban in effect in Ontario
Ontario joined Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Quebec in applying new rules 
for drivers looking to place calls on the road. Other provinces are expected to join them. Statistics 
support the need for the ban. A recent study by the U. S. National Traffic Safety Administration found 
that 80 per cent of accidents were caused by “driver distraction”, which along with cell-phone use 
includes weather, grooming, advertising, smoking, driver fatigue and just about everything that you can 
see out the window of a car (e.g. shirtless people). “It is not safe to be texting, e-mailing or dialling a 
phone when you are driving a vehicle,” Transportation Minister Jim Bradley told the public.

[Source: “R U L8? Keep your hands on the wheel” . Andrew Clark. Published on Monday, Nov. 09, 
2009 11:33AM EST http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-drive/car-life/road-sage/r-u-l8-keep-your- 
hands-on-the-wheel/article1356598/ Accessed 20091109]

The link with acoustics? Well, Ontario drivers are still allowed to use “hands-free” devices, though 
some experts believe these are just as distracting, which is clearly an interesting technical challenge, 
from an acoustical point of view.

Agenda : conférence internationale sur les zones calmes
La Ville de Paris, en collaboration avec le Centre d'information et de documentation sur le bruit et 
Bruitparif, organise le 5 février 2010 une journée de réflexion sur les zones calmes. Les débats seront 
largement alimentés par la présentation de retours d'expérience français (Paris, Lyon, Rennes, 
Strasbourg) et européens (Florence, Oslo, Bruxelles, Hambourg). Ce rendez-vous sera notamment 
l’occasion de faire un bilan des retours d'expérience des collectivités françaises et européennes ayant 
déjà élaboré leur Plan de Prévention du bruit dans l'Environnement.

[Source: http://www.bruit.fr/FR/info/Actualites/de/la/gestion/des/nuisances/sonores/1653/12 Dernière 
consultation : 20091101]

Is your iPod damaging your hearing?
The European Union announced last September that it is capping the volume of such devices after an 
EU scientific committee warned that prolonged exposure to loud noise from the music players could 
cause permanent hearing damage. The new rules will require manufacturers to set the maximum 
volume of personal music players at a safe default level, defined by the scientific committee as either 
80 decibels adjusted for exposure limited to 40 hours a week or 89 decibels adjusted for exposure 
limited to five hours a week. While it might be flawed, Canadian audiologists and hearing-loss- 
prevention advocates say Canada could learn a valuable lesson from the EU's pro-active stance on 
noise levels from personal music players. Canada has no rules to govern the volume of the devices -  
and that is putting the hearing of countless Canadians in jeopardy, experts say. The problem is that 
many people listen to them on buses, subways, trains and in other loud environments, where they have 
to turn them up to drown out the noise.
[ Source : “Is your iPod damaging your hearing? - The Globe and Mail.” Accessed 20090930 
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/health/is-your-ipod-damaging-your-hearing/article1304666/]
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Vancouver 2010 Cultural Olympiad adds over 70 new 
projects to eclectic line-up

The Vancouver 2010 Cultural Olympiad is adding more international flair to its impressive line-up of 
music, theatre, visual arts, dance, and digital programming in its largest announcement of 2010 projects 
to date - more than 70, including some creative experience: a cell-phone turns into a musical 
instrument, enabling the user to create a symphony of sound; a green thumb goes to new levels playing 
with virtual acoustic plants...

[Source: www.vancouver2010.com/culturalolympiad 20091027]

CAA signs Cooperative agreement with IIAV
The Canadian Acoustical Association signed a collaborative agreement with the International Institute 
of Acoustics and Vibration (IIAV). The two organisations will cooperate in advertizing each other’s 
congresses on printed material and respective websites and in increasing information exchange on 
matters of mutual interest in the area of acoustics and vibration. About 40 scientific organizations and 
societies are cooperating with IIAV. For more information about the Institute and its activities, consult 
www.iiav.org.

L’ACA signe un accord de coopération avec IIAV

L'Association Canadienne d'Acoustique (ACA) a signé un accord de collaboration avec l'Institut 
international d'Acoustique et Vibration (IIAV). Les deux organisations vont coopérer en faisant la 
promotion mutuelle de leur congrès sur le matériel imprimé et leurs sites Web respectifs et vont 
également accroître l'échange d'informations sur des questions d'intérêt mutuel dans le domaine de 
l'acoustique et des vibrations. Environ 40 organisations scientifiques et sociétés coopèrent avec l'IIAV. 
Pour plus d'information sur l'Institut et ses activités, consultez www.iiav.org.
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Canadian Acoustical Association 
Association Canadienne d’Acoustique

PRIZE ANNOUNCEMENT • ANNONCE DE PRIX

Prize
E d g a r  a n d  M il l ic e n t  S h a w  P o s t d o c t o r a l  P r iz e  in A c o u s t ic s  

A l e x a n d e r  G. B e l l  G r a d u a t e  S t u d e n t  P r iz e  in S p e e c h  C o m m u n ic a t io n  a n d  H e a r in g  

E c k e l  G r a d u a t e  S t u d e n t  P r iz e  in N o is e  C o n t r o l  

F e s s e n d e n  G r a d u a t e  S t u d e n t  P r iz e  in U n d e r w a t e r  A c o u s t ic s  

Ra y m o n d  H e t u  U n d e r g r a d u a t e  S t u d e n t  P r iz e  in A c o u s t ic s

Prix
P r ix  P o s t - d o c t o r a l  E d g a r  e t  M il l ic e n t  S h a w  en  A c o u s t iq u e  

P r ix  é t u d ia n t  A l e x a n d e r  G. B e l l  en  C o m m u n ic a t io n  o r a l e  e t  a u d it io n  (2 e o u  3 e c y c l e ) 

P r ix  é t u d ia n t  E c k e l  e n  C o n t r o l e  d u  b r u it  (2 e o u  3 e c y c l e )

P r ix  é t u d ia n t  F e s s e n d e n  e n  A c o u s t iq u e  s o u s - m a r in e  (2 e o u  3 e c y c l e )

P r ix  é t u d ia n t  Ra y m o n d  H e t u  en  A c o u s t iq u e  (1 er c y c l e )

Consult CAA website for more information 
Consultez le site Internet de l ’ACA pour de plus amples renseignements

(http://www.caa-aca.ca)
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Canadian Acoustical Association

Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting 
13 October 2009

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario

Present: Christian Giguère (chair), David Quirt, Rich Peppin, Stan Dosso, Roberto Racca, 
Tim Kelsall, Ramani Ramakrishnan, Frank Russo, Jérémie Voix

Regrets: Clair Wakefield, Vijay Parsa, Sean Pecknold, Dalila Giusti

The meeting was called to order at 5:02 p.m. Minutes of previous Board of Directors meeting 
on 25 April 2009 were approved as published in June 2009 issue of Canadian Acoustics. 
(Moved by S. Dosso, seconded R. Racca, carried).

President’s Report

Christian Giguère reported that there have been 
no major problems in the affairs of the 
Association. There has been progress on two 
current priorities: to develop promotional 
materials for our Association and to enhance 
the website with online database and payment 
features. The former was discussed under 
Other Business, the latter as an extension of 
the Secretary’s report.

Secretary’s Report

David Quirt reported that routine processes of 
the Association are proceeding with few 
problems. With respect to routine CAA 
communications:

■ Annual filing with Corporations Canada was 
submitted and acknowledged.

■ Invoices from I-INCE and ICA were received 
and our Treasurer handled payment.

Issues of Noise News International were mailed 
to 36 members who requested this option; they 
arrived from the publisher in the USA about 3-6 
months after the cover date. Cost of mailing 
was covered by the $10 supplementary fee paid 
by those requesting NNI. Next year NNI moves 
to electronic publishing, which should eliminate 
the cost for this distribution activity.

Secretarial operating costs for the fiscal year 
ended in August totaled $1175 (~20% below 
last year), mainly for mailing costs and postal 
box rentals. Given the expected reduction in 
mailing costs when NNI distribution is stopped,

a budget of $1000 is proposed for next fiscal year.

David reported that paid new memberships and 
renewals are unchanged from last year (318), but 
there were fewer non-member registrants for the 
Vancouver conference than at Montreal, so the 
nominal total membership has dropped. Last year 
the total was 407 on 4 October, and this year’s 
paid-up total on that date is 374. Essentially, the 
Association’s core membership is constant.

Mailing List 
(30 Sept.)

Canada USA Other Change

Member 217 17 11 -12

Student 54 3 3 -19

Sustaining 38 3 1 -  1

Subscribers 14 9 4 -  1

Total = 374 -33

As usual, this report prompted some discussion of 
possible changes in membership categories and 
promoting increased membership; in this context 
Rich suggested a brainstorming session at a future 
CAA meeting to identify key issues to promote 
membership. Rich also noted continued interest in 
adding new categories such as Fellow and Life 
Membership. There was support for these ideas, 
but action on new categories was deferred to the 
next meeting, after implementation of the new 
online database system. (Approval of report 
moved by S. Dosso, seconded R. Racca, carried)

Discussion then turned to features and cost of the 
proposed new online database and payment 
system. The ad hoc group (Christian, Dave, Dalila, 
Sean) appointed by the Board has investigated 
this issue and recommends selection of IRM -  a
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Canadian firm that handles online systems for 
many Canadian associations. The capabilities 
proposed at this stage are online database of 
members, membership payment, and event 
registration and payment for our conference. 
IRM also offers website hosting, but this is not 
recommended now, due to the considerable 
cost, and some questions about the match 
between available features and our needs. 
One-time setup fees for the proposed features 
would be $2500 (based on IRM’s review of our 
current database structure), and the annual 
operating cost is $249 / month, plus transaction 
fees -  a total of about $3500/year. It should be 
feasible to implement this system for the 2010 
membership renewal process. (Proceeding, as 
detailed in IRM proposal of 5 Oct., was moved 
by S. Dosso, seconded F. Russo, carried)

The Board expressed a special vote of thanks 
to Dave Quirt for his continuing service as 
Acting-Secretary.

Treasurer’s Report

The Treasurer, Dalila Giusti, submitted a report 
including a preliminary financial statement for 
the fiscal year. Most expenses were essentially 
as budgeted and revenue marginally exceeded 
income. The backlog of invoicing and payments 
for advertising in Canadian Acoustics has been 
eliminated. The 2008 conference (Vancouver) 
made a profit of $894 in addition to the fees for 
new members. Interest on the capital fund will 
exceed costs for student awards.

A change of financial year-end to 30 June has 
been proposed, to permit completion of the 
annual audit before the fall meeting. Members 
were duly notified of the proposed change by 
published announcements at the 2008 AGM 
and in the journal. (See AGM minutes.)

The proposed budget for 2009-2010 was also 
discussed. To offset costs of the proposed 
implementation of online services, a fee 
increase at the October AGM was suggested 
(See AGM minutes.)

The Treasurer’s report was accepted. (Moved 
F. Russo, seconded R. Peppin, carried)

Editor’s Report'

The Editor, Ramani Ramakrishnan, gave a brief 
report on issues related to Canadian Acoustics. 
Highlights included:

■ All issues have been published on schedule.

■ The implementation of online publication of the 
journal has not advanced significantly.

■ There was brief discussion, commending the 
revamping of the news section of the journal, 
with less content on international conferences, 
but more content on regulations, standards, 
technical news, and other related societies 
pertinent to Canadian acousticians.

■ In 2010, as usual, the June issue will feature 
content in French, and there will be a special 
issue focused on acoustical consulting.

The Board made a unanimous vote of thanks to 
Ramani for his continuing contributions.

CAA Conferences -  Past, Present & Future

2008 (Vancouver): A final report for the conference 
has been received from Murray Hodgson, with the 
final $3800 transfer of funds. The Board thanked 
the organizers for the high quality of the meeting.

2009 (Niagara-on-the Lake): The conference at the 
Pillar and Post Inn on October 14-16 has 125 
papers scheduled (including 48 student papers) 
and 12 exhibitors. Ramani Ramakrishanan is 
Chair, Frank Russo is Technical Chair, and Rich 
Peppin organized the exhibition. Extensive 
financial contributions to support the meeting 
include a grant from Ryerson University, sponsors 
for meeting rooms and coffee breaks, and 
sponsors for the student presentation awards.

2010 (Victoria): The conference will be on October 
13-15 at the Laurel Point Inn, the site of the 1999 
conference. Stan Dosso (Chair), Roberto Racca 
(Technical Chair), and Clair Wakefield are leading 
the team. A broad program—including several 
sessions on underwater acoustics— is planned. 
See the announcements in this and subsequent 
issues of Canadian Acoustics and on the website.

Subsequent meetings: Sites for later meetings 
were discussed. The preferred option for 2011 is a 
site in Québec, preferably the city of Québec, and 
key team members have been recruited.
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Awards

Frank Russo presented a report summarizing 
decisions by the coordinators for all CAA 
awards. There were applications for all awards, 
and winners have been selected. Winners were 
announced on 15 October at the banquet, and 
in this issue of Canadian Acoustics. Increased 
public relations activity (via local press and 
university channels) is planned, to highlight the 
winners.

One change to the awards was proposed. It 
was agreed that the Directors’ Award for best 
article by a professional in Canadian Acoustics 
should not be restricted to Members; conditions 
for the corresponding student award are 
unchanged. (Moved R. Racca, second S. 
Dosso, carried)

CAA Website

There was a brief discussion about the CAA 
website. Sean Pecknold has assumed the 
duties of Webmaster, and parts of the site have 
been restored and updated.

Other Business

There were several items of other business:

■ Alberto Behar attended for a short time as a 
guest to suggest that CAA might wish to 
certify acousticians (as the Swiss Acoustical 
Society does). He volunteered to 
investigate and the board agreed that they 
would wait to see what he discovered.

■ CSA Committee Z107 "Acoustics and Noise 
Control” is facing elimination, due to funding 
constraints at CSA. Some key standards 
such as Z107.56 may be transferred to

another committee, but some parts will cease. 
CSA Z107 has been interlinked with CAA from 
CAA’s beginning as the Canadian Committee 
on Standards. There was broad agreement 
that orphan parts of the Z107 activity should be 
assumed by CAA, but that forming a standards 
development committee accredited by SCC 
seems unrealistic. (Approved in principle that 
CAA will re-assume those activities of Z107 
that can be handled with negligible financial 
commitment, to coordinate Canadian activities 
on development and maintenance of 
standards. Moved T. Kelsall, seconded R. 
Peppin, carried)

■ Promotional materials were developed for 
distribution at the Inter-Noise ‘09 conference in 
Ottawa, including a new brochure in English 
and French. In this context our old logo was 
upgraded to high resolution (courtesy of IN’09) 
and the Board started a process to update the 
logo design. There was brief discussion of the 
8 preliminary design concepts, and it was 
agreed to handle the selection and revision 
process by e-mail before the next meeting.

■ Christian reported on his participation in the 
recent Board meeting of IIAV (International 
Institute of Acoustics and Vibration). The Board 
decided to accept the invitation to establish a 
formal agreement of cooperation with IIAV; 
there is no financial commitment. (Moved R. 
Peppin, second R. Ramakrishnan, carried)

■ Stan led a brief discussion of nominations for 
the election at the Annual General Meeting 
(See AGM minutes for details).

Adjournment

Meeting adjourned at 10 p.m. (Moved
R. Ramakrishnan, seconded F. Russo, carried)
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Canadian Acoustical Association

Minutes of Annual General Meeting
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario 

15 October 2009

Call to Order

President Christian Giguère called the meeting 
to order at 6:33 p.m. with 30 members present. 
(Attendance swelled to 37 during the meeting)

Minutes of the previous Annual General 
Meeting on 07 October 2008 in Vancouver were 
approved as printed in the December 2008 
issue of Canadian Acoustics. (Moved by R. 
Peppin, second T. Kelsall, carried)

President’s Report

Christian Giguère briefly summarized his report 
to the Board meeting on 13 October. He 
emphasized that the society has stable 
membership and is maintaining a balanced 
budget, and he thanked all those who have 
made contributions to our activities. The key 
business of the coming year is shifting our 
operations to a new web-based system to 
facilitate routine membership and financial 
transactions.

Secretary’s Report

David Quirt gave an overview of membership 
and operational activity.

• The total of 318 paid renewals and new 
memberships is identical to last year, but we 
had the usual bump due to variation in non
member registrations at the conference - 
this year a decrease of 33 to 374 total.

• An itemized account of the administrative 
budget of $1175 (mainly mailing expenses) 
was presented to the Board of Directors.

• Preliminary steps have been taken towards 
shifting the membership database and 
renewal process to an online system, and 
promoting a shift towards more email and 
online transactions, to handle routine 
processes with less volunteer effort.

Treasurer’s Report

In the absence of the Treasurer, Dalila Giusti, 
Christian Giguère presented an overview of her 
written report to the Board on CAA finances. 
CAA is in good financial shape, with total assets 
of $286,655 at fiscal year-end (before audit). 
Total assets rose marginally, and interest on 
our capital investments will cover all prize 
awards.

In 2010, a budget deficit is predicted due to 
increased website and service costs as we 
implement online payment. Therefore the 
Treasurer proposed for 2010: a $5 increase in 
fees for Students (to $35), a $10 increase for 
Members and Subscribers (to $80), and $50 
increase for Sustaining Subscribers (to $350). 
(Acceptance of proposed fee structure moved 
by Rich Peppin, second Stan Dosso, carried.)

A change of financial year-end to 30 June is 
proposed, to enable presentation of an audited 
report at the AGM. This has been advertised, 
following our standard procedure for bylaw 
changes. (Change of financial year-end to 30 
June moved by Rich Peppin, second Stan 
Dosso, carried.)

(Acceptance of Treasurer’s report moved by 
R. Ramakrishnan, second Frank Russo, 
carried.)

Editor’s Report

Ramani Ramakrishnan gave the Editor’s report. 
Canadian Acoustics production has proceeded 
smoothly throughout the year. There has been 
no progress on a proposed collaboration with 
university publishers to establish online 
publication of Canadian Acoustics.

Award Coordinator’s Report

Frank Russo acknowledged the continuing hard 
work by award coordinators, and reported that 
this year CAA is awarding all prizes, including 
the Shaw Postdoctoral Prize. In addition, we 
have sponsors for the three student paper 
awards for presentations at the conference.
(For names of award recipients, see the 
separate announcement in this issue.)
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One minor change in the prizes has been 
authorized by the Board: the Directors’ Award 
for best article by a professional in Canadian 
Acoustics will not be restricted to Members; 
conditions for the corresponding student award 
are unchanged.

Past and Future Meetings

Reports were presented on the past, present 
and future annual meetings:

2008 (Vancouver): Murray Hodgson submitted 
a final report. The conference yielded a small 
profit, and the final balance of $3800 was 
transferred to CAA.

2009 (Niagara-on-the-Lake): Conference Chair, 
Ramani Ramakrishanan, reported the meeting 
at the Pillar and Post Inn (October 14-16) was 
proceeding well, with a full schedule of 125 
papers and a larger-than expected exhibition.

2010 (Victoria): Stan Dosso announced that the 
conference will be at Laurel Point Inn, beside 
the harbour in Victoria, on 13-15 October 2010. 
The team includes Stan Dosso (Chair), Roberto 
Racca (Technical Chair), and Clair Wakefield. 
See the announcements on the website and in 
Canadian Acoustics for details.

Subsequent meetings: Proposed site for the 
annual conference in 2011 is Québec; this is 
still tentative, but a team is coming together.

CAA Website

Christian Giguère reported that Sean Pecknold 
has agreed to serve as Webmaster. Some 
effort is needed to upgrade parts of the site, but 
basic updates are being implemented rapidly.

Nominations and Election

CAA corporate bylaws require that we elect the 
Executive and Directors each year. The Past 
President, Stan Dosso, presented nominations 
and managed the election process.

This year, Dave Quirt chose not to seek re
election after 8 years as Executive Secretary, 
and one Director completed his term on the 
Board - Vijay Parsa. Stan expressed thanks for

the contributions by the outgoing Director and 
for David’s years as Secretary. There was 
enthusiastic applause.

For the election process, Stan read the name(s) 
of the nominees, and then asked if there were 
other nominees from the floor.

• First, he presented names of proposed 
continuing Directors (Rich Peppin, Roberto 
Racca, Tim Kelsall, Clair Wakefield, Frank 
Russo, Sean Pecknold, and Jérémie Voix) 
and his nomination for a new Director 
(Hugues Nelisse).

• Then, he presented nominees for executive 
positions (Christian Giguère for President, 
Dalila Giusti for Treasurer, Ramani 
Ramakrishnan for Editor, Brad Gover for 
Executive Secretary)

In each case, there were no other nominations 
from the floor, so these nominees were 
declared elected by acclamation.

Other Business

Tim Kelsall presented a brief report about the 
expected demise of CSA Committee Z107 
"Acoustics and Noise Control” and the Board’s 
decision to assume some discontinued CSA 
activities under the auspices of CAA.

Adjournment

Adjournment was proposed by Stan Dosso and 
seconded by Ramani Ramakrishnan. Carried. 
Meeting adjourned at 7:25 p.m.
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2009 PRIZE WINNERS / RÉCIPIENDAIRES 2009

Sh a w  P o s t d o c t o r a l  P r iz e  in  A c o u st ic s  /

P r ix  P o s t -D o c t o r a l  Sh a w  e n  A c o u s t iq u e

Majid Navabi (Concordia University)
“Unsteady flow analysis through the valveless acoustic micropump”

B e l l  G r a d u a t e  St u d e n t  P r iz e  in  Sp e e c h  C o m m u n ic a t io n  a n d  H e a r in g  / 

P r ix  É t u d ia n t  B e l l  e n  C o m m u n ic a t io n  V e r b a l e  e t  A u d it io n

Huiwen Goy (University of Toronto)
“Articulatory and acoustic changes accompanying different speaking instructions and listening

situations”

F e s s e n d e n  G r a d u a t e  St u d e n t  P r iz e  in  U n d e r w a t e r  A c o u st ic s  / 

P r ix  É t u d ia n t  F e s s e n d e n  e n  A c o u s t iq u e  s o u s -m a r in e

Brendan Rideout (University of Victoria)
“Acoustic localization and tracking o f marine mammals”

E c k e l  G r a d u a t e  St u d e n t  P r iz e  in  N o is e  C o n t r o l  / 

P r ix  É t u d ia n t  E c k e l  e n  C o n t r ô l e  d u  b r u it

Behrooz Yousefzadeh (University of British Columbia)
“Beam-Tracing Model fo r Realistic Prediction o f Sound Fields in Rooms”

R a y m o n d  H é t u  U n d e r g r a d u a t e  P r iz e  in  A c o u st ic s  /

P r ix  É t u d ia n t  R a y m o n d  H é t u  e n  A c o u s t iq u e

Konstantin Naumenko and Jessica Banh (University of Toronto)
“Establishing normative voice characteristics o f younger and older adults”
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C a n a d a -W id e  S c ie n c e  F a ir  A w a r d  /  P r ix  E x p o - sc ie n c e s  p a n c a n a d ie n n e

Roland Troke-Barriault, École Rose-des-Vents (Kingston, Nova Scotia)
“Le bonheur du bruit: Quelles fréquences pour la croissance”

D ir e c t o r s ' A w a r d s  /  P r ix  d e s  D ir e c t e u r s

Individual Member / Membre Individuel:

Wladyslaw Cichocki (University of New Brunswick)
“The RACAD speech corpus o f New Brunswick Acadian French: Design and applications”

student Member / Membre Étudiant:

Marc-André Gaudreau, École de technologie supérieure, Université du Québec
“Méthode demesures terrain de l ’atténuation F-M IRE de protecteurs auditifs durant un quart de travail”

S t u d e n t  P r e s e n t a t i o n  A w a r d s  / P r ix  p o u r  C o m m u n ic a t io n s  É t u d ia n t e s  

N ia g a r a - o n - t h e - L a k e  (ON), O c t o b e r  14-16,2009

Brady Laska (Carleton University)
“Subband Autoregressive Modelling o f Speech Signals”

Brendan Rideout (University of Victoria)
“Localization o f Marine Mammals in an Uncertain Environment”

Blake Butler (McMaster University)
“Temporal representation o f pitch in auditory cortex”

CONGRATULATIONS / FÉLICITATIONS
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— FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT —

A c o u stic s  W eek  in C ana da

Victoria BC, 13-15 October 2010

Acoustics W eek in Canada 2010, the annual conference o f the 
Canadian Acoustical Association, will be held in Victoria BC 
from 13 to 15 October 2010. This is the premier Canadian 
acoustical symposium, and this year’s exceptional waterfront 
setting on Victoria’s beautiful Inner Harbour will make it an 
event you w on’t want to miss. The conference will include 
three days o f plenary lectures, technical sessions on all areas 
o f acoustics, the CAA Annual General Meeting, an Exhibition 
o f acoustical equipment and services, the Conference Banquet 
and other social events. In keeping with Victoria’s ocean 
setting and the natural beauty o f the region, the conference 

Local marine bio-acoustic source will feature increased focus in the areas o f marine and
(Photo: Gary Woodburn, Tourism Victoria) environmental acoustics.

Venue and Accommodation — The conference will be held at the Laurel Point Inn, 
www.laurelpoint.com, a landmark Victoria hotel. As the sole occupant of a small peninsula separating Victoria’s 
Inner and Outer Harbours, surrounded by quiet gardens and ponds and bordering the seawall walkway, the Laurel 
Point Inn represents an exceptional location on Victoria’s historic waterfront. The Inn is located a short walk from 
all city centre attractions including the Parliament Buildings, Royal BC Museum, Government Street pedestrian 
mall, and Inner Harbour marina and causeway, as well as the Ogden Point breakwater, Fisherman’s Wharf, and 
Beacon Hill Park. The Inn boasts 200 luxurious guest rooms, each with balcony and harbour views. The state-of- 
the-art conference facilities are clustered around the glass-enclosed Terrace Ballroom where meals and the 
Exhibition will be held. Participants registering with the hotel before 12 September 2010 will receive the special 
conference room rate of $109/night (single or double occupancy, including complimentary wireless internet and 
many other amenities). Staying at this outstanding conference hotel will place you near your colleagues and all 
conference activities, and will help make the meeting a financial success to the benefit of future CAA activities. 
Reduced room rates are in effect from 10 to 18 October, so consider extending your visit to Victoria for a short 
holiday!

Plenary Lectures — Plenary lectures are planned in areas of broad and relevant appeal including Marine 
Bioacoustics, Environmental Acoustics, and Noise Control.

Inner Harbour and Parliament Buildings at dusk. Ogden Point breakwater—a great place for a stroll.
(Photo: Tyler Ahlgren, Tourism Victoria) (Photo: Richard Funnell, Tourism Victoria)
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Technical Sessions — Technical sessions will be organized 
in all major areas of acoustics, including the following topics:

• Architectural and Classroom Acoustics
• Bio-Acoustics and Biomedical Acoustics
• Engineering Acoustics and Noise Control
• Physical Acoustics and Ultrasonics
• Musical Acoustics
• Psycho- and Physio-Acoustics
• Hearing and Speech Sciences
• Underwater Acoustics
• Acoustic Signal Processing

If you would like to propose and/or organize a special session on a 
specific topic, please contact the Technical Chair as soon as possible.

Exhibition and Sponsorship — The conference will
include an Exhibition of acoustical equipment, products and services 
on Thursday 14 October 2010. If you or your company are interested 
in participating in the Exhibition or in sponsoring conference social 
events and/or sessions, which presents excellent promotional 
opportunities, please contact the Exhibition Coordinator.

Social Events — The conference will begin on Wednesday 
morning with an opening ceremony and welcome. Thursday evening 
is the traditional CAA Banquet and Awards Ceremony which will 
feature outstanding cuisine with a West Coast flair.

Courses/Seminars -  If  you would like to offer a course/seminar in association with Acoustics Week in 
Canada, please contact the Conference Chair. Assistance can be provided in accommodating such an event, but it 
must be financially independent of the conference.

Student Participation — Student participation is strongly encouraged. Travel subsidies and reduced 
registration fees will be available. A hotel room sharing program will be organized to reduce costs. Student 
presenters are eligible to win prizes for the best presentations at the conference.

Paper Submission — The abstract deadline is 15 June 2010. Two-page summaries for publication in the 
proceedings issue of Canadian Acoustics are due 2 August 2010. Details will be given on the conference website.

Registration — Details of registration fees and the registration form will be available soon at the conference 
website. Early registration at a reduced fee is available until 12 September 2010.

Laurel Point Inn and Terrace Ballroom.

Fall colours at Butchart Gardens. 
(Photo: Nick Redding, Tourism Victoria)

Local Organizing Committee

• Conference Chair: Stan Dosso [sdosso@uvic.ca]
• Technical Chair: Roberto Racca [roberto.racca@jasco.com]
• Exhibition: Clair Wakefield

[clair@wakefieldacoustics.com]
• Treasurer: Lara Berg [lara.berg@jasco.com]
• Secretary: Michael Wilmut [mjwilmut@jasco.com]
• Registration: Lori Robson [lori@wakefieldacoustics.com]
• Website: Brendan Rideout

[brendan.rideout@gmail.com]

Conference Website: www.caa-aca.ca
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— PRÉMIÈRE ANNONCE —

S e m a in e  C a n a d ie n n e  d ’A c o u s t iq u e

Victoria CB, 13-15 Octobre 2010

La Semaine Canadienne d’Acoustique 2010, la conférence annuelle 
de l’Association Canadienne d’Acoustique va prendre place à 
Victoria CB du 13 au 15 Octobre 2010. C’est le premier symposium 
d’acoustique canadienne, et l’exceptionnel bord de mer donnant sur le 
magnifique port nautique de Victoria en fera cette année un 
événement que vous ne voudrez pas manquer. La conférence incluera 
trois jours de conférences plénieres, des séssions techniques dans tous 
les domaines de l’acoustique, la réunion générale annuelle de l’ACA, 
une exposition d’équipements et services acoustiques, le banquet de la 
conférence et d’autres événements sociaux. Etant donné 
l’environnement océanique de Victoria et la beautée naturelle de la 
region, la conférence va se distinguer par un interêt accentué pour les

_ , domaines de l'acoustique marine et environnementale.
Source bio-acoustique locale.

(Photo: Gary Woodburn, Tourism Victoria)

Centre de conférence et Logement — La conférence va prendre place à l’hôtel Laurel Point Inn, 
www.laurelpoint.com, un hôtel historique de Victoria. Le Laurel Point Inn est un endroit exceptionnel sur le front 
de mer de Victoria. Il est l’unique occupant d’une petite péninsule separant le port en deux, entouré de jardins et 
étangs silencieux, et idéalement situé le long de la promenade de la digue. L’hôtel est à quelques minutes à pied 
de toutes les attractions du centre-ville, incluant les Bâtiments Parlementaires, le Musée Royal de Colombie- 
Britanique, le centre commercial de la rue du Gouvernement, la Marina de l’Arriére-port, ainsi que la jetée de 
Pointe Ogden, le Quai des Pêcheurs, et le Parc de Beacon Hill. L ’hôtel offre 200 chambres luxueuses, chacune 
avec balcon et vue sur le port. Les salles de conférence haut-de-gamme sont regroupées autour de la terrasse 
vitrée de la salle de ball où les repas et l’événement vont prendre place. Les participants réservant l’hôtel avant le 
12 septembre 2010 recevront un tarif préférentiel de $ 109/nuit (ocupation simple ou double, incluant la 
connection internet sans fil et pleins d’autres avantages). Rester à cet hôtel extraordinaire va vous placer prêt de 
vos collègues et de toutes les activitées de la conference, et va contribuer à faire de cette réunion un succès 
financier pour le bénéfice des activités futures de l’ACA. Les chambres à prix réduits sont disponibles du 10 au 
18 octobre, donc n ’hésitez pas à prolonger votre visite à Victoria pour prendre quelques jours de vacances.

Sessions Plénières — Des conférences plénières sont prévues dans des domaines d’intérêt général 
incluant la bio-acoustique marine, l’acoustique environmentale et le contrôle du bruit.

Arriere-port et Batiments Parlementaire s au Jetée de Pointe Ogden.—un magnifique endroit pour se
crepuscule. (Photo: Tyler Ahlgren, Tourism Victoria) promener. (Photo: Richard Funnell, Tourism Victoria)
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Sessions Techniques — Des séssions techniques seront 
organisées dans tous les domaines principaux de l’acoustique, 
incluant les thèmes suivants:

• Acoustique Architecturale et Acoustique des Salles de Classes
• Bio-Acoustique et Acoustique Biomédicale
• Ingénierie Acoustique et Contrôle de Bruit
• Acoustique Physique et Ultrasonore
• Acoustique Musicale
• Psycho- et Physio-Acoustique
• Sciences Auditives et de la Parole
• Acoustique Sous-Marine
• Traitement de Signal Acoustique 

Si vous désirez proposer et/ou organiser une séssions spéciale, 
contactez le Président Technique aussi tôt que possible.

Exposition et Commandite — La conférence incluera 
une exposition d’équipements, produits et services acoustiques, qui 
prendra place le jeudi 14 Octobre 2010. Si vous ou votre entreprise 
êtes interessés à participer à l’exposition ou à commanditer les 
événements sociaux de la conférence et/ou les séssions, qui 
permettront d’excellentes opportunités promotionnelles, contactez le 
coordinateur de l’exposition.

Activités — La conférence commencera le mercredi matin avec 
une cérémonie d’ouverture et de bienvenue. Jeudi soir se tiendra le 
traditionnel banquet de l’ACA et la cérémonie de remise des prix ou 
vous pourrez déguster l’extraordinaire cuisine façon Cote-Ouest.

Cours/Séminaires — Si vous souhaitez offrir un cours/séminaire en association avec la Semaine 
Canadienne d’Acoustique, contactez le Président de la Conférence. De l’assistance est disponible pour organiser 
cet événement, mais il doit être financièrement indépendant de la conférence.

Participation Etudiante — La participation étudiante est fortement encouragée. Des indèmnitées de 
voyages et des frais réduits d’inscription seront disponibles. Un programme de partage de chambres d’hôtel sera 
organisé pour réduire les coûts. Les étudiants donnant une présentation sont élligibles pour gagner des prix pour 
les meilleures présentations de la conférence.

Soumission d’Article -  l : échéance pour la soumission des résumés est le 15 Juin 2010. Les résumés de 
deux pages pour publication dans le numéro d’actes de conférence de Acoutique Canadienne sont dus le 2 août 
2010. Les détails seront donnés sur le site internet de la conférence.

Inscription — Les détails sur les frais et formulaires d’inscription seront bientôt disponibles sur le site 
internet de la conférence. Les pré-inscriptions à prix réduits sont disponibles jusqu’au 12 septembre 2010.

Comité Local d’Organisation
• Président de la Conférence: Stan Dosso [sdosso@uvic.ca]

• Président Technique: Roberto Racca [roberto.racca@jasco.com]

• Exposition: Clair Wakefield [clair@wakefieldacoustics.com]

• Trésorier: Lara Berg [lara.berg@jasco.com]

• Secrétaire: Michael Wilmut [mjwilmut@uvic.ca]

• Inscription: Lori Robson [lori@wakefileacoustics.com]

• Website: Brendan Rideout [Brendan.rideout@gmail.com]

Hôtel Laurel Point et Terrasse vitrée.

Site web de la conference: www.caa-aca.ca
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N i a g a r a n - o n - t h e - L a k e  14-16 O c t o b e r / o c t o b r e  2009 
—Photo Report / Rapport en photos 

by/par Ramani Ramakrishnan

Exhibition -1 Exhibition -2 Exhibition -3
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Acoustic Walk with Murray Schafer inner and 
the organizers

EmotiChair

The Registration Desk 
Payam Ashtiani, Payam Ezzetian, 
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CAA Award Winners and the CAA Board

Conference Com mittee
Ben Dyson, 

Payam Ashtiani, 
Mandy Chan, 

Carmen Branje 
Megan Munro, 

Ramani Ramakrishnan, 
Lisa Chan,

Frank Russo 
and 

Gabe Nespoli
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The Canadian Acoustical Association / l’Association Canadienne d’Acoustique 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY 2009 / ANNUAIRE DES MEMBRES 2009

The number that follows each entry refers to the areas of interest as coded below.

Le nombre juxtaposé à chaque inscription réfère aux champs d ’intérêt tels que condifés ci-dessous

Areas of interest Champs d’intérêt

Architectural Acoustics 1 Acoustique architecturale
Engineering Acoustics /  Noise Control 2 Génie acoustique /  Contrôle du bruit

Physical Acoustics /  Ultrasonics 3 Acoustique physique /  Ultrasons
Musical Acoustics /  E lectro-acoustics 4 Acoustique musicale /  Electroacoustique

Psycho- and Physio-acoustics 5 Psycho- et physio-acoustique
Shock and Vibration 6 Chocs et vibrations

Hearing Sciences 7 Audition
Speech Sciences 8 Parole

Underwater Acoustics 9 Acoustique sous-marine
Signal Processing /  Numerical Methods 10 T raitement des signaux /  Méthodes numériques

O ther 11 Autre

Adel A. Abdou
King Fahd Univ.of Petroleum & Minerals 
Architectural Engineering Dept.
P.O. Box 1917
Dharan 31261, Saudi Arabia
+966 03 860-2762, FAX:+966 03 860-3785
Member, Interest:1,2,10

ACOUSTIKALAB Inc.
Jean Laporte
c.p.52-523, 324 rue Castelneau 
Montral, QC, H2R 1P0, Canada 
(514) 692-1147 
jlaporte@acoustikalab.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

Sylvain Angrignon 
Research in Motion 
295 Phillip St.
Waterloo, ON, N2L 3W8, Canada 
613-599-7465x13111 
sangrignon@rim.com 
Member

Dr. Sharon M. Abel
DRDC Toronto
Individual Readiness Section
P.O. Box 2000, 1133 Sheppard Ave. W
Toronto, ON, M3M 3B9, Canada
(416) 635-2037, FAX:(416) 635-2132
sharon.abel@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
Member, Interest:2,5,7,8

ACI Acoustical Consultants Inc.
Mr. Steven Bilawchuk 
Suite 107 
9920-63 Ave.
Edmonton, AB, T6E 0G9, Canada 
(780) 414-6373, FAX:(780) 414-6376 
stevenb@aciacoustical.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

ACO Pacific Inc.
Mr. Noland Lewis 
2604 Read Ave.
Belmont, CA, 94002, USA 
(650) 595-8588, FAX:(650) 591-2891 
acopac@acopacific.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

Acoustec Inc.
Dr. J.G. Migneron 
106 rue de la Chaudière 
St-Nicolas, QC, G7A 2R8, Canada 
(418) 834-1414, FAX:(418) 834-1176 
courrier@acoustec.qc.ca 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,6

AECOM 
Frank Babic
105 Commerce Valley Dr. W., 7th Floor 
Markham, ON, L3T 7W3, Canada 
(905) 747-7411, FAX:(905) 886-9494 
frank.babic@aecom.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

Aercoustics Engineering Ltd
Mr. John O'Keefe
50 Ronson Drive, Suite 165
Rexdale, ON, M9W 1B3, Canada
(416) 249-3361, FAX:(416) 249-3613
aercoustics@aercoustics.com
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,3,4,6,10

Claude Alain 
Rotman Research Inst.
3560 Bathurst St. (Baycreast Centre) 
Toronto, M6A 2E1, Canada 
(416) 785-2500 x3523 
calain@rotman-baycrest.on.ca 
Member

Bruce E. Amrein
U.S. Army Research Laboratory
520 Mulberry Point Road
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 21005, USA
410-278-3529
bruce.amrein@us.army.mil
Member

Alexander Arnett
185-911 Yates Street
Victoria, BC, V8V 4Y9, Canada
(250) 361-1683, FAX:(250) 361-1652
aarnett@telus.net
Member, Interest:1,2,4

G. Robert Arrabito
DRDC Toronto
P.O. Box 2000
1133 Sheppard Ave. West
Toronto, ON, M3M 3B9, Canada
(416) 635-2033, FAX:(416) 635-2104
robert.arrabito@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
Member, Interest:5,9

Noureddine Atalla
Université de Sherbrooke
G.A.U.S., Dép. génie mécanique
2500 boul. Université
Sherbrooke, QC, J1K 2R1, Canada
(819) 821-8000 x61209, FAX:819-821-7163
Noureddine.Atalla@USherbrooke.ca
Member, Interest:2,6,9

Melanie Austin 
JASCO Research / UVIC 
201 - 4464 Markham Street 
Victoria, BC, V8Z &X8, Canada 
(250) 483-3300 
melanie@jasco.com 
Student Member
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MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY 2009 / ANNUAIRE DES MEMBRES 2009

Molly Babel
University of British Columbia
Dept. o f Linguistics
2613 West Mall, Totem Field Studios
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4, Canada
614-822-6322
mbabel@interchange.ubc.ca 
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Jeffery S. Bamford 
1196 McCraney Street East 
Oakville, ON, L6H 4S5, Canada 
(416) 465-3378, FAX:(416) 465-9037 
jBamford@EngineeringHarmonics.com 
Member, Interest:2,10,11

Jessica Banh 
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Mississauga, ON, L5R 2B6, Canada 
905-890-0655 
jessica.banh@utoronto.ca 
Student Member, Interest:7,8

Laura Anne Bateman 
3325 Fulton Road 
Victoria, BC, V9C 2V1, Canada 
(250) 370-1595 
labateman@shaw.ca 
Member, Interest:8,7,4,9,10

Kevin Batke 
Suite 250
600 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary, AB, T3G 0B4, Canada 
403-547-9511, FAX:403-547-9502 
kevinb@FDIAcoustics.com 
Member, Interest:2

Mr. Alberto Behar 
45 Meadowcliffe Dr.
Scarborough, ON, M1M 2X8, Canada 
(416) 265-1816, FAX:(416) 265-1816 
behar@sympatico.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,7,8
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701 East Linden Avenue 
Linden, NJ, 07036-2495, USA 
(908) 862-0909, FAX:(908) 862-4201 
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(450) 928-6777x4137, FAX:(450) 928-6781
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Member, Interest:2,5,7,8

Ryan Bessey
11 Brunel Court, Suite 4108 
Toronto, ON, M54 3Y3, Canada 
416-845-3571 
ryan.bessey@hotmail.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Rama Bhat
Concordia University
1455 De Maisonneuve Blvd. W.
Montreal, QC, H3G 1M8, Canada
rbhat@alcor.concordia.ca
Member

Chris Bibby
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Vancouver, BC, V6K 1J4, Canada 
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chrisbibby@gmail.com 
Student Member, Interest:1,2,4

Benjamin R. Biffard
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School o f Earth and Ocean Sciences
PO Box 3055, Stn. CSC
Victoria, BC, V8W 3P6, Canada
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bbiffard@uvic.ca
Student Member, Interest:9

Steven Bilawchuk
5031 210 Street NW
Edmonton, AB, T6M 0A8, Canada
(780) 414-6373, FAX:(780) 414-6376
stevenb@aciacoustical.com
Member, Interest:1,2,10

Mr. J. Blachford 
H.L. Blachford Ltd.
977 Lucien l'Allier
Montréal, QC, H3G 2C3, Canada
(514) 938-9775, FAX:(514) 938-8595
jblach@blachford.ca
Member, Interest:2

Stephen Bly 
Health Canada
Consumer &  Clinical Radiation Protection 
775 Brookfield Rd., Room 228A 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 1C1, Canada 
(613) 954-0308, FAX:(613) 941-1734 
stephen_bly@hc-sc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:2,3

Eugene H. Bolstad 
#202 - 35 Erin Ridge Road 
St. Albert, AB, T8N 0G8, Canada 
(780) 458-3140
Member Emeritus, Interest:1,2,6

Ginette Borduas
1080 Côte du Beaver Hall, Bureau 300 
Montréal, QC, H2Z 1S8, Canada 
Complimentary
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2955 Northway Avenue 
Windsor, ON, N9E 4J9, Canada 
(519) 969-1044 
bowie1@uwindsor.ca 
Student Member, Interest:2,6

Mr. P.G. Bowman 
Union Gas Ltd.
P.O. Box 2001 
50 Keil Dr. North
Chatham, ON, N7M 5M1, Canada 
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pbowman@uniongas.com 
Member, Interest:2

Jeff Boyczuk 
148C Elm St.
Ottawa, ON, K1 R 6N5, Canada 
(613)371-9158 
boyczuk@gmail.com 
Member, Interest:5,8,10
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National Research Council Canada 
Institute for Research in Construction 
Acoustics Lab., Building M-27 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 993-9747, FAX:(613) 954-1495 
john.bradley@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,4

Dr. A.J. Brammer
4792 Massey Lane
Ottawa, ON, K1J 8W9, Canada
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Gatineau, QC, J8X 3T5, Canada 
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Mr. David W. Brown 
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Vancouver, BC, V6B 2Y5, Canada 
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Member, Interest:1,2,6
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Mr. Andrew Khoury
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(514) 695-8225, FAX:(514) 695-4808 
andrew.khoury@bksv.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

Carmen Brunje
Centre for Learning Tech., Ryerson
University
350 Victoria Ave.
Toronto, ON, Canada 
416-407-4206 
cbrunje@ryerson.ca 
Student Member

Ellen Buchan 
Alberta Infrastructure 
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3rd Floor, 6950-113 Street 
Edmonton, AB, T6H 5V7, Canada 
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burgess@sfu.ca
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Trevor Burton
Caleton University, Systems&Computer 
Eng.
1125 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, ON, K1S 5B6, Canada 
613-614-9926 
trevorbu@sce.carleton.ca 
Student Member

Todd Busch
HFP Acoustical Consultants Corp 
1140, 10201 Southport Rd. SW 
Calgary, AB, T2W 4x 9 , Canada 
(403) 259-6600, FAX:(403) 259-6611 
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Member, Interest:1,6,2
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University of BC
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Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4, Canada
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Student Member

Kevin Carr
300 Auden Road
Guelph, ON, N1E 6S3, Canada
519-824-3077
kevincarr@gmail.com
Member, Interest:2,4,11

Jerry Carstensen
Wenger Corporation
555 Park Drive
Owatonna, MN, 55060, USA
jerry.carstensen@wengercorp.com
Member

William J. Cavanaugh 
Cavanaugh Tocci Assoc. Inc.
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Natick, MA, 01760, USA
(978) 443-7871, FAX:(978) 443-7873
wcavanaugh@cavtocci.com
Member, Interest:1,2,5,6

Mandy Chan 
HGC Engineering
2000 Argentia Road, Plaza 1, Suite 203 
Mississauga, ON, L5N 1P7, Canada 
905-826-4044
machan@hgcengineering.com
Member

Lias Chan
Agincourt P.O. Box 27 
Toronto, ON, M1S 3B4, Canada 
647-280-7118
lisa.chan@psych.ryerson.ca 
Student Member, Interest:4,5

N. Ross Chapman
University of Victoria
School of Earth & Ocean Sciences
P.O. Box 3055
Victoria, BC, V8W 3P6, Canada 
(250) 472-4340, FAX:(250) 472-4620 
chapman@uvic.ca 
Member, Interest:9

Brian Chapnik 
HGC Engineering Ltd.
2000 Argentia Rd.
Plaza One, Suite 203 
Mississauga, ON, L5N 1P7, Canada 
(905) 826-4044, FAX:(905) 826-4940 
chapnik@me.utoronto.ca 
Member, Interest:2,5,7

Jeremy Charbonneau
5142 Talbot Trail
Merlin, ON, N0P 1W0, Canada
(519) 999-4889
jeremy_charb@hotmail.com
Student Member, Interest:1,2,3

Mr. Marshall Chasin 
34 Bankstock Dr.
North York, ON, M2K 2H6, Canada 
(416) 733-4342 
marshall.chasin@rogers.com 
Member, Interest:2,5,6

Mario Chavez 
University of BC
301 - 238 E 13 Ave.
Vancouver, BC, V5T 2K4, Canada 
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mariochavezpeon@gmail.com 
Student Member
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Member, Interest:5,7,8

Ping Chen
840 Everett Crescent
Burnaby, BC, V5A 2N4, Canada
(604) 988-2508, FAX:(604) 988-7457
ping_calgary@yahoo.com
Member, Interest:1,2,10
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Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
8-522-766-6769 
mmlcheng@polyu.edu.hk 
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University of Connecticut Health Center
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Farmington, CT, 06032-2017, USA
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Member

Molham Chikhalsouk 
5785 Victoria Ave., Apt. 222 
Montreal, QC, H3W 2R3, Canada 
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chikhalsouk@yahoo.com 
Student Member, Interest:2,6,9

Cheng-Hao Chiu 
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Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4, Canada 
778-987-3342 
chjacques@yahoo.com 
Student Member, Interest:3,5,8

Ina Chomyshyn 
1127 Barton St.
Thunder Bay, ON, P7B 5N3, Canada 
807-626-5640 x258, FAX:807-623-5690 
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Member, Interest:2,6,11

M N Mahabubul Alam Chowdhury 
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Toronto, ON, M4C 5L7, Canada 
416-691 -0408 
nmalamc@yahoo.com 
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Member, Interest:8

Esen Cintosun 
University of Sherbrooke 
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Mississuaga, ON, L5L 2T3, Canada 
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Student Member
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Ottawa, ON, K1A 0S2, Canada 
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David Cmar 
Dillon Consulting Ltd.
3200 Deziel Dr., Suite 608 
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(519) 948-5000, FAX:(519) 948-5054 
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Member, Interest:1,2,7
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Hatch Energy
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Niagara Falls, ON, L2E 6W1, Canada
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jcodrington@hatchenergy.com
Member, Interest:2,6

Marco Coletta 
1208 Sienna Street 
Mississauga, ON, L5H 4L5, Canada 
(416) 451-4940 
marco.coletta@utoronto.ca 
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Nicole Collison 
DRDC Atlantic 
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PO Box 1012
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada 
(902) 426-3100x394, FAX:(902) 426-9654 
nicole.collison@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:3,9,10
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Tim Wiens 
651 Colby Drive
Waterloo, ON, N2V 1C2, Canada 
519-884-0510 x2352, FAX:519-884-0525 
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Kathleen Corrigall 
McMaster University 
1280 Main Street West 
Hamilton, ON, L8S 4K1, Canada 
905-525-9140 
corrigka@mcmaster.ca 
Student Member

James P. Cottingham
Physics Department, Coe College
1220 First Avenue NE
Cedar Rapids, IA, 52402, USA
(319) 399-8597, FAX:(319) 399-8010
jcotting@coe.edu
Member, Interest:4

Benjamin Coulson 
420 Winchester Drive 
Waterloo, ON, N2T 1J1, Canada 
(519) 569-7045
bcoulson@jacqueswhitford.com 
Member, Interest:2,4,6

CSIC - Biblioteca
Ctro Tecnol Fisicas L Torres Quevedo 
Serrano 144 
28006 MADRID, SPAIN 
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Dr. Lola Cuddy
Queen's University
Dept. of Psychology
Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6, Canada
(613) 533-6013, FAX:(613) 533-2499
Lola.Cuddy@queensu.ca
Member, Interest:4,5,7

Dr. Gilles Daigle
National Research Council Canada 
Inst. for Microstructural Science 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 993-6188, FAX:(613) 952-3670 
gilles.daigle@nrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:3,2

Tom Dakin
University of Victoria
2098 Skylark Lane
Sydney, BC, V8L 1Y4, Canada
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Student Member

Dalimar Instruments Inc.
Mr. Daniel Larose 
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Member
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Jack L. Davis 
6331 Travois Crescent NW 
Calgary, AB, T2K 2S8, Canada 
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Peter Davis 
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Suite 250
600 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary, AB, T3G 0B4, Canada 
(403) 547-9511, FAX:(403) 547-9502 
peterd@fdiacoustics.com 
Member, Interest:2,4,5

Henk de Haan 
HFP Acoustical Consultants 
1140, 10201 Southport Rd. SW 
Calgary, AB, T2W  4x 9, Canada 
(403) 259-6600, FAX:(403) 259-6611 
henk.dehaan@hfpacoustical.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Roger Dean
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Locked Bag 1797
, Australia
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roger.dean@uws.edu.au
Member
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University o f Ottawa
School o f Info.Tech. & Engineering (SITE)
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Ottawa, ON, K1 N 6N5, Canada
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Member
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Member, Interest:3,9,10
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National Research Council Canada

Stan Dosso
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School o f Earth and Ocean Sciences
P.O. Box 3055
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Member, Interest:9,10,11

Guasheng Du
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416-384-0664 
samdugs@gmail.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,10
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Student Member

Ben Dyson 
Ryerson University 
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Toronto, ON, M5B 2K3, Canada 
(416) 979-5000 
b.j.dyson@sussex.ac.uk 
Member
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Envirohealth Solutions
4792 Massey Lane
Ottawa, ON, K1J 8W9, Canada
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Member
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DRDC Atlantic
9 Grove St. - PO Box 1012
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada
(902) 426-3100 x150
gordon.ebbeson@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
Member
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P.O. Box 776
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(613) 543-2967, FAX:(613) 543-4173 
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Mr. Paul Downey
33 Craighurst Avenue
Toronto, ON, M4R 1J9, Canada
(416) 440-1094, FAX:(416) 440-0730
pcd@ecoreintl.com
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,6

Prof. M. David Egan 
P.O. Box 365
Anderson, SC, 29622-0365, USA 
(864) 226-3832 
Member, Interest:1,2,4

Dr. Jos J. Eggermont 
University of Calgary 
Dept. of Psychology 
2500 University Drive NW 
Calgary, AB, T2N 1N4, Canada 
(403) 220-5214, FAX:(403) 282-8249 
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Tarek El-Bialy
University o f Alberta
4051C Dentistry/Pharmacy Centre
Edmonton, AB, T6G 2N8, Canada
(780) 492-2751, FAX:(780) 492-1624
telbialy@ualberta.ca
Member, Interest:3,5

Dr. Gary Elfstrom 
Aiolos Engineering Corp.
2150 Islington Avenue, Suite 100
Toronto, ON, M9P 3V4, Canada
416-674-3017
gme@aiolos.com
Member

IMS, Assembly and Integration Group 
Bldg. M-50, Room 274A, 1200 Montreal Rd. 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 991-2601 
heping.ding@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:2,5,10
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Student Member
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Member, Interest:3,9
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Engineering Elsevier 
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Pascal Everton
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Member, Interest:1,2,11

Payam Ezzatian
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Student Member, Interest:5,7,10
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Omar Falou
Ryerson University
Dept. of Physics
350 Victoria Street
Toronto, ON, M5B 2K3, Canada
ofalou@ryerson.ca
Student Member, Interest:3,9,11

James Farquharson 
FDI Acoustics 
Suite 250
600 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary, AB, T3G 0B4, Canada 
(403) 547-9511, FAX:(403) 547-9502 
jamesf@fdiacoustics.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,4

Clifford Faszer
FFA Consultants in Acoustics & Noise 
Control
Suite 304,605 - 1 st Street S.W. 
Calgary, AB, T2P 3S9, Canada 
(403) 508-4996, FAX:(403) 508-4998 
ffa@telusplanet.net 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Andrew Faszer 
Noise Solutions Inc.
301, 206-7th Ave. SW 
Calgary, AB, T2P 0W7, Canada 
(403) 232-0916, FAX:(403) 234-7304 
andrew.faszer@ualberta.net 
Member, Interest:2,1,3

Dr. G. Faulkner
University of Alberta
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
Edmonton, AB, T6G 2G8, Canada
(403) 492-3446, FAX:(403) 492-2200
gary.faulkner@ualberta.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Vincent Ferraro
Daley Ferraro Associates
127 Walgreen Road
Ottawa, ON, K0A 1L0, Canada
(613) 836-0177
vincent.ferraro@dfagroup.ca
Member

Raymond Fischer 
Noise Control Eng. Inc.
799 Middlesex Turnpike
Billerica, MA, 01821, USA
(978) 670-5339, FAX:(978) 667-7047
nonoise@noise-control.com
Member, Interest:1,2,9

Heather Flowers 
530 St. Clements Avenue 
Toronto, ON, M5N 1M4, Canada 
416-480-2632, FAX:416-978-1596 
heather.flowers@utoronto,ca 
Student Member, Interest:5,8

Nicole Folland
McMaster University
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, ON, L8S 4K1, Canada
905-525-9170
nfolland@gmailcom
Student Member

Harold Forester 
1434 Franklin Dr.
Laval, QC, H7W 1K6, Canada 
(450) 681-2333, FAX:(450) 681-2354 
forester@videotron.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Chris Forrester 
Research in Motion 
28 Heins Ave.
Kitchener, ON, N2G 1Z8, Canada 
(519) 742-5873 
cforrester@rim.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,10

Mr. Stanley Forshaw 
3958 Sherwood Rd.
Victoria, BC, V8N 4E6, Canada 
(250) 721-4075 
Member, Interest:8

Dr. Claude R. Fortier 
State of the Art Acoustik Inc 
Suite 43 
1010 Polytek St.
Ottawa, On , K1J 9J3, Canada 
(613) 745-2003, FAX:(613) 745-9687 
Member, Interest:1,2,5

Mr. Leslie Frank
HFP Acoustical Consultants Corp. 
1140, 10201 Southport Rd. SW 
Calgary, AB, T2W 4x 9, Canada 
(403) 259-6600, FAX:(403) 259-6611 
les@hfpacoustical.com 
Member, Interest:1,5,6

Ron Freiheit 
Wenger Corp.
555 Park Dr.
Owatonna, MN, 55060, USA 
(507) 455-4100x139, FAX:(507) 455-4258 
ron.freiheit@wengercorp.com 
Member, Interest:1,4,5

Rayna Friendly
McMaster University
1280 Main Street W
Hamilton, ON, L8S 4K1, Canada
905-525-9140x24811
friendr@mcmaster.ca
Student Member

Patrick Froment
101 Napoleon Crescent
St. Albert, AB, T8N 1C3, Canada
(780) 499-1591
patrickf@aciacoustical.com
Member, Interest:1,2,3
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Reinhart Frosch 
Sommerhaldenstrasse 5B 
CH-5200 Brugg, Switzerland 
0041-56-441 -7772 
reinifrosch@bluewin.ch 
Member, Interest:4,5

Natalia Fullana 
University of Ottawa
Dept. of Linguistics - 70 Laurier Ave. East
Ottawa, ON, K1N 6N5, Canada
(613) 562-5800 x2599
fullnat@gmail.com
Member

Kathy Fuller 
Dept. o f Psychology 
University of Toronto 
3359 Mississauga Rd. N.
Mississauga, ON, L5L 1C6, Canada
905-828-3865, FAX:905-569-4326 
k.pichora.fuller@utoronto.ca 
Member, Interest:5,7,8

W. Robert J. Funnell 
McGill University
Biomedical Engineering & Otolaryngology
3775, rue University
Montréal, QC, H3A 2B4, Canada
(514)-398-6739, FAX:(514) 398-7461
robert.funnell@mcgill.ca
Member, Interest:5

Mr. V. Gambino 
Aercoustics Engineering Ltd 
50 Ronson Dr., Suite 165 
Rexdale, ON, M9W  1B3, Canada 
(416) 249-3361
vince.gambino@aercoustics.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,4,6

Dr. Robert Gaspar 
Spaarg Engineering Limited 
Noise and Vibration Analysis 
822 Lounsborough Street 
Windsor, ON, N9G 1G3, Canada 
(519) 972-0677, FAX:(519) 972-1811 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Mark Gaudet
BKL Consultants
#308 - 1200 Lynn Valley Road
North Vancouver, BC, V7J 2A2, Canada
(604) 988-2508, FAX:(604) 988-7457
gaudet@bkl.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Marc-André Gaudreau 
133 Biron
Drummondville, Québec, J2C 2Y8, Canada 
(819) 474-0751 #6958 
gaudream@cdrummond.qc.ca 
Student Member, Interest:2,5,7

Ben Gaum 
Ryerson University 
425 Parliament 
, M5A 3A7, Canada 
647-504-5565 
sssup53@hotmail.com 
Student Member

Bryan Gick
University of British Columbia
Dept. of Linguistics
Totem Field Studios, 2613 West Mall
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4, Canada
(604) 822-4817, FAX:(604) 822-9687
gick@interchange.ubc.ca
Member, Interest:8

Mr. Hazem Gidamy 
S.S. Wilson & Assoc.
15 Wertheim Court, Suite 211 
Richmond Hill, ON, L4B 3H7, Canada 
(905) 707-5800, FAX:(905) 707-5801 
admin@sswilsonassociates.com 
Member, Interest:1,5,7

Mr. Philip Giddings
Engineering Harmonics
29A Leslie Street
Toronto, ON, M4M 3C3, Canada
(416) 465-3378, FAX:(416) 465-9037
pgiddings@engineeringharmonics.com
Member, Interest:1,4,5

Christian Giguere 
Université d'Ottawa
Programme d'audiologie et d'orthophonie
451 chemin Smyth
Ottawa, ON, K1H 8M5, Canada
(613) 562-5800x4649, FAX:(613) 562-5428
cgiguere@uottawa.ca
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Dalila Giusti 
Jade Acoustics Inc.
411 Confederation Parkway, Unit 19 
Concord, ON, L4K 0A8, Canada 
(905) 660-2444, FAX:(905) 660-4110 
dalila@jadeacoustics.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Pierre Godbout 
632 Mullin Way
Burlington, ON, L7L 4J4, Canada 
(905) 639-8313 
pierre_godbout@hotmail.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,9

Bradford N. Gover 
National Research Council Canada 
Institute for Research in Construction 
1200 Montreal Rd., Bldg. M-27 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 993-7985, FAX:(613) 954-1495 
brad.gover@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,10

Huiwen Goy
University of Toronto Mississauga 
Dept. o f Psychology, CCT 4019 
3359 Mississauga Road North 
Mississauga, ON, L5L 1C6, Canada
906-569-4634, FAX:906-569-4326 
huiwen.goy@utoronto.ca 
Student Member, Interest:5,7,8

David Grainger
University of Western Ontario
National Centre for Audiology
Elborn College - 2262, 1201 Western Road
London, ON, N6G 1H1, Canada
(519) 661-2111x86054, FAX:(519) 661-3805
dgrainge@nca.uwo.ca
Member, Interest:2,7

Mr. Manfred W. Grote
ARCOS Acoustical Consulting Ltd..
2828 Toronto Crescent. NW 
Calgary, AB, T2N 3W2, Canada 
(403) 283-1191, FAX:(403) 289-4988 
arcosacoustic@shaw.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,5

J. Michel Guevremont 
Specmont Inc.
625 Rue du Parc-industriel 
Longueuil, QC, J4H 3V7, Canada 
(450) 449-2545, FAX:(450) 449-0322 
specmont@specmont.com 
Member

Christian Guibault 
Simon Fraser University 
8888 University Dr.
Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6, Canada 
(778) 782-6783 
guilbaul@sfu.ca 
Member

H.L. Blachford Ltd.
Mr. Dalton Prince 
2323 Royal Windsor Dr.
Mississauga, ON, L5J 1K5, Canada 
(905) 823-3200, FAX:(905) 823-9290 
amsales@blachford.ca 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,6

Michael D. Hall
James Madison University
Dept. o f Psychology
MSC-7704-JMU
Harrisonburg, VA, 22807, USA
540-568-7877
hallmd@jmu.edu
Member

Peter Hanes
National Research Council Canada
INMS
Bldg M-36
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 998-1282, FAX:(613) 998-5396 
peter.hanes@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:4,6,11
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Jean-Francois Hardy
4612-E des Bosquets
St-Augustin-de-Desmaures, QC, G3A 1C4,
Canada
(418) 871-9886
Student Member, Interest:1,4

Harriet Irving Library 
University of New Brunswick 
P.O. Box 7500
Fredericton, NB, E3B 5H5, Canada 
Indirect Subscriber

Hatch Associates Ltd.
Mr. Tim Kelsall
Sheridan Science & Technology Park 
2800 Speakman Dr.
Mississauga, ON, L5K 2R7, Canada 
(905) 403-3932, FAX:(905) 855-8270 
tkelsall@hatch.ca 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2

Nicholas Haywood 
University of British Columbia 
School of Audiology & Speech Science 
2177 Wesbrook Mall (Friedman Bldg) 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1z 3, Canada 
604-822-5591
nhaywood@audiospeech.ubc.ca
Member

Health Canada-HPFB
Science Library Network
251 Sir Frederick Banting Dr. - AL 2202C
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0K9, Canada
Indirect Subscriber

Kyle Hellewell 
RWDI Air,
650 Woodlawn Rd West 
Guelph, ON, N1 K 1B8, Canada 
kyle.hellewell@rwdi.com 
Member

Robert Hellweg 
13 Pine Tree Road 
Wellsley, MA, 02482-4503, USA
(781) 431-9176
Hellweg@HellwegAcoustics.com 
Member, Interest:1,2

Peyman Heydarian 
London Metropolitan University 
103 Otter Close 
London, E152PX, UK 
447841115629
peyman.heydarian@elec.qmul.ac.uk 
Student Member

HGC Engineering Ltd.
Mr. Bill Gastmeier 
Plaza One, Suite 203 
2000 Argentia Rd.
Mississauga, ON, L5N 1P7, Canada 
(905) 826-4044, FAX:(905) 826-4940 
info@hgcengineering.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

Gaston L.M. Hilkhuysen 
Ecodusweg 49
2614 ws Delft, The NETHERLANDS 
+3120444 0963 
GHilkhuysen@hotmail.com 
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Dr. Megan Hodge
University of Alberta
Speech Pathology & Audiology
Rm 2-70 Corbett Hall
Edmonton, AB, T6G 2G4, Canada
(780) 492-5898, FAX:(780) 492-9333
megan.hodge@ualberta.ca
Member, Interest:8

Dr. Murray Hodgson 
University of British Columbia 
School of Env. Health 
2206 East Mall, 3rd Fl.
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z3, Canada 
(604) 822-3073, FAX:(604) 822-9588 
murray.hodgson@ubc.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,7

Joe Hood 
Akoostix Inc.
Suite 12, 10 Akerley Blvd 
Dartmouth, NS, B3B 1J4, Canada 
(902) 404-7464, FAX:(902) 405-3855 
jhood@akoostix.com 
Member, Interest:9

Bill Hoogeveen
MMM Group Limited
100 Commerce Valley Drive West
Thornhill, ON, L3T 0A1, Canada
(905) 882-4211-x6496, FAX:(905) 882-7277
HoogeveenB@mmm.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

MD Shakhawat Hossain
Concordia University, Mech & Ind Eng.
Optical BioMEMS laboratory
1515 St. Catherine W
Montreal, QC, H3G 2W1, Canada
514-848-2424x7098
sojlb1612@yahoo.com
Student Member

Mr. Brian Howe 
HGC Engineering Ltd.
Plaza One, Suite 203 
2000 Argentia Rd.
Mississauga, ON, L5N 1P7, Canada 
(905) 826-4044, FAX:(905) 826-4940 
bhowe@hgcengineering.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Lin Hu
FPInnovations, Forintek Division
319 rue Franquet
Ste-Foy, QC, G1 P 4R4, Canada
(418) 659-2647, FAX:(418) 659-2922
lin.hu@qc.forintek.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,3

Christopher Hugh
Hatch Associates
2800 Speakman drive
Mississauga, ON, L5K 2R7, Canada
(905) 403-3706, FAX:(905) 855-8270
CHUGH@hatch.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Daniel Hutt 
DRDC Atlantic 
P.O. Box 1012
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada 
(902) 426-3100x218, FAX:(902) 426-9654 
daniel.hutt@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:9,10

Hydro-Quebec TransEnergie 
M. Blaise Gosselin 
2, Complexe Desjardins,
Tour de l'est -10th floor 
Montréal, QC, H5B 1H7, Canada 
514-879-4100 ext 5309, FAX:514-879-2131 
Gosselin.Blaise@hydro.qc.ca 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,6

Peter Ibbotson
Marshall Day Acoustics
Level 3, 69 Cambridge Terrace
PO Box 4071, Christchurch, New Zealand
+6433658455
peter.ibbotson@marshallday.co.nz
Member

Iman Ibrahim
516-700 Horizon Drive
London, ON, N6H 4T2, Canada
519-471 -0648
iibrahi7@uwo.ca
Student Member, Interest:5,7

Martin Ince
P.O. Box 650
35 Main St. N., Suite 32
Waterdown, ON, L0R 2H0, Canada
martin@mkince.ca
Member, Interest:2

Institution o f Engineering and Technology 
Jason Foulsham - Team Leader 
Six Hills Way
STEVENAGE - SG1 2AY, ENGLAND 
Indirect Subscriber
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Integral DX Engineering Ltd.
Mr. Greg Clunis 
907 Admiral Ave.
Ottawa, ON, K1Z 6L6, Canada 
(613) 761-1565
greg@integraldxengineering.ca 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,5,7

J.E. Coulter Associates Ltd.
Mr. John Coulter
1210 Sheppard Ave. E, Suite 211
Toronto, O n , M2K 1E3, Canada
(416) 502-8598, FAX:(416) 502-3473
jcoulter@on.aibn.com
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,6

J.L.Richards &  Assoc. Ltd.
Mr. Terry Vivyurka, P.Eng.
864 Lady Ellen Place
Ottawa, ON, K1Z 5M2, Canada
(613) 728-3571, FAX:(613) 728-6012
mail@jlrichards.ca
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,7

Jade Acoustics Inc.
Ms. Dalila Giusti
411 Confederation Parkway, Unit 19 
Concord, ON, L4K 4H1, Canada 
(905) 660-2444, FAX:(905) 660-4110 
dalila@jadeacoustics.com 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,6

JASCO Research Ltd.
Mr. Scott Carr
Suite 432, 1496 Lower Water St. 
Halifax, NS, B3J 1R9, Canada 
(902) 405-3336, FAX:(902) 405-3337 
scott@jasco.com 
Sustaining Subscriber

Mary Beth Jennings 
University of Western Ontario 
NCA, Elborn College 
London, ON, N6G 1H1, Canada 
(519) 661-2111-x88451, FAX:(519) 661
3805
jennings@nca.uwo.ca 
Member, Interest:7

Johns Hopkins University 
Serials / Acquisitions - 001ACF5829 
Milton S. Eisenhower Library 
Baltimore, MD, 21218, USA 
Indirect Subscriber

Roshni Kanji 
44 Mobile Drive
Toronto, ON, M4A 2P2, Canada 
416-751 -2520 
rkanji@mbii.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,4,6

Jose A. Karivelil 
3589 St-Michel
Jonquiere, QC, G7X 2J3, Canada 
(418) 542-0691 
jose.karivelil@hotmail.com 
Member, Interest:2,11

Stephen E. Keith
Radiation Protection Bureau, Health Canada 
Acoustics, Non-ionizing Radiation Section 
Rm 228, 775 Brookfield Rd., 6301 B 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 1C1, Canada 
(613) 941-8942, FAX:(613) 941-1734 
stephen_keith@hc-sc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,5,7,10

Tim Kelsall
Hatch Associates Ltd.
Sheridan Science & Technology Park 
2800 Speakman Dr.
Mississauga, ON, L5K 2R7, Canada 
(905) 403-3932, FAX:(905) 855-8270 
tkelsall@hatch.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2

Douglas S. Kennedy 
BKL Consultants Ltd.
#308-1200 Lynn Valley Rd
North Vancouver, BC, V7J 2A2, Canada
(604) 988-2508, FAX:(604) 988-7457
kennedy@bkl.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Andrew Khoury
Bruel & Kjaer North America Inc.
6600 Trans Canada Highway, Suite 620 
Pointe-Claire, QC, H9R 4S2, Canada 
(514) 695-8225, FAX:(514) 695-4808 
andrew.khoury@bksv.com 
Member

Frances King
National Research Council Canada 
IRC, Acoustics, M-27 
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 993-9742, FAX:(613) 954-1495 
frances.king@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,10

Mr. John J. Kowalewski
44 East Humber Dr
King City, ON, L7B 1B6, Canada
(416) 314-0412
John.Kowalewski@ontario.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Mr. C.A. Krajewski 
95 Southill Drive
Don Mills, ON, M3C 2H9, Canada 
(416) 441-1998 
Chrisk77@sympatico.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Kelly Kruger
Alberta Infrastructure Building 
Property Development 
6950 - 113 Street, 3rd Floor 
Edmonton, AB, T6H 5V7, Canada 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Perry Kuypers 
2323 Royal Windsor Dr.
Mississauga, ON, L5J 1V5, Canada 
(905) 823-3200, FAX:(905) 823-9290 
pkuypers@blachford.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,3

Yuwen Lai
University of British Columbia 
Totem Field Studios, 2613 West Mall 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4, Canada 
(785) 832-0043 
yuwen.lai@gmail.com 
Student Member

Sylvain Lalonde, ing 
Acoustifab Inc.
677 de la Sabliere
Bois-des-Filion, QC, J6Z 4T8, Canada 
(450) 621-8392, FAX:(450) 621-0473 
info@acoustifab.com 
Member, Interest:1, 2, 6

Brian Lam 
1419-116 St
Edmonton, AB, T6J 7B3, Canada 
780 441-5951 
blam@ualberta.ca 
Student Member, Interest:3

Dr. Chantal Laroche
U. d'Ottawa,.Sciences de la réadaptation
Prog. d'audiologie et d'orthophonie
Pavillon Guindon, 451 chemin Smyth, 3062
Ottawa, ON, K1H 8M5, Canada
(613) 562-5800x3066, FAX:(613) 562-5428
claroche@uottawa.ca
Member, Interest:5,6,,7,8

Brady Laska 
4 Short Road
Arnprior, ON, K7S 0B9, Canada
613-623-4731
blaska@gmail.com
Student Member, Interest:7,10

Brady Laska 
4 Short Road
Arnprior, ON, K7S 0B9, Canada 
613-623-4731 
laska@sce.carleton.ca 
Student Member
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Cécile Le Cocq 
7426 Avenue de L'Epée 
Montréal, QC, H3N 2 e 5, Canada 
(514) 277-7645 
cecile.lecocq@etsmtl.ca 
Student Member, Interest:7,8,10

A T Still Univ Hlth SCI Learning Res. Center 
5850 E Still Cir.
Mesa, AZ, 85206-3618, USA 
Indirect Subscriber

Buddy Ledger 
AECOM
105 Commerce Valley Dr. W., 7th Floor 
Markham, ON, L3T 7W3, Canada 
(905) 747-7643, FAX:(905) 886-7494 
buddy.ledger@AECOM.com 
Member, Interest:2,6,10

Gilles Leroux 
Decibel Consultants Inc.
265 boul. Hymus, Suite 2500 
Pointe-Claire, QC, H9R 1G8, Canada 
(514) 630-4855, FAX:(514) 630-4595 
gLeroux@decibel-consultants.com 
Member

Ada Wing Sze Leung 
Rotman Research Institute 
Baycrest Centre for Geriatric Care 
3560 Bathurst Street 
Toronto, ON, M6A 2E1, Canada 
416-785-2500x3387, FAX:416-785-2862 
aleung@rotman-baycrest.on.ca 
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Marcus Li
35 Compton Crescent 
London, On, N6C 4E9, Canada 
(519) 681-2443 
mtwli@hotmail.com 
Member, Interest:2,4,6

Mr. A.D. Lightstone 
Valcoustics Canada Ltd.
30 Wertheim Court, Unit 25 
Richmond Hill, ON, L4B 1B9, Canada 
(905) 764-5223, FAX:(905) 764-6813 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Anna Limanni 
934 St. Clarens Ave.
Toronto, ON, M6H 3X7, Canada 
(416) 656-4746 
anna.limanni@utoronto.ca 
Student Member, Interest:5,8

Linda Hall Library 
Serials Department 
5109 Cherry Street 
Kansas City, MO, 64110, USA 
Direct Subscriber

Alexander P. Lorimer 
7 Bent Oak Circle
Mississauga, ON, L5N 4J2, Canada 
(905) 542-2796 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Reginald W. Low 
Sound Concepts Inc.
599 Henry Avenue 
Winnipeg, MB, R3A 0V1, Canada 
(204) 783-6297, FAX:(204) 783-7806 
customerservice@soundconceptscan.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,7

Mr. David Lubman 
14301 Middletown Lane 
Westminster, CA, 92683, USA 
(714) 898 9099, FAX:(714) 373-3050 
dlubman@ix.netcom.com 
Member, Interest:1,4,5

Henry Luo 
Unitron Hearing 
20 Basely Drive
Kitchener, ON, N2G 4X1, Canada 
519-895-0100x2004 
henry.luo@unitron.com 
Member

Ian MacKay
University o f Ottawa
Room 401 - 70 Laurier Ave. East
Ottawa, ON, K1 N 6N5, Canada
(785) 832-0043
imackay@uottawa.ca
Member

Bethany MacLeod 
University o f Toronto 
1 - 201 Queen St. E 
Toronto, ON, M5A 1S2, Canada 
(647) 680-6398 
beth.macleod@utoronto.ca 
Student Member

Scott Mallais
294 Chandler Drive, Apt. 1204 
Kitchener, ON, N2E 2K1, Canada 
(519) 954-3462 
scott.mallais@gmail.com 
Student Member, Interest:1,4,10

Denise Mallette 
I.R.S.S.T. - Informathèque 
11e étage
505 boul de Maisonneuve O 
Montréal, QC, H3A 3C2, Canada 
(514) 288-1551, FAX:(514) 288-6097 
mallette.denise@irsst.qc.ca 
Member

Brian Maranda
DRDC Atlantic
9 Grove St. - PO Box 1012
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada
(902) 426-3100 x173
brian.maranda@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
Member

Thomas M. Marshall 
BKL Consultants Ltd.
#308 - 1200 Lynn Valley Road
North Vancouver, BC, V7W  3E8, Canada
604-988-2508, FAX:604-988-7457
marshall@bkl.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Christian Martel 
Octave Acoustique Inc.
963, chemin Royal
Saint-Laurent-de-l'Ile-d'Orleans, QC, G0A 
3Z0, Canada
(418) 828-0001, FAX:(418) 828-0002
octave@videotron.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,4

John Martyn
Right to Quiet Society
#359 - 1985 Wallace Street
Vancouver, BC, V6R 4H4, Canada
(604) 222-0207
info@quiet.org
Member

Patrice Masson 
3755 Impériale
Sherbrooke, QC, J1N 3W4, Canada 
(819) 821-8000x62152, FAX:(819) 821-7163 
Member, Interest:2,3,6,10

Igor Mastikhin
University o f New Brunswick 
Physics, 8 Bailey Drive 
Fredericton, NB, E3B 5A3, Canada 
mast@unb.ca 
Member

Ryan Matheson 
142 Ahrens St.
Kitchener, ON, N2H 4C7, Canada 
519-716-3843
ryan.j.matheson@gmail.com 
Student Member, Interest:1,2,10
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Ian Matthew 
5089 Old Brock Rd.
Claremont, ON, L1Y 1B3, Canada 
(905) 649-2874 
ianmatthew@headlock.ca 
Member, Interest:1,5,4

Marie-Noel R. Matthews 
40 Oceanic Drive
East Lawrencetown, NS, B2Z 1T6, Canada
mnrioux@eastlink.ca
Student Member, Interest:9,10,11

Mr. Nigel Maybee 
HFP Acoustical Consultants Corp. 
1140, 10201 Southport Rd. SW 
Calgary, AB, T2W 4X9, Canada 
(403) 259-6600, FAX:(403) 259-6611 
nigel@hfpacoustical.com 
Member, Interest:2

Connor Mayer 
University of BC 
#301- 1660 Barclay St.
Vancouver, BC, V6G 1K2, Canada 
778-230-3205
connorm@interchange.ubc.ca 
Student Member

Andreas Mayr 
Hans-Glueck-Strasse 21 
Peissenberg, D-82380, Germany 
0049-170-9611976 
andreas_ma21 @hotmail.com 
Student Member, Interest:1,2

Mc SQUARED System Design Group
Mr. Wade McGregor
Suite 102-145 West 15th Street
North Vancouver, BC, V7M 1R9, Canada
(604) 986-8181, FAX:(604) 929-0642
info@mcsquared.com
Sustaining Subscriber

Nick McCabe 
HGC Engineering
2000 Argentia Road Plaza 1 Suite 2003 
Mississuaga, ON, L5N 1P7, Canada 
(905) 826-4044 
Member

MDDEP
Serv. Qualite de latmosphere 
A/S Dessureault, M.
675 Rene-Levesque Est 6E-B30 
Quebec, QC, G1 R 5V7, Canada 
Indirect Subscriber

Michael Medal 
Aercoustics Engineering 
50 Ronson Drive, Suite 165 
Toronto, ON, M9W 1B3, Canada 
416-249-3361
michaelm@aercoustics.com 
Student Member

Mr. T. Medwedyk 
Group One Acoustics Inc.
1538 Sherway Dr.
Mississauga, ON, L4X 1C4, Canada 
(416) 896-0988, FAX:(416) 897-7794 
goainc@bellnet.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,4,7

Jim Mellard 
10 Woodthrush Court 
Toronto, ON, M2K 2B1, Canada 
(416) 222-6955 
jjmellard@sympatico.ca 
Member, Interest:1,6,10

Garfield Mellema
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic 
P.O. Box 1012
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada 
(902) 426-3100x252 
garfield.mellema@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 
Member

Sid-Ali Meslioui
Pratt &  Whitney Canada Corp
1000 Marie-Victorin (01PA4)
Longueuil, QC, J4G 1A1, Canada
(450) 647-7339
sid-ali.meslioui@pwc.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,10

Steve Meszaros 
RWDI Air
650 Woodlawn Rd West 
Guelph, ON, N1 K 1B8, Canada 
spm@rwdi.com 
Member

Jean-Philippe Migneron 
Université Laval, École d'architecture 
1, Côte de la Fabrique 
Québec, QC, G1 K 7 p 4, Canada 
418-839-0101
jean-philippe.migneron.1 @ulaval.ca 
Student Member

Mr. C.A. Mihalj
Marshall Macklin Monaghan
80 Commerce Valley Dr. E
Thornhill, ON, L3T 7N4, Canada
(905) 882-1100x275, FAX:(905) 882-0055
mihalja@mmm.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Ministère des Transports 
Centre Documentation 
35 Port-Royal est, 4e étage 
Montréal, Qc , H3L 3T1, Canada 
Indirect Subscriber

Takashi Mitsuya 
62 Arch Street, Humphrery Hall 
Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6, Canada 
613-484-8843
takashi.mitsuya@queensu.ca 
Student Member

MJM Conseillers en Acoustique Inc.
MJM Acoustical Consultants Inc.
M. Michel Morin
6555 Cote des Neiges, Suite 440 
Montréal, QC, H3S 2A6, Canada 
(514) 737-9811, FAX:(514) 737-9816 
mmorin@mjm.qc.ca 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,4

Luc Mongeau 
McGill University 
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering 
817 Sherbrooke Street West 
Montreal, QC, H3A 2B4, Canada 
514-398-2777, FAX:514-398-7379 
luc.mongeau@mcgill.ca 
Member, Interest:3,5

Joaquin E. Moran
4342 Queen St,, PO Box 1001
Niagara Falls, ON, L2E 6W1, Canada
905-374-0701 x5236, FAX:905-374-1157
jmoran@hatch.ca
Member, Interest:2,6,10

Mrs. Deirdre A. Morison 
Apt.2, 283 Somerset Street West 
Ottawa, ON, K2P 0J5, Canada 
(613) 829-1938 
d.morison@rogers.com 
Member, Interest:3,5,10

Michael Morley 
420-900 Tolmie Ave.
Victoria, BC, V8X 3W6, Canada 
(250) 382-4363 
mmorley@uvic.ca 
Member, Interest:9

Glenn Morris
264 Victoria Street
Mississauga, ON, L5M 1J8, Canada
(905) 826-9030, FAX:(905) 828-3792
gmorris@utm.utoronto.ca
Member, Interest:7
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Dr. Geoffrey Stewart Morrison 
School of Language Studies 
Building 110
Australian National University 
Canberra, ACT, 0200, AUSTRALIA 
+61 (2) 6125 4266 
geoff.morrison@anu.edu.au 
Member, Interest:8, 11

Nesrine Zakaryia Mostafa 
151 RH Michener Park 
Edmonton, AB, t6H 4M4, Canada 
780 885-9040, FAX:780 492-1624 
Student Member

Emanuel Mouratidis 
Jacques Whitford 
3 Spectacle Lake Drive 
Dartmouth, NS, B3B 1W8, Canada 
(902) 468-7777, FAX:(902) 468-9009 
Member

Mr. David L Moyer
Riverbank Acoustical Labs
Alion Science & Technology
1512 S Batavia Avenue
Geneva, IL, 60134, USA
(630) 232-0104, FAX:(630) 232-0138
dmoyer@alionscience.com
Member, Interest:1,2

Megan Munro 
HGC Engineering
2000 Argentia Road, Plaza 1, Suite 203 
Mississauga, ON, L5N 1P7, Canada 
905-826-4044
mmunro@hgcengineering.com
Member

Murray Munro 
Simon Fraser University 
8888 University Dr.
Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6, Canada 
(778) 782-3654 
mjmunro@sfu.ca 
Member

Majid Nabavi
1202-6630 Sherbrooke St. W. 
Montreal, QC, H4B 1N7, Canada 
(514) 487-5970 
nabavi1382@yahoo.com 
Student Member, Interest:2,3,10

Musarrat Nahid 
2515 Pearkes Lane 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 2C3, Canada 
(604) 266-4979 
mnahid@interchange.ubc.ca 
Student Member, Interest:1,2

Ann Nakashima 
DRDC Toronto
P.O.Box 2000, 1133 Shepperd Ave. W. 
Toronto, ON, M3M 3B9, Canada 
(416) 635-2000x3064, FAX:(416) 635-2 
ann.nakashima@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:2,6,10

Matt Nantais
#14 - 775 Osgoode Drive
London, ON, N6E 1C2, Canada
(519) 839-5290
matt.nantais@gmail.com
Student Member, Interest:2,5,6

Carlos Nash 
USCB
230 Entrance Rd. - Apt. 12 
Goleta, CA, 93117, USA 
(713) 922-4083 
cmnash@umail.ucsb.edu 
Student Member

National Marine Mammal Laboratory 
Library, ASFC 
7600 Sand Point Way, NE 
Seattle, WA, 98115-6349, USA 
(206) 526-4013, FAX:(206) 526-6615 
Sonja.Kromann@noaa.gov 
Indirect Subscriber

Kostyantyn Naumenko 
#1 - 100 Coe Hill Drive 
Toronto, ON, M6S3E1, Canada 
647-881 -7164
kon.naumenko@utoronto.ca 
Student Member, Interest:5,7,8

Terrance Nearey
University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB, T6G 0A2, Canada
t.nearey@ualberta.ca
Member

Hugues Nelisse 
IRSST
505 Boul de Maissonneuve Ouest 
Montréal, QC, H3A 3C2, Canada 
(514) 288-1551x221 
nelisse.hugues@irsst.qc.ca 
Member

Gabe Nespoli 
Ryerson University 
103 Bond Street, BB262 
Toronto, ON, M5B 2K3, Canada 
gabenespoli@gmail.com 
Student Member

John G. Neuhoff 
The College o f Wooster 
840 Red Tailed Lane 
Amherst, OH, 44001, USA 

3 440-670-1401
jneuhoff@wooster.edu
Member

Gary Newton 
Bruel & Kjaer N.A.
38717 Stacey Ct. 
Livonia, MI, 48154, USA 
734-604-7559 
gary.newton@bksv.com 
Member

Mr. Phat Nguyen 
Produits Acoustiques PN Inc.
2875 RUE JASMIN 
Saint-Laurent, QC, H4R 1 H8, Canada 
(514) 946-6299, FAX:(514) 336-9501 
pn@acoustiquepn.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Dr. T.R.T. Nightingale 
National Research Council Canada 
Institute for Research in Construction 
Bldg. M-27
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0R6, Canada 
(613) 993-0102, FAX:(613) 954-1495 
trevor.nightingale@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2

Northern Illinois University 
Periodicals Dept., University Libraries 
1425 West Lincoln Highway 
DeKalb, IL, 60115-2868, USA 
Indirect Subscriber

Dr. Colin Novak 
1518 Bruce Ave.
Windsor, ON, N8X 1X9, Canada 
(519) 253-7193, FAX:(800) 241-9149 
novak1@uwindsor.ca 
Member, Interest:1,5,6,2

Novel Dynamics Test Inc.
Mr. Andy Metelka 
R.R. #2
13652 Fourth Line, Halton Hills
Acton, ON, L7J 2L8, Canada
(519) 853-4495, FAX:(519) 853-3366
ametelka@cogeco.ca
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:2,6,10

Mr. John O'Keefe 
Aercoustics Engineering Ltd 
50 Ronson Drive, Suite 165 
Rexdale, ON, M9W  1B3, Canada 
(416) 249-3361, FAX:(416) 249-3613 
jokeefe@aercoustics.com 
Member, Interest:1
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Alan Oldfield 
AECOM
20 Kitchener Close
St. Albans, Hertfordshire, AL1 5RJ, UK 
+44(0) 1727-838717 
oldfield@hotmail.com 
Member

Donald Olynyk 
9224-90 Street
Edmonton, Alberta, T6C 3M1, Canada 
(780) 465-4125, FAX:(780) 465-4169 
don.olynyk@shaw.ca 
Member, Interest:1,2,4

Chip O'Neil
2560 Progress Street
Vista, CA, 92081, USA
(800) 321-0316, FAX:(760) 744-9812
coneil@holdrite.com
Member, Interest:1,6,11

Dr. John C. Osler 
DRDC Atlantic 
P.O. Box 1012 
9 Grove Street
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada 
(902) 426-3100x119, FAX:(902) 426-9654 
john.osler@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 
Member, Interest:9

Owens-Corning Canada Inc.
Mr. Salvatore Ciarlo 
5445 Mennereuil
St.Leonard, QC, H1S 1S7, Canada 
(800) 988-5269, FAX:(800) 989-8298 
salvatore.ciarlo@owenscorning.com 
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2

OZA Inspections Ltd.
Mr. David Williams 
P.O. Box 271
Grimsby, ON, L3M 4G5, Canada
(800) 664-8263x25, FAX:(905) 945-3942
oza@ozagroup.com
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:7,10

Pacific Biological Station 
Fisheries and Oceans - LIBRARY 
3190 Hammond Bay Rd. 
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6N7, Canada 
Indirect Subscriber

Kevin Packer
FFA Consultants in Acoustics & Noise
Control
Suite 304
605 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 3S9, Canada 
(403) 508-4996, FAX:(403) 508-4998 
ffa@telusplanet.net 
Member, Interest:1,2,4,6

Mr. Thomas Paige 
Kinetics Noise Control Inc.
Vibron products Group
3570 Nashua Drive
Mississauga, ON, L4V 1L2, Canada
(905) 677-4922, FAX:(905) 670-1698
tpaige@kineticsnoise.com
Member, Interest:1,2,4

Richard Palczynski
EnviroChem Engineering Consultants
2 Alline Street
Wolfville, NS, B4P 1J4, Canada 
(902) 542-9891, FAX:(902) 542-0108 
ece@istar.ca 
Member, Interest:2,6,11

William K.G. Palmer 
TRI-LEA-EM RR.5 
76 Sideroad 33/34 Saugeen 
Paisley, ON, N0G 2N0, Canada 
519-353-5921 
trileaem@bmts.com 
Member, Interest:2,5,7

Raymond Panneton 
Université de Sherbrooke 
G.A.U.S.
Dép de génie mécanique 
Sherbrooke, QC, J1K 2R1, Canada 
Member

Michel Parent 
FDI Acoustics 
Suite 250,
600 Crowfoot Crescent NW 
Calgary, AB, T3G 0B4, Canada 
(403) 547-9511, FAX:(403) 547-9502 
mitchp@fdiacoustics.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,4

Dr. Jeongsoo Park
Industrial Technology Centre
181 Kinlock Lane
Winnipeg, MB, R3T 6B1, Canada
(204) 480-0346, FAX:(204) 480-0345
jpark@itc.mb.ca
Member, Interest:1,2,10

Dr. Vijay Parsa
University of Western Ontario
National Centre for Audiology
London, ON, N6G 1H1, Canada
(519)-661 -2111x88947, FAX:(519) 661-3805
parsa@nca.uwo.ca
Member, Interest:7,10

Mr. Richard Patching
Patching Associates Acoustical Eng.
Suite 100
7777 - 10 St. NE
Calgary, AB, T2E 8x2, Canada
(403) 274-5882, FAX:(403) 516-0544
7richard@patchingassociates.com
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Sean Pecknold
DRDC Atlantic
9 Grove St., PO Box 1012
Dartmouth, NS, B2Y 3Z7, Canada
sean.pecknold@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
Member

Nicos Pelavas 
DRDC-Atlantic 
9 Grove Street
Dartmouth, NS, B3A 3C5, Canada 
902-426-3100x344 
nicos.pelavas@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 
Member

Marianne Pelletier 
#119 - 760 Lawrence Ave. W. 
Toronto, ON, M6A 3E7, Canada 
(416) 666-3352
marianne.pelletier@utoronto.ca 
Student Member

Matthew Penner 
MCW Consultants Ltd.
210-1821 Wellington Ave 
Winnipeg, MB, R3H 0G4, Canada 
(204) 779-7900, FAX:(204) 779-1119 
mpenner@mcw.com 
Member, Interest:1,4,2

Scott Penton 
RWDI
650 Woodlawn Road 
Guelph, On, N1K 1B8, Canada 
(519)-823-2275, FAX:(519) 823-1316 
slp@rwdi.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,6

Mr. Richard J. Peppin 
Scantek, Inc.
7060 #L Oakland Mills Rd.
Columbia, MD, 21046, USA 
(410) 290-7726, FAX:(410) 290-9167 
peppinr@scantekinc.com 
Member, Interest:1,2,5,7

Donald Peterson
University of Connecticut Health Center
263 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT, 06032-2017, USA
860-679-4665
peterson@uchc.edu
Member

Aaron Peterson
Brown Strachan Associates
Two Yaletown Square, 1290 Homer Street
Vancouver, BC, V6B 2Y5, Canada
604-689-0514, FAX:604-689-2703
bsa@brownstrachan.com
Member, Interest:1,2,6
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Peutz & Associés
M. Marc Asselineau
10 rue des Messageries
Paris, F75010, FRANCE
+33 1 45230500, FAX:+33 1 45230504
m.asselineau@peutz.fr
Sustaining Subscriber, Interest:1,2,4

Linda Polka 
McGill University
Communication Sciences & Disorders
1266 Pine Ave. West
Montréal, QC, Canada
(514) 398-7235, FAX:(514) 398-8123
linda.polka@mcgill.ca
Member, Interest:5,7,8

Nazanin Pourmand 
University of Western Ontario 
575 Proudfoot Lane, Apt #814 
London, ON, N6H4R5, Canada 
226-663-4547 
npourman@uwo.ca 
Student Member

Daniel P. Prusinowski 
745 Warren Drive
East Aurora, NY, 14052-1913, USA 
(716) 652-9979, FAX:(716) 652-7227 
Member, Interest:1,2,5

Pyrok Inc.
Mr. Howard Podolsky 
121 Sunset Rd.
Mamaroneck, NY, 10543, USA 
(914) 777-7770, FAX:(914) 777-7103 
info@pyrokinc.com 
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Yue Wang
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Lin Wang
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Valcoustics Canada Ltd.
Dr. Al Lightstone - (905) 764-5223 
solutions@valcoustics.com 
Richmond Hill, ON

West Caldwell Calibration Labs
Mr. Stanley Christopher - (905) 595-1107 
info@wccl.com - Brampton, ON

ACO Pacific Inc.
Mr. Noland Lewis - (650) 595-8588 
acopac@acopacific.com - Belmont, CA

AECOM
Frank Babic - (905) 747-7411 
frank.babic@aecom.com - Markham, ON

Conestoga-Rovers & Associates
Tim Wiens - 519-884-0510 x2352 
twiens@craworld.com - Waterloo, ON

Eckel Industries of Canada Ltd.
- (613) 543-2967 

eckel@eckel.ca - Morrisburg, ON

Hatch Associates Ltd.
Mr. Tim Kelsall - (905) 403-3932 
tkelsall@hatch.ca - Mississauga, ON

Integral DX Engineering Ltd.
Mr. Greg Clunis - (613) 761-1565 
greg@integraldxengineering.ca - Ottawa, ON

Jade Acoustics Inc.
Ms. Dalila Giusti - (905) 660-2444 
dalila@jadeacoustics.com - Concord, ON

MJM Conseillers en Acoustique Inc.
MJM Acoustical Consultants Inc.
M. Michel Morin- (514) 737-9811 
mmorin@mjm.qc.ca - Montréal, QC

OZA Inspections Ltd.
(800) 664-8263x25; FAX: (905) 945-3942 
oza@ozagroup.com - Grimsby, ON

RWDI AIR Inc.
(519) 823-1311; FAX: (519) 823-1316 
peter.vandelden@rwdi.com - Guelph, ON

Spaarg Engineering Ltd.
Dr. Robert Gaspar - (519) 972-0677 
gasparr@kelcom.igs.net - Windsor, ON

Tacet Engineering Ltd.
Dr. M.P. Sacks - (416) 782-0298, 
mal.sacks@tacet.ca 
Toronto, ON

Vibro-Acoustics
Mr. Tim Charlton - (800) 565-8401 
tcharlton@vibro-acoustics.com 
Scarborough, ON

Wilrep Ltd.
Mr. Don Wilkinson - (905) 625-8944 
info@wilrep.com - Mississauga, ON

Acoustec Inc.
Dr. J.G. Migneron - (418) 834-1414 
courrier@acoustec.qc.ca - St-Nicolas, QC

Aercoustics Engineering Ltd
Mr. John O'Keefe - (416) 249-3361 
aercoustics@aercoustics.com - Rexdale, ON

Dalimar Instruments Inc.
Mr. Daniel Larose - (514) 424-0033 
daniel@dalimar.ca - Vaudreuil-Dorion, QC

ECORE International
Mr. Paul Downey - (416) 440-1094 
pcd@ecoreintl.com - Toronto, ON

HGC Engineering Ltd.
Mr. Bill Gastmeier - (905) 826-4044 
info@hgcengineering.com - Mississauga, ON

J.E. Coulter Associates Ltd.
Mr. John Coulter - (416) 502-8598 
jcoulter@on.aibn.com - Toronto, ON

JASCO Research Ltd.
(902) 405-3336; FAX: (902) 405-3337 
scott@jasco.com - Halifax, NS

Novel Dynamics Test Inc.
Mr. Andy Metelka - (519) 853-4495 
ametelka@cogeco.ca - Acton, ON

Peutz & Associés
M. Marc Asselineau +33 1 45230500
m.asselineau@peutz.fr
Paris, FRANCE

Scantek Inc.
Mr. Richard J. Peppin - (410)-290-7726 
peppinr@scantekinc.com - Columbia, MD

SNC/Lavalin Environment Inc.
M. Jean-Luc Allard - (450) 651-6710 
jeanluc.allard@snclavalin.com - Longueuil, QC

State of the Art Acoustik Inc.
Dr. C. Fortier - (613) 745-2003 
sota@sota.ca - Ottawa, ON

True Grit Consulting Ltd.
807-626-5640 
Thunder Bay, ON

Wakefield Acoustics Ltd.
Mr. Clair Wakefield - (250) 370-9302 
clair@wakefieldacoustics.com - Victoria, BC

SILEX Innovations Inc.
Mr. Mehmood Ahmed - (905) 612-4000 

ON mehmooda@silex.com, Mississauga, ON
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